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ABSTRACT
X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) is a non-destructive way of imaging object
interiors, with broad applications in medical, industrial, and security imaging. This
dissertation is motivated by X-ray CT for security imaging. In security applica-
tions, CT scanners are used at airports to scan passenger baggage, parcels, and air
cargo. Unlike other imaging applications, security imaging needs to characterize the
materials being scanned. Material characterization requires accurate estimation of
properties such as effective atomic number and density of all materials.
X-ray CT offers the potential for estimation of such material properties, by recon-
structing the X-ray attenuation coefficients at different spatial locations, particularly
when multiple sets of measurements of the scene are acquired with different spec-
tral energy distributions. However, the reconstructed images have distortions due to
monochromatic approximations, low signal-to-noise ratio, and the presence of high-
density materials such as metal. Coupled with the wide range of possible materials
in baggage, these distortions can lead to inaccurate material characterization. This
vi
is further compounded by the use of limited view sensing geometries, which are in-
creasingly used because of lower costs and lower dosage for increased throughput.
In this dissertation, we provide novel reconstruction algorithms and material char-
acterization algorithms for multi-spectral X-ray CT. We first explore dual-energy CT
(DECT), where two distinct sets of measurements of the scene are captured. We de-
compose the measurements into basis sinograms and generate basis coefficient images
to estimate material properties. We integrate metal artifact reduction techniques
commonly found in single energy CT with dual-basis image reconstructions and pro-
pose novel reconstruction algorithms to reduce noise and metal artifacts in DECT.
We further explore various alternative basis functions for enhanced material identi-
fication. We then extend the reconstruction algorithms to generate basis coefficient
images from multi-spectral CT (MECT) where more than two sets of measurements
are collected. We propose a novel technique to estimate effective atomic number and
electron density with MECT combining basis coefficient image reconstructions and di-
rect energy bin reconstructions. Finally, we extend our reconstruction algorithms for
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X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) is a non-destructive way of imaging object inte-
riors, with broad applications in medical, industrial and security imaging. CT scans
are widely used in medical imaging applications to get detailed cross sectional images
inside the body and has been extensively researched for over four decades. Industrial
CT scanning is mostly used for internal inspection of components in many industries
and applications involve flaw detection, failure analysis, assembly analysis and re-
verse engineering. In security applications, CT scanners are used at airports to scan
passenger baggage, parcels, and air cargo. This dissertation is motivated by X-ray
CT for security imaging. Unlike other imaging applications, security imaging requires
identification of the materials that are being scanned. An ideal type of material char-
acterization requires accurate estimation of properties such as effective atomic number
and density of all constituent materials. X-ray CT offers the potential for estimation
of such material properties by reconstructing the X-ray attenuation coefficients at
different spatial locations.
The principle behind CT is to acquire multiple views of an object over a range
of angular orientations. When an X-ray beam travels through an object, the pho-
tons are diverted from the straight path to a detector through interactions with the
underlying materials in the path. These interactions are often characterized by an
energy-dependent linear attenuation coefficient (LAC). The different materials can be
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often identified by reconstructing the LAC at different spatial locations, using photon
intensities or counts measured at arrays of detectors.
In many medical CT applications, detectors are energy-integrating detectors and
the reconstruction algorithms assume a monochromatic X-ray beam, ignoring the
polychromatic nature of X-ray sources. Hence, only an average attenuation coeffi-
cient can be reconstructed and the ability to distinguish materials become difficult.
As an alternative, multi-spectral X-ray projection systems were developed where mul-
tiple sets of measurements of the scene are acquired with different spectral energy
distributions.
Many multi-spectral CT algorithms have been proposed over the years motivated
mostly by medical imaging applications. However, in security imaging there are
multiple challenges preventing accurate material characterization which we discuss
next.
1.2 Challenges in Security Imaging
• Range of possible materials in baggage and cargo
The variety of objects seen in baggage is higher than that seen in medical
applications, with different materials, sizes and shapes. Furthermore, the bags
can be highly cluttered and tightly packed. This makes it difficult to separate
hazardous materials from regular stream-of-commerce materials.
• Presence of metal in baggage and cargo
Unlike in medical imaging, metal clutter and other high density materials are
commonly found in baggage and cargo. Such materials have a higher linear
attenuation coefficient, especially at lower X-ray energies and only few of the
lower energy photons reach the detectors. As a consequence, traditional CT
reconstruction algorithms such as filtered back projection produce significant
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distortions and artifacts in the reconstructed images. This makes it difficult to
estimate other materials inside the bag/cargo.
• Low signal-to-noise ratio in multi-spectral CT
The development of photon counting detectors has facilitated multi-spectral
CT which captures spectral information by counting photon arrivals at several
energy windows. These CT systems are proposed for medical imaging applica-
tions. However, the narrow energy bins result in a lower signal-to-noise ratio
in each bin, particularly in the lower energy bins. This effect is significant and
challenging when high-attenuation materials such as metal are present in the
area to be imaged.
• Limited-view sensing geometries
The hardware systems in security screening can introduce additional limitations
for applications such as cargo screening due to the nature of cargo (bulk and
size). In the conventional CT scanners the object is encircled by X-ray sources
and detectors. Typical air cargo skids have dimensions 48” x 48” x 65”. Scaling
conventional CT designs to the size of cargo skids can result in prohibitively
expensive systems. Thus, concepts for air cargo scanners often use limited view
sensing geometries with fixed sets of X-ray sources and detectors which result in
incomplete measurements, and traditional CT reconstruction algorithms such
as filtered back projection may produce significant distortions and artifacts in
the reconstructed images.
• Large numbers of data elements and unknowns
In order to detect materials of interest present in appropriate quantities, it
is desirable to image cargo skids at resolutions under one cubic centimeter or
smaller. For the skid dimensions mentioned earlier, this leads to problems
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with 2,400,000 unknowns or greater to be estimated from the sensed detector
measurements that can number over 60,000,000. The size of the reconstruction
problem makes it challenging to generate the 3-D volumetric images in near to
real-time as needed by the applications.
In this dissertation we propose novel algorithms to address the above challenges and
characterize materials in both baggage screening and cargo screening.
1.3 Contributions
Dual-energy CT (DECT), where two distinct sets of measurements of the scene
are captured, has emerged as a preferred way of material characterization in non-
destructive imaging. However, the reconstructed images still suffer from artifacts due
to monochromatic approximations. To alleviate such artifacts and get better material
estimates, images can be generated in terms of coefficients of basis functions, where
the two sets of measurements are decomposed into basis sinograms and the images
are subsequently reconstructed (Azevedo et al., 2016; Champley et al., 2019).
One of the main challenges limiting the use of basis decomposition with DECT
is the presence of high density materials like metal which causes severe artifacts in
the basis images leading to inaccurate material characterization (Ying et al., 2006).
A major contribution of this dissertation is the development of dual-energy recon-
struction algorithms that reduce the effects of noise and metal artifacts, based on
extensions of basis decomposition techniques.
For more than four decades metal artifact reduction in single-energy CT (SECT)
has been widely researched (Gjesteby et al., 2016), but not much work has been done
in DECT and basis decomposition. We first investigate combining existing SECT
metal artifact reduction techniques with basis decomposition. The most common ap-
proach of such techniques is to correct the sinogram for metal passing rays but this
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approach had limited success as the forced corrections can introduce additional arti-
facts. Inspired by such techniques we propose a weighting method to down-weight the
basis sinograms, by assigning zero weights to rays passing through metal and inverse
covariance weights to other rays. We combine the proposed weighting method with
a novel regularization technique based on minimizing edge-preserving total variation.
Using simulations and experimental data acquired from a commercial scanner, we
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm significantly reduces noise and metal arti-
facts compared to the baseline approaches of filtered back projection and competing
iterative reconstruction algorithms.
In Chapter 4 we investigate estimating material properties with DECT. In the
current state of practice techniques, effective attenuation values are estimated at two
different average energies and mapped to material properties such as effective atomic
number and density. However, the polychromatic nature of the X-ray beam is ignored,
which leads to beam hardening artifacts. As a consequence, objects of different sizes
made out of same material can be erroneously estimated. In addition, there is no
direct relationship between the effective attenuation values and material properties.
We demonstrate that, by doing basis decomposition, we can alleviate those beam
hardening artifacts and find analytical relationships between basis coefficients and
material properties. However, the presence of metal interferes with DECT basis de-
composition. We investigate on the choice of optimal basis functions for material
identification, especially in the presence of metal. Basis coefficients can be converted
to attenuation coefficients at different energies in order to estimate material proper-
ties. We first prove that this choice of energies is irrelevant, but the choice of basis
functions used to decompose the measurements is important. We further show that
while different basis functions behave differently in the presence of metal, a good
reconstruction algorithm can compensate for the choice of basis functions.
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In Chapter 5 we propose a novel technique to estimate material properties with
multi-spectral CT (MECT) in the presence of high-attenuation materials. Different
from DECT, MECT systems count photon arrivals at narrow energy windows, allow-
ing for the formation of CT images in each energy window. In this manner, MECT
systems capture more spectral-dependent information and can alleviate beam hard-
ening artifacts (Wang et al., 2011; Busi et al., 2019). However, MECT uses narrow
energy bins which reduces SNR. We first extend the advanced reconstruction algo-
rithms we develop for DECT to MECT to alleviate metal artifacts. We then propose
an algorithm to estimate material properties by combining direct energy bin recon-
structions and basis image reconstructions. We compare the proposed method with
alternative techniques for material estimation with MECT and state-of-art DECT in
the presence of metal and our experiments indicate that our proposed method gener-
ates more accurate estimates of material properties over a broad range of conditions.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we model and implement an accelerated reconstruction al-
gorithm with enhanced regularization to reduce noise and artifacts in 3D images in
limited view cargo systems. The accelerated algorithm is based on separable surrogate
functions with ordered subsets and the regularization is based on edge-preserving total
variation. Using experimental data acquired from a commercial scanner, we demon-
strate that the proposed algorithm reduces noise while preserving important minor
details without significant additional computation time.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review back-
ground information. We discuss the fundamentals of X-ray CT, the different spectral
modalities of X-ray CT, and basis decomposition with spectral CT. In Chapter 3,
we discuss the problem of metal artifacts in DECT and develop new reconstruction
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algorithms to reduce noise and metal artifacts in DECT basis images. In Chapter 4,
we extend the proposed algorithms in Chapter 3 to get robust estimations of material
properties such as effective atomic number and density. We further investigate how
different basis functions behave in the presence of metal and how they effect material
estimation. Chapter 5 is on multi-spectral CT and we present a robust technique
to estimate material properties utilizing MECT. Chapter 6 is based a 3D limited
angle CT setting for cargo systems where we present an accelerated reconstruction
algorithm with enhanced regularization to reduce noise and artifacts. Finally, in




In this chapter we discuss the fundamentals of X-ray computed tomography (CT),
multi-spectral X-ray CT, and the use of basis decomposition with spectral CT.
2.1 Material Characterization with X-rays
Non-destructive material characterization is important in aviation security imaging
applications as we need to distinguish if a material inside a bag/package is hazardous
or illegal. In an ideal type of material characterization, we must be able to accurately
estimate properties such as effective atomic number and density of all constituent
materials. In Figure 2·1 the effective atomic number and density of the common
items found in luggage are plotted against each other along with threat materials and
a pattern emerges that suggests a way to distinguish these threats (Eilbert and Krug,
1993). X-ray CT offers the potential to estimate these properties by reconstructing the
X-ray attenuation coefficients at different spatial locations, as the X-ray attenuation
is governed by the interactions with electrons and density.
The atomic number Z of an element is equal to the number of protons in the
atomic nucleus. X-rays are attenuated by interactions with electrons, the number
which in a neutral atom is equal to Z. An effective atomic number Ze in this context
is equivalent to the atomic number but for compounds. In (Murty, 1965) a formula
9
Figure 2·1: Effective atomic number vs density for common items
found in airport luggage and and for certain contraband and explosive
materials. Figure extracted from (Eilbert and Krug, 1993).











where N is the number of constituent elements in the compound/material. For each
element i, Zi is the atomic number and αi is its electron fraction given by αi =
wi(Zi/Ai)∑N
j=1 wj(Zj/Aj)
where wi and Ai are the fraction by weight and the atomic mass of the
element respectively. The exponent m is optimized depending on the spectral region
and system specifications. While m was originally set to 2.94 other values have been
used throughout and now m is mostly considered as 3.8.
The density of a material ρ is a measure of how much mass is contained in 1 unit
of volume of the material. However, X-ray attenuation is directly proportional to
the material’s electron density ρe and therefore some systems use ρe instead of ρ for
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material characterization (Azevedo et al., 2016; Champley et al., 2019). ρe is the








where N is the number of constituent elements in the compound/material and for
each element i, Zi is the atomic number and Ai is the atomic mass.
Note that material characterization depends on the intrinsic properties of the
interactions of X-rays with the underlying materials, and not on the shape of the
objects containing such materials. This is in contrast with X-ray scanning systems
that search for guns and knives in carry-on luggage, and use shape as a primary source
of information to classify them as threats (Akcay and Breckon, 2020; Morris et al.,
2018; Manerikar et al., 2020).
2.2 X-ray Computed Tomography
2.2.1 X-ray CT Scanners
Figure 2·2 illustrates a typical CT scanner consisting of a rotating frame with an
X-ray source mounted on one side and an array of detectors mounted on the opposite
side. The principle behind CT is to acquire multiple views of an object over a range
of angular orientations. Conventional CT machines take continuous measurements
in a helical (or spiral) fashion or take a series of measurements of individual 2D
slices of the object (also known as step-and-shoot mode) as illustrated in Figure 2·3.
In both cases 2D CT images are formed per slice. In this dissertation we focus on
reconstructing 2D slices as well as generating 3D volumetric images.
When an X-ray beam travels through an object, the beam gets attenuated based
on the object material properties and the size of the object. Using the photon in-
tensity measured at the detector, the object can be identified by reconstructing the
11
Figure 2·2: Conventional X-ray CT scanner diagram. (QuakeRec-
Nankai, 2014)
attenuation at different spatial locations.
X-rays are generated from the interaction of electrons as they are accelerated or
decelerated or when they change energy levels in an atom (Martz et al., 2016). A
typical X-ray tube uses a high voltage source to accelerate an electron beam from a
heated cathode towards a metal target at the anode. When the electron beam hits
the anode, X-rays are generated due to two atomic processes. One of them is the
Bremsstrahlung radiation or the“braking radiation”. This is when electrons hit the
target and slow down or stop, and the lost kinetic energy gets converted to radiation
and emitted in the form of X-ray photons. As a result X-ray photons get emitted
at multiple energies and the X-ray beam is polychromatic. Figure 2·4 is an example
of a normalized 130 kVp X-ray source spectrum (kVp denotes the maximum voltage
applied to the X-ray tube). The maximum energy of the X-ray photon is limited by
the source voltage.
The second process that emits X-ray photons is the characteristic emission. This
happens when the electron beam hits the anode and knocks an orbital electron out of
the inner electron shell of the target atom creating a vacancy. The vacancy is filled
by an electron from a higher shell and the energy difference is emitted as X-rays at
a few discrete energies. These energies depend on the target metal. The spectrum
12
(a) Helical scan (b) Axial scan
Figure 2·3: CT techniques

























Figure 2·4: Example of a normalized 130 kVp X-ray source spectrum
(the spectrum is normalized to integrate to 1).
in Figure 2·4 is resulted from a Tungsten anode and the sharp peaks are due to the
Tungsten characteristic emission.
While X-ray sources are polychromatic, conventional X-ray detectors are either
energy-integrating detectors (EID) or photon counting detectors (PCD) and measure
an average statistic over all the photons received in a time interval. The EIDs in-
tegrate the energy of the received X-ray photons and lose all the energy-dependent
information, but have a very good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In contrast, PCDs
can count photons at different energy windows and capture more spectral dependent
information (Wang et al., 2011) but if the energy windows are too narrow they have
a lower SNR.
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Figure 2·5: Linear attenuation coefficient (LAC) of few materials.
2.2.2 Attenuation
When an X-ray beam travel through an object it gets attenuated based on the ob-
ject’s material properties. The attenuation is characterized by the linear attenuation
coefficient (LAC). LAC is the amount of attenuation in the X-ray beam as it travels
through 1 cm thickness of the material and is energy-dependent. The attenuated X-
ray intensity (energy per unit area) I(E) at energy E, going through a homogeneous
material with LAC µ and length l, follows Beer’s law which states that
I(E) = I0(E)e
−µ(E)l (2.3)
I0(E) is the initial X-ray intensity.
Figure 2·5 illustrates LAC curves of few materials. As seen, there is higher at-
tenuation at lower energies. In the energy range of medical and baggage CT systems
(approximately 10 to 150 KeV), X-ray attenuation is dominated by: photoelectric
absorption, Compton scattering and Rayleigh scattering. Photoelectric absorption
happens when an X-ray photon is completely absorbed in the atom, ejecting an or-
bital electron, and is dominant at low photon energies and with atoms of large atomic
numbers. Compton scattering occurs when an X-ray photon collides with a free or































































Figure 2·6: Physical components of LAC of water and TNT.
mentum, reducing the energy of the scattered photon and deflecting the photon at
an angle to its original trajectory. Rayleigh scattering is when the X-ray beam gets
deflected by a small angle from its original path, with no change in its energy, and is
relatively small and therefore is often neglected when calculating the attenuation. In
Figure 2·6 we illustrate the effect of these physical properties for the materials water
and TNT.
2.2.3 Measurement Model
In this section we discuss the measurement model which describes the relationship
between the source intensity and the measurements at the detector, governed by the
Beer-Lambert law. Accordingly the expected photon counts received at detector j









The terms are: E is the energy level, r is the spatial location, µ(r, E) is the linear
attenuation coefficient (LAC) at energy E and position r along the X-ray path Lj,
w(E) is the normalized spectrum at energy E which includes the energy-dependent
source strength and detector sensitivity, and I0 is the source intensity. Here j ∈
{1, . . . ,M}; where M is the total number detectors which is the product of the number
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of views and the elements in the detector array.
The actual received counts Z(j) are modeled as a Poisson process with the mean
given by (2.4) as
Z(j) ∼ Poisson(I(j)) (2.5)
Often, we use the negative log of the normalized intensity of photon counts as the












µ(r, E)dl in (2.4) is the projection of the unknown attenuation
coefficient values µ at spatial location r and energy E along path Lj. Let (x, y)
represent the spatial location r and (θ, s) represent the line Lj. θ is the angle of the
axis and s is the distance from the origin. Figure 2·7 illustrates this positioning.
Figure 2·7: The Radon transform for parallel-beam geometry (Jor-
gensen, 2016)
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µ(x, y, E)dl (2.7)






µ(x, y, E)δ(xcos(θ) + ysin(θ)− s)dxdy (2.8)
The expression in (2.8) is the Radon transformation. In scanners that use a parallel
beam geometry, the collection of the Radon transform data is often referred to as a
sinogram because the Radon transform of an off-center point source is a sinusoid.
Figure 2·8 illustrates a sample phantom with two balls of different attenuation
values and the collection of the corresponding Radon transformation for a parallel
beam geometry. The Radon transformation follows the pattern of two sinosoids which
overlap when the rays pass through both balls to reach the detector.
Phantom Radon transformation
Figure 2·8: Example of a sample phantom and the corresponding
Radon transformation
If we assume a monochromatic X-ray source with w(E) being a constant in (2.4),
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From (2.9) we can see how tomography maps to the Radon transformation and how
the inverse of the Radon transform can be useful in reconstructing attenuation images.
Note by generalizing to parallel beam geometries the collection of s(j) is referred to
as a sinogram.




µ(r)dl = Aµ (2.10)
A is constructed such that the inner product of its jth row with the attenuation
image vector µ gives the line integral associated to the jth detector. For scanning a
2D image of size NxN and with M detectors A will be of size MxN2. The distance
driven projection model (De Man and Basu, 2004) is one of the widely used algorithms
to discretize the forward projection and back projection.
In conventional CT reconstructions, the polychromatic nature of the X-ray source
and the beam is ignored and w(E) is assumed to be a constant. Therefore we can only
estimate an “effective attenuation coefficient” instead of the actual energy-dependent
linear attenuation coefficient. We denote the “effective attenuation coefficient” by µ̃.
2.2.5 CT Image Reconstruction
In this section we describe the standard CT image reconstruction algorithms.
2.2.5.1 Filtered Back Projection
Since (2.9) is the Radon transformation, we can apply filtered back projection (FBP)
which uses inverse-Radon transformation to find µ̃(r). The FBP algorithm first filters
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the sinograms using a high-pass filter. The Fourier Slice Theorem states that the
Fourier transform of a projection of a 2D function along a line is equal to a slice
of the two dimensional Fourier transform of the original function. This results in a
dense center in the Fourier domain corresponding to more low frequency points and a
blurry reconstructed image. Therefore the sinograms are first filtered and then back-
projected. The most common filter that is used in FBP is the Ram-Lak filter (Kak
et al., 2002).
FBP is by far the most widely used CT reconstruction algorithm and is the state
of practice due to its simplicity, efficiency and the quality of images when enough
projections are collected. However, the reconstructed images have significant artifacts
when ideal measurement conditions are not met, such as limited view geometries, low
source intensity, and the presence of high-attenuation materials that cause photon
starvation at the detectors.
2.2.5.2 Iterative Reconstruction
With the field of computational imaging rising, iterative model-based algorithms are
being proposed for better quality reconstructions, particularly for cases when FBP
fails. An overview of such algorithms is reviewed in (Geyer et al., 2015).
Based on the approximation in (2.10) the following quadratic equation is often





||s−Aµ||2W + τR(µ). (2.11)
W can be an appropriate weighting matrix if necessary and R(µ) is the regulariza-
tion term and τ is the regularization parameter. Few of the common regularization
methods used are truncated SVD regularization, Tikhonov regularization, L1 regular-
ization and Total Variation (TV) regularization (Karl, 2005). The Tikhonov regular-
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ization (also known as the L2 regularization) takes the form R(µ) = ||Lµ||22. In some
cases L is considered to be the identity matrix but in many other cases L = D where
D is the discrete approximation of the gradient operator. Since an L2 regularizer is
differentiable, a closed form solution for µ̃ can be found as
µ̃ = (ATWA + τLTL)−1ATWs (2.12)
However, this requires a high-dimensional inverse, and is often solved by iterative
methods, such as conjugate gradient.
Even though such linear processing is reliable, better results can be achieved with
non linear processing. Often, L1 regularizers are preferred for complex problems.
The L1 regularization takes the form R(µ) = ||Lµ||1. However, the L1 penalty terms
are non differentiable and thus L1 regularization needs more advanced optimization
approaches such as alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) (Boyd et al.,
2011), split-Bregman method (Goldstein and Osher, 2009).
TV regularization is a form of an L1 regularizer with the advantage of giving
additional smoothing while preserving the edges of the images. Two popular choices
of discrete TV norm are isotropic TV and anisotropic TV (Goldstein and Osher,







the anisotropic TV norm as R(µ) = ||Dhµ||1 + ||Dvµ||1 (Dh and Dv are horizontal
and vertical gradient operators). The regularizers used through out this dissertation
are built on TV norm.
2.2.5.3 Split-Bregman Method for TV Regularized Problems
For computational efficacy and numerical stability we chose to use split-Bregman
techniques to solve for L1 problems (Goldstein and Osher, 2009). As the regularizers
used through out the dissertation are either TV norm or built on TV norm here we
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||s−Aµ||2W + τ(||Dhµ||1 + ||Dvµ||1) (2.13)
To enable Bregman splitting we introduce the auxiliary variables dh and dv as dh =
Dhµ and dv = Dvµ. This reformulates the problem as,




||s−Aµ||2W + τ ||dh||1 + τ ||dv||1
+λ
2




where λ is the penalty parameter. Using simplified Bregman iterative scheme, the

























||dv −Dvµk+1 − bkv||22 (2.17)
bh
k+1 = bkh + (Dhµ
k+1 − dk+1h ) (2.18)
bv
k+1 = bkv + (Dvµ
k+1 − dk+1v ) (2.19)
Equation (2.15) has a closed form solution as,




(ATWs + λDTh (d
k
h − bkh) + λDTv (dkv − bkv)
(2.20)















shrink(u,w) = sgn(u) ∗max(|u| − w, 0) (2.23)
2.2.5.4 Other Techniques
Alternatively, instead of using the linearized version in (2.10) the measurements can
be approximated as
I(j) ∼ Poisson(I0e(−Ajµ)) (2.24)
and statistical methods can be used to estimate µ̃ (Quivira et al., 2016; Erdogan
and Fessler, 1999b). We discuss and derive the related optimization approaches in
Chapter 6.
2.2.6 Limitations of Single-Energy CT Reconstructions
Irrespective of the choice of the reconstruction algorithm, the single-energy CT model
often fails to identify the constituent materials. As discussed in section 2.1 for an ideal
type of material characterization we need to estimate at least two properties which is
fundamentally impossible with one set of measurements. In addition, the polychro-
matic nature of the X-ray beam is ignored in the conventional CT reconstructions and
we reconstruct an “effective attenuation coefficient”. This leads to many artifacts. In
Figure 2·5 we observed that the attenuation is comparatively high at lower energies.
Therefore the photons that arrive have higher average energies, particularly from the
rays that pass through considerable lengths of materials. This effect will be visible
in the reconstructed images with objects having lower attenuation values towards the
center. The resultant cupping artifacts are known as beam hardening artifacts (Kak
et al., 2002).
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Figure 2·9: Example of normalized dual-energy CT system spectra
(the spectra are normalized to integrate to 1).
2.3 Spectral CT
Due to the limitations with single-energy CT (SECT) systems, multi spectral CT
was developed where multiple sets of measurements are acquired with different source
spectra, or using energy-sensitive detectors.
2.3.1 Dual-Energy CT
Dual-energy CT (DECT) is a widely available spectral CT modality. In DECT two
sets of measurements of the scene are acquired with two different X-ray spectral
distributions. In Figure 2·4 we showed an example spectrum of a SECT system.
Figure 2·9 illustrates normalized example spectra of a DECT system, with 95 kVp
and 130 kVp X-ray spectra.









with i = 1, 2 denoting the system spectrum index. The rest of the terms are: E is
the energy level, r is the spatial location, µ(r, E) is the linear attenuation coefficient
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Figure 2·10: Different dual-energy scanners. Figure extracted
from (Lam et al., 2015).
(LAC) at energy E and position r along the X-ray path Lj, wi(E) is the i
th normal-
ized spectrum at energy E which includes the energy-dependent source strength and
detector sensitivity, and I0 is the source intensity.
Different DECT systems capture the two sets of measurements based on different
acquisition methods. Some systems have only a single source, but have two different
source spectra. They either do two sequential scans with the two spectra which will
cause a significant lag between the sets of measurements or do fast kVp switching
where a filter is used to alternate between the spectra quickly throughout the scan.
The latter technique is used by GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA (Chandra and
Langan, 2011). Some systems have two sources operating simultaneously, each set to a
different spectrum. Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany uses these scanners (Petersilka
et al., 2008). While this is time efficient there can be scatter and misalignment of
measurement ray paths. Finally there are systems which uses a single source but
have dual-layer detectors. This technology has been developed by Philips Healthcare,
MA, USA (Kaza et al., 2012). While these do not have the disadvantage of the other
systems, it requires advanced detectors.
Having captured the two distinct sets of measurements, we can estimate LAC val-
ues at two different average energies, which would provide a better characterization
of the energy-dependent material properties compared to the estimations acquired
from SECT systems. Most of the commercial DECT scanners characterize material
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with this method. However, the reconstructed individual average attenuation images
still suffer from significant artifacts due to the monochromatic approximations. A
common approach to alleviate these artifacts is to decompose the dual energy sino-
grams into basis sinograms, and subsequently reconstruct the decomposed images.
The basis decomposition in addition to alleviating artifacts offers the potential to
accurately estimate estimate effective atomic number (Ze) and electron density (ρe).
A major part of this dissertation is built on basis decomposition and we will discuss
basis decomposition later in section 2.4.
2.3.2 Multi-Spectral CT
Different from DECT, multi-spectral CT (also known as multi-energy CT (MECT))
count photon arrivals at narrow energy windows with photon counting detectors, and
CT images are formed for each energy window. Thus, multi-spectral CT systems
capture more spectral dependent information (Wang et al., 2011). Since the energy
bins are narrow beam hardening will not become a problem. Due to the narrow
energy bins, the number of photons measured in each energy bin is less than that
with conventional energy-integrating detectors, and spectral CT results in a lower
signal to noise ratio (SNR). This has been discussed and addressed in literature for
medical imaging applications ((Zhang et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2011)).
Figure 2·11 illustrates an example of a normalized multi-energy spectra with 11
bins. The measurements captured will have the same forward model as in (2.25) but
now i = 1, 2 . . . 11. We can form CT images in each energy window and estimate
the LAC values directly. These direct energy bin reconstructions are useful for K-
edge imaging in medical applications (Zhang et al., 2016; Roessl and Proksa, 2007)
and also be used to estimate material properties directly (Busi et al., 2019). We
can further do basis decomposition (Babaheidarian and Castañón, 2018) with MECT
measurements and estimate material properties. A contribution in this dissertation
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Figure 2·11: Example of normalized multi-spectral CT system spec-
trum (the spectrum is normalized to integrate to 1).
is a novel robust algorithm which uses both basis decomposition and direct energy
bin reconstructions to estimate material properties.
In the next section we discuss basis decomposition with spectral CT.
2.4 Basis Decomposition
Since the reconstructed individual average attenuation images suffer from significant
artifacts due to the monochromatic approximations, an alternative approach is to ex-
pand the energy-dependent linear attenuation coefficients of materials in terms of two
energy-dependent basis functions, and reconstruct the respective basis coefficients at
different spatial locations. In addition to alleviating artifacts this allows to accurately
estimate effective atomic number (Ze) and electron density (ρe). In this section we
discuss the common basis functions and the optimization approaches.
2.4.1 Basis Functions
In dual-basis decomposition, the energy-dependent LAC of a material (discussed in
section 2.2.2) is approximated in terms of two energy-dependent basis functions f1(E)
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and f2(E) as
µ(r, E) = x1(r)f1(E) + x2(r)f2(E) (2.26)
where x1(r) and x1(r) are the basis coefficients of the material at spatial location r.
Next let’s look at the basis functions found in literature.
2.4.1.1 Photoelectric and Compton Basis
The most common set of basis functions used are photoelectric and Compton basis
(PCB) functions (Azevedo et al., 2016; Ying et al., 2006), which correspond to two
of the primary energy-dependent physical processes that lead to the loss of photons:
absorption and scattering respectively. Photoelectric absorption happens when an
X-ray photon is completely absorbed in the atom, ejecting an orbital electron. The
process is the primary source of lost photons at low photon energies and with atoms
of large atomic numbers. Compton scattering occurs when an X-ray photon collides
with a free or a loosely bound electron in an outer shell. The energy of the X-ray
photon is decreased when it interacts with the electron. In the X-ray energy of interest
E (in keV), the Compton scatter basis function is approximated by the Klein-Nishina













ln(1 + 2α)− 1 + 3α
(1 + 2α)2
(2.27)






The normalized basis functions are illustrated in Figure 2·12. As seen the basis
functions behave very differently across the energy spectra. The photoelectric basis
function has higher attenuation values at lower energies while at higher energies the
attenuation values are nearly zero. This makes it harder to estimate the photoelectric
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coefficients particularly in the presence of high density materials like metal which have
high absorption rates at lower energies and may cause photon starvation.

































Figure 2·12: Normalized Photoelectric and Compton basis functions
(the functions are normalized to integrate to 1 over the range 20 keV
to 130 keV).
The dependency of Compton and photoelectric coefficients (ac and ap respectively)








where NA is the Avogadro’s number, A is atomic mass of the material and C is a
constant. Hence these basis coefficients can be directly translated into effective atomic






ρe = Kac (2.31)




Another set of common basis functions are the material basis (MB) where the LAC
of a material is approximated by a combination of LAC curves of reference mate-
rials (Lehmann et al., 1981). In medical imaging MB decomposition is often used
with bone and soft tissue (or water) being the basis materials. However, in security
applications where a wide range of materials are possible, it is hard to represent all
materials with just two materials. Aluminium and types of plastics have been used
as basis functions; in Figure 2·13 we illustrate the basis functions of aluminium and
polystyrene. Coefficients of these basis functions do not have any physical significance
and can even be negative, which becomes challenging when tying to estimate material
properties directly. If the LAC curve can be accurately reconstructed using the MB
coefficients, we can estimate material properties as explained in the next section.

































Figure 2·13: Normalized material basis with Polystyrene and Alu-
minium (the functions are normalized to integrate to 1 over the range
20 keV to 130 keV).
2.4.1.3 Synthesized Monochromatic Basis
In (Champley et al., 2019) a new set of basis functions were proposed, namely synthe-
sized monochromatic basis (SMB) functions. These basis functions act as monochro-
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Figure 2·14: Synthesized Monochromatic Basis
matic functions at chosen energies, are system independent, and can be directly con-
verted into Ze and ρe .
Since the LAC can be approximated by any two energy-dependent basis functions
as in (2.26), at any two energies EL and EH ,
µ(r, EL) = x1(r)f1(EL) + x2(r)f2(EL) = cL(r) (2.32)
µ(r, EH) = x1(r)f1(EH) + x2(r)f2(EH) = cH(r) (2.33)
If cL and cH are defined as the coefficients for the two SMB functions SMBL(E) and


















These are derived in detail in (Champley et al., 2019). In Figure 2·14 we illustrate
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the SMB functions for energies 27 keV and 93 keV. The chosen energies need to
be far apart to have a larger contrast in cL and cH . As seen they behave similarly
across the energy spectra. Furthermore, the function values are such that at 27
keV SMB27(27) = 1 and SMB93(27) = 0, and at 93 keV SMB27(93) = 0 and
SMB93(93) = 1. Hence, these act as monochromatic functions at 27 keV and 93 keV,
and the basis coefficients are the LAC values at 27 keV and 93 keV. In order for this
property to hold, we have not normalized the SMB functions. These basis coefficients
can be directly transformed into Ze and ρe because
cL = ρeσe(EL, Ze) and cH = ρeσe(EH , Ze) (2.36)
where σe(EL, Ze) and σe(EH , Ze) are the electronic attenuation at energies EL and
EH . Ze will be a function of the ratio of (
cL
cH
). Using the relationship between
SMB coefficients and photoelectric and Compton coefficients we can also derive the
analytical relationship as follows.





























This method can be used to find Ze and ρe from any basis coefficients as we can
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transform the basis coefficients into the LAC at any two energies.
A major challenge with basis decomposition is the artifacts that arise in the pres-
ence of dense materials like metal. While photoelectric and Compton basis functions
have been tested in the presence of metal with limited success (Ying et al., 2006;
Martin et al., 2014; Tracey and Miller, 2015), those experiments focused on reduc-
ing the appearance of artifacts in the reconstructed image, and did not evaluate the
accuracy in material recognition. In this dissertation we investigate how different
basis functions behave in the presence of metal and we develop algorithms for metal
artifact reduction for basis coefficient images as well as enhanced material recognition
accuracy.
2.4.2 Algorithms for Basis Coefficients Reconstruction
In this section we describe the the steps to obtain basis coefficient images from mea-
sured sinograms, as illustrated in Figure 2·15.
Using the basis decomposition in (2.26), the expected value of the normalized









with i = 1, 2, ..., N denoting the system spectrum index and j = 1..M denoting the








x1(r)dl and y2(j) =
∫
Lj
x2(r)dl are the line integrals of basis coef-
ficients along the ray Lj.
The first step in dual-energy basis image reconstruction is to decompose the high
and low energy measurements s1(j), s2(j), ..., sN(j) into these basis integrals y1(j) and
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Figure 2·15: Flow-chart of basis image reconstruction













Here we use the measured counts as an approximation to the inverse variance of the
measurements, as in (Sauer and Bouman, 1993). We refer to the collection of decom-
posed measurements y1(j) and y2(j) for the different detectors as basis sinograms.
In practical problems, we encounter a large number of detectors and solving a
non-linear least squares for each detector sequentially is a slow process. Hence we
vectorize the problem and solve for all detectors in parallel.
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Once the sinograms are found, respective coefficients can be modelled as
y1 = Ax1 and y2 = Ax2 (2.45)
using the forward projection matrix A. We can use conventional CT reconstruction
algorithms like FBP (discussed in section 2.2.5 to solve (2.45) but in the presence of
metal this will be challenging.
Next, lets look at the two approaches we have used throughout this dissertation
to solve (2.44).
2.4.2.1 Gauss-Newton Algorithm
Gauss-Newton algorithm (Bertsekas, 1999) is an iterative method modified from New-
ton’s method and is one of the popular methods to solve non-linear least squares.
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j ) +∇g(ykj )′(yj − ykj ) (2.48)
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The expression in (2.49) holds only if the matrix ∇g(ykj )∇g(ykj )
′
is invertible. In
our experiments we have found out that in the presence of noise, the matrix can be
ill-conditioned particularly with material basis and synthesized monochromatic basis
functions as they contain negative values.
To regularize the solution we can use Levenberg-Marquardt method or a Trust-
region method (Bertsekas, 1999). For the work in this dissertation we use a Trust-
region method, which we discuss next.
2.4.2.2 Trust-Region Methods
In trust-region methods a region is defined around the current best solution and the
next step is taken within this region. Depending on the improvement in each iteration
the size of the region will be changed. In most cases, the trust-region is defined as a
spherical area of radius ∆k in which the trust-region sub-problem lies.
Defining the step sizes for y1(j) and y2(j) at each iteration k as p1(j)
k and p2(j)
k
























Here Hk is the Hessian or an Hessian approximate; in our implementation we ap-
proximate it as Hk = ∇g(ykj )∇g(ykj )
′
. To solve (2.53) we use Steihaug’s conjugated
gradient method (Steihaug, 1983) which is the most widely used method for solving
a trust-region sub-problem.
The critical part lies in updating the size of the trust-region at each iteration. If
the current iteration makes a satisfactory reduction we can increase the radius of the
trust-region; if there is no improvement we decrease the radius. The progress can be
measured by using the ratio of actual over predicted cost improvement (Bertsekas,
1999; Nocedal and Wright, 2006).
ρkj =
g(ykj )− g(ykj + pkj )
mk(0)−mk(pj)
(2.55)
The pseudo-code for the trust-region algorithm is as follows (Nocedal and Wright,
2006):
for each iteration k = 1, ..K
Solve (2.53) and (2.55) to find pkj and ρ
k
j
if ρkj ≤ η1
∆k+1 = ∆k ∗ t1
if ρkj > η2
∆k+1 = max(∆k, t2 ∗ ||pkj ||)
else ∆k+1 = ∆k
end













In our implementation we have used the values of η1 = 0, η2 = 0.75, η3 = 0,
t1 = 0.5 and t2 = 2. In the next chapters we provide solutions to the challenges in
estimating material properties with X-ray CT.
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Chapter 3
Metal Artifact Reduction in Dual-Energy
CT
3.1 Introduction
One of the main challenges limiting the use of basis decomposition is the presence of
high density materials like metal which causes severe artifacts in the basis coefficient
images leading to inaccurate material characterization. In this chapter, we propose a
model-based iterative algorithm to reduce the effects of noise and metal artifacts in
dual-basis coefficient images.
For more than four decades, metal artifact reduction in single-energy CT (SECT)
has been widely researched (Gjesteby et al., 2016), but not much work has been done
in dual-energy CT (DECT) and basis decomposition. We first investigate combining
the existing SECT metal artifact reduction techniques with basis decomposition. The
most common approach used in such techniques is to replace the rays that pass
through metal in the sinogram. This approach has had limited success as the forced
corrections can introduce additional artifacts.
Inspired by techniques in SECT, we propose a weighting scheme to down-weight
the basis sinograms, by assigning zero weights to rays passing through metal and
inverse covariance weights to other rays. We combine the proposed weighting scheme
with a novel regularization technique for image reconstruction based on minimizing
edge-preserving total variation. Using simulations and experimental data acquired
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from a commercial scanner, we demonstrate that the proposed algorithm significantly
reduces noise and metal artifacts compared to the baseline approaches of filtered back
projection and competing iterative reconstruction algorithms.
3.2 Prior Work
Most of the work in metal artifact reduction has been in SECT. (Gjesteby et al.,
2016) categorized the metal artifact reduction techniques in SECT into six groups as
1.) metal implant optimization, 2.) acquisition improvement, 3.) physics-based pre-
processing, 4.) projection completion, 5.) iterative reconstruction, and 6.) image
post-processing. Out of these, metal implant optimization is only applicable for
medical imaging. DECT and basis decomposition fall into acquisition improvement
and physics based pre-processing; when the scene is highly corrupted with metal,
they can introduce more artifacts. In highly corrupted scenes, image post-processing
will not be helpful as well. The most popular technique out of the categories listed is
projection completion.
In projection completion methods the rays that pass through metal are replaced
and corrected with synthesized data. The synthesized data are found either by inter-
polating the neighboring pixels or by re-projecting a metal free prior image. While
the latter is applicable in the medical domain (Crawford et al., 1988; Karimi et al.,
2012; Meyer et al., 2010), finding a metal free prior image is hard in security screening.
The most widely used technique in synthesizing the data is the simple approach of
replacing the metal rays by 1-dimensional linear interpolation (Kalender et al., 1987).
2D interpolation techniques have also been studied (Mahnken et al., 2003; Moseley
et al., 2005) but tailored for medical CT specific applications.
In recent years, deep leaning techniques have also been proposed to correct the
sinograms via interpolation. (Ghani and Karl, 2019) showed potential improvements
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over 1-D linear interpolation and 2-D nearest neighbour interpolation for a SECT
setting.
There is little work on alleviating metal artifacts for DECT imaging with the
use of basis decomposition. The available results in the literature focus on inversion
techniques rather than sinogram correction. One approach that gained attention in
recent years is to exploit the structure similarity between the basis images. While we
explore different basis functions in this dissertation, these prior work on metal artifact
reduction have focused only on using Compton and photoelectric basis functions
(section 2.4.1.1).
In (Tracey and Miller, 2015), the authors proposed an iterative model-based joint
inversion framework to estimate both photoelectric and Compton coefficients directly
from the dual-energy measurements. They proposed to stabilize the photoelectric
image using patch-based regularization based on the previous iteration’s Compton
image estimation. In (Li et al., 2020) a similar implementation was used with a GPU
implementation. Nevertheless, the proposed method is computationally inefficient
and metal induced streaks were clearly visible in final reconstructions.
In (Martin et al., 2014), the authors proposed a joint reconstruction method based
on the Mumford-Shah functional to jointly estimate the Compton basis image xc, the
photoelectric basis image xp, and the image boundary field s from the decomposed
sinograms by minimizing the following.
argmin
xp>0,xc>0,s







+λ23||xp||22 + λ24||xc||22 + λ25||Ds||22 + λ26||s||22 (3.1)
Here yc and yp are the Compton and photoelectric basis sinograms, A is the tomo-
graphic system forward projection operator, and D is a derivative operator. λ1 to
λ6 are non-negative regularization parameters, Wz is a data weighting matrix ex-
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plicitly applied to down-weight the metal passing rays and is defined using the high
energy sinogram shigh as diag(Wz) =
c
s2high+c
; c is a constant. While this weighting
reduces the contribution of the unreliable rays, it has no direct relationship to the
basis sinograms. The weights Ws serve to reduce regularization in pixels which are
near a region boundary and defined as Ws = diag(1 − s2). Note that this method
requires the estimation of the third volumetric field s. Furthermore, it still shows lim-
ited success in reducing the metal artifacts. The method is referred to as structure
preserving dual energy (SPDE) inversion method and we will compare our proposed
method with this approach.
3.3 Mathematical Model
In DECT systems, we capture two sets of measurements of the scene with two different
X-ray spectral distributions as described in section 2.3.1. The expected photon counts









Here i = 1, 2 denotes the system spectrum index, while j = 1, 2, ..M denotes the
detector index, where the total number of detectors are M . The rest of the terms
are: E is the energy level, r is the spatial location, µ(r, E) is the linear attenuation
coefficient (LAC) at energy E and position r along the X-ray path Lj, wi(E) is the i
th
normalized spectrum at energy E and includes the energy-dependent source strength
and detector sensitivity, and I0 is the source intensity.
To study the metal artifacts and to develop artifact reduction algorithms for dual-
basis images, we use experiments with simulated 2-D phantoms. The geometry of
the simulated scanner is such that the parallel sinograms have 180 projections, with
projections spaced at 1 degree each. Each projection has 512 detector bins with
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Figure 3·1: Estimates of the Imatron system spectra
a spacing of 1mm. The simulated spectra are based on the 95 kVp and 130 kVp
spectra of the Imatron C300 electron-beam medical scanner. It was modeled by Dr.
Taly Gilat Schmidt from Marquette University using the SPEC78 software (Cranley,
1997). Estimates of the normalized spectra are shown in Figure. 3·1 and spectrum
weights are provided in Appendix A. The initial photon flux (I0) for both sets of
measurements were 106 photons per detector. Poisson noise was added for all detector
measurements. The reconstructed images are 256x256 with a pixel spacing of 1 mm.
Synthesizing measurements and reconstructing images were carried out with the help
of the ASTRA toolbox (Van Aarle et al., 2016).
For our phantom study we simulated a scene consisting regions of water, citric
acid, aluminum, and nylon, along with nails and boxes of gallium-arsenide (GaAs)
scattered around. The attenuation values were extracted from the NIST XCOM
database (Berger and Hubbell, 1987). The chemical composition and the material
properties are provided in the Appendix B. The phantom is illustrated in Figure 3·2.






Figure 3·2: Simulated phantom of size (256x256) with regions of 1-
water, 2- citric acid, 3- aluminium, 4- nylon surrounded by GaAs (the
bright yellow pixels).
The measured high and low sinograms are illustrated in Figures 3·3. The bright
yellow rays indicate the rays passing through metal. The metal rays pass through the


























































Figure 3·3: High- and low-energy sinograms (The values are capped
at 10 for display purposes).
The respective attenuation coefficient images reconstructed with FBP are shown

















Figure 3·4: High- and low-energy coefficient images reconstructed via
FBP. The images are in the units of cm−1. (The values are capped at
1 for display purposes.)
For material recognition, we are interested in the basis coefficient images. For
this study we use the common photoelectric and Compton basis functions (discussed
in section 2.4.1.1). The steps for estimating the basis sinograms were described in
section 2.4.2. In Table 3.1 we list out the calculated basis coefficients for the materials
used in the simulated phantom. We synthesized measurements at a single detector
with the spectrum used in the simulation setting for the materials for objects of
length 1 cm; did basis decomposition as in section 2.4.2 to get the basis coefficients
corresponding to this system. Note that the photoelectric coefficient of GaAs is higher
than the other materials.
Material Compton coefficient (a.u.) Photoeletric coefficient (a.u.)
Water 1.82 1.25




Table 3.1: Compton and photoelectric coefficients of the materials in
the simulation.
The Compton and photoelectric sinograms are shown in Figure 3·5. Looking
closely at the Compton sinogram, we see that the rays which pass through the thick
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metal regions have zeros in them. This is an artifact caused by the low photon counts
at these detectors. Investigating further, we found that at these detectors the low
energy measurements had almost zero photons which is insufficient for the non-linear








































































Figure 3·6: Basis coefficient images (a.u.) reconstructed via FBP
(The coefficient values are capped at 5 for display purposes).
The respective basis coefficient images reconstructed with FBP are shown in Fig-
ure 3·6. The units are arbitrary as the basis functions were normalized. We see that
both images are severely corrupted with metal streaks. While the objects can be
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roughly recognized in the Compton coefficient image, the objects in the photoelectric
coefficient image cannot be recognized at all.
3.4 Covariance Matrices of Basis Sinograms
Since the basis coefficient images are built on the estimated basis sinograms (in this
study Compton sinogram yc and photoelectric sinogram yp), we first look at the
errors associated with estimating these quantities.














Here Z1(j) and Z2(j) are the measured counts, w1 and w2 are the system spectra and
fc and fp are the Compton and photoelectric basis functions. Section 2.4.2 describes
in detail the non-linear decomposition steps to estimate the basis sinograms from
the measured photon counts. Using approximations based on the nonlinear estima-
tion, the covariance matrix P of the estimated parameters yc(j), yp(j) at detector j


























evaluated at the final iteration of the non-linear estimation.
In Figure 3·7 we plot the condition numbers of the covariance matrices (P (j)) of
the decomposed sinograms for our simulated scene. To shed additional insight, we























































Condition numbers of the
covariance matrices
Figure 3·7: High-energy sinogram and the condition numbers of the
covariance matrices of the estimated decomposed sinograms
correspond to the rays passing through metal and we can clearly see that these rays
have higher condition numbers.
We also noted that the direction of the maximum eigenvalue corresponded closely
to the direction of the photoelectric coefficient, indicating that the photoelectric coef-
ficient estimates have a very high variance. This agrees with our expectation that the
higher attenuation in metal prevents most of the low energy photons from reaching
the detector, and makes it difficult to reliably estimate the photoelectric coefficients
at lower energies where the effect is best observed . To account for this phenomenon,
the basis sinograms need to be corrected in the presence of metal.
3.5 Basis Sinogram Correction
In SECT, sinogram correction methods are the most popular due to their simplicity.
In the following sub-sections we discuss some sinogram correction methods and how
we can apply them to DECT basis decomposition. The question arises if we should
do sinogram correction before basis decomposition or after basis decomposition. We
evaluate both cases and refer to them as pre-decomposition and post-decomposition
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correction methods. Pre-decomposition correction is to correct the high and low
energy sinograms and post-decomposition correction is to correct the basis sinograms
(for example Compton and photoelectric sinograms). Unlike in SECT we have to
correct two sinograms.
3.5.1 Sinogram Correction Methods
Figure 3·8 illustrates the sinogram interpolation process for SECT. The rays that
pass through metal are found by forward projecting the metal pixels with high linear
attenuation coefficients. These pixels are found by reconstructing the attenuation
image with the original sinogram and applying a threshold. In most cases, this initial
image reconstruction is carried out via FBP but when there are lots of metal regions,
as with security imaging examples, bright streaks that appear in the reconstructed
image can be falsely identified as metal. In these cases, using iterative reconstruction
is preferred.
Once the corrupted rays are identified, these are replaced via interpolation or
a similar technique. In our study we use 1-dimensional linear interpolation and 2-
dimensional in-painting as discussed next.


















The most widely used technique is the simple approach of replacing the metal rays by
1-dimensional linear interpolation (Kalender et al., 1987). Even though the sinogram
is two dimensional, we vectorize it such that the detectors at each angle are stacked
together. Suppose s is our vectorized sinogram of size Mx1 with M = NbinsxNangles
then s(1)...s(Nbins) are the bins at the first angle, s(Nbins + 1)...s(2Nbins) are the bins
at second angle and so on.
Once the metal rays are identified (as illustrated in Figure 3·8), they are replaced
by interpolating the immediate non metal passing rays that are on the boundaries.
Suppose we have n− 1 consecutive metal passing rays bounded by the indices i and
i + n in the sinogram vector. If the sinogram values at the boundaries are s(i) and







s(i) k = 1...n− 1 (3.5)
3.5.1.2 2D Inpainting
In order to improve 1D interpolation, many have attempted 2D interpolation tech-
niques. In one study, the sinogram data was replaced by the nearest non-corrupt point
in the radial direction out of the 16 points and if no reliable point was found the value
was set to zero (Mahnken et al., 2003). In another study, a two-dimensional Taylor
series polynomial interpolation was proposed for a setting of cone beam CT (Moseley
et al., 2005). However, both of these as well the many other techniques proposed in
medical CT are tailored for specific applications. For this work, we chose to fill the
sinogram using inpainting techniques found in image processing applications.
The idea of inpainting is to interpolate in from the boundaries of a missing re-
gion (or a region with artifacts) and can be considered as a boundary value prob-
lem. Hence, many have applied PDEs to automate inpainting (Bertalmio et al.,
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2000; Bornemann and März, 2007). In our study we use the implementation found
in (D’Errico, 2012) for the inpainting.
Assuming the sinogram elements are equally spaced in each dimension we formu-
late a PDE as
uxx + uyy = 0 (3.6)
where uxx is the second partial derivative of u with respect to x, and uyy is the second
partial with respect to y. We assume that the region is connected and compact, and
we solve the PDE in the region with boundary values specified by the image values
in the boundary. If we approximate the partial derivatives using finite differences, it
implies that any element in the sinogram could be replaced by the average of its 4
neighbors.
Suppose S(i, j) and S(i, j + 1) are elements in the 2D sinogram matrix S that
correspond to metal passing rays. Then
S(i, j) = (S(i− 1, j) + S(i+ 1, j) + S(i, j − 1) + S(i, j + 1)) /4 (3.7)
S(i, j + 1) = (S(i− 1, j + 1) + S(i+ 1, j + 1) + S(i, j) + S(i, j + 2)) /4 (3.8)
We can solve a system of linear equations to calculate the missing elements S(i, j)
and S(i, j + 1) in the sinogram.
As mentioned earlier, interpolating the sinograms using deep leaning techniques
(Ghani and Karl, 2019) has shown potential improvements over 1-D linear interpola-
tion and 2-D nearest neighbour interpolation for a SECT setting. However, with the
limited DECT data available to us, we were not able to investigate how this tech-
nique is compatible with basis decomposition. Next we discuss how these sinogram



































Figure 3·9: Flow-chart of pre-decomposition sinogram correction
3.5.2 Pre-Decomposition Correction
One approach of combining existing sinogram correction methods with dual-energy
basis decomposition is to correct high and low energy sinograms before the non-
linear basis decomposition step. With this method, the basis sinograms will use the
corrected information on the rays passing through metal.
Unlike in SECT where only one sinogram is corrected, here we need to correct
both sinograms. However, the rays passing through metal coincide in both sinograms
as we saw in Figure 3·3. Therefore, the rays need to be identified only once.
Since the attenuation is higher at low energies, the low energy image will have more
artifacts as seen in our phantom experiment in Figure 3·4 and it will be hard to isolate
the metal pixels. Therefore, we reconstruct the high-energy image to find the metal
pixels and re-project those pixels to find the rays through metal. Then, we correct
both high and low energy sinograms with the sinogram correction methods discussed
in 3.5.1. Once the metal rays are replaced, we proceed to do basis decomposition
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and subsequently reconstruct the basis coefficient images. The steps are illustrated
in Figure 3·9. One drawback of this approach is that the basis sinograms lose all
the information about the metal and the exact material of the metal will not be
identifiable, as that information has been excluded from the basis coefficient images.
Nevertheless, since the locations of the metal pixels are known, they can be flagged
as metal in the final basis coefficient images.
3.5.3 Post-Decomposition Correction
The alternative way of combining sinogram interpolation with dual basis decomposi-


































Figure 3·10: Flow-chart of post-decomposition sinogram correction
We carry out the non-linear decomposition with the original high and low energy
sinograms with the metal rays present. Once the basis sinograms are estimated, we
replace the metal rays. As the metal passing rays coincide in both sinograms, we
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have the flexibility in finding the metal rays from either sinogram. The photoelectric
coefficient images are usually severely corrupted when metal is present and finding
any structure from them is hard. The Compton coefficient images are cleaner, but in
the presence of lot of dense scatter even the Compton image can be severely affected.
This is the case in the example phantom in Figure 3·6 . The alternative we use is to
find metal pixels from an initial reconstruction of the high-energy image as illustrated
in Figure 3·10.
3.5.4 Results
In this section we apply the interpolation techniques discussed above to our phantom
study. Before looking at the reconstructed images, we first look at the interpolation
effects in the sinograms.
Figure 3·11 shows the high and low sinograms after 1D linear interpolation and
2D inpainting techniques when doing pre-decomposition correction. In contrast to
Figure 3·3 where the metal rays are visible in bright yellow, here they have been
replaced by the interpolated values. We can clearly see artifacts from both meth-
ods, but the 1D linear interpolation method has more visible artifacts than the 2D









































































































































Figure 3·11: Corrected high- and low-energy sinograms with 1D liner
interpolation vs 2D inpainting method.
Next we look into the basis sinograms estimated with pre-decomposition and post-
decomposition correction methods. These are illustrated in Figure 3·12. For pre-
decomposition correction we use the sinograms in Figure 3·11 and the resulting basis
sinograms have no metal rays. For post-decomposition correction we use the original
sinograms in Figure 3·3 which gives us basis sinograms with metal present as shown
in Figure 3·5 in which we replace the metal rays using 1D linear interpolation or 2D
inpainting.
As seen both methods lead to artifacts, but the 2D inpainting results in smooth
sinograms. When comparing the basis sinograms from pre-decomposition and post-




























































































































































































































































































Figure 3·12: Corrected basis sinograms; Pre-decomposition vs post-
decomposition correction and 1D linear interpolation vs 2D inpainting.
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Next we look at the reconstructed basis images from these corrected sinograms.
In this section, we compare results with common reconstruction algorithms of FBP
and minimizing least squares (LS) with total variation (TV) regularization. For any





||yb −Axb||2 + τ(||Dhxb||1 + ||Dvxb||1) (3.9)
where yb is the respective basis sinogram, and τ is the regularization parameter
which we manually tuned. We use split-Bregman techniques to solve (3.9) for which








































Figure 3·13: Basis coefficient images (a.u.) reconstructed without
sinogram correction; FBP vs LS+TV (the coefficients are capped at 5
for display purposes).
We first look at the reconstructions without sinogram correction in Figure 3·13.
The FBP reconstructions as we saw earlier are severely corrupted beyond recognition.
With TV regularization, the Compton coefficient image has improved and the under-
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lying regions are starting to appear, but the streaks are visible. In the photoelectric
coefficient image the noise has been reduced but metal streaks are now sharper as we
would expect from TV regularization.
The reconstructed images after sinogram correction are shown in Figure 3·14. The
first set of images in the first two rows are reconstructed with FBP and the images in
the bottom two rows are reconstructed with LS+TV. Note that metal had not been
added back in these images.
We see that the images with sinogram correction have improved when compar-
ing with the reconstructions without correction in Figure 3·13. The streaks in both
Compton and photoelectric coefficient images have being mitigated but new artifacts
have been caused by interpolation. Nevertheless, the photoelectric images are signif-
icantly improved compared to without any sinogram correction and the underlying
structure now can be recognized.
When comparing the different reconstruction techniques and sinogram correction












































































Figure 3·14: Basis coefficient images (a.u.) reconstructed with
FBP and LS+TV after different sinogram correction methods; Pre-
decomposition 1D interpolation, pre-decomposition 2D inpainting,
post-decomposition 1D interpolation, post-decomposition 2D inpaint-
ing. (The coefficients are capped at 5 for display purposes).
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In Tables 3.2 and 3.3 we depict the relative mean absolute errors (in %) of the
basis coefficients with respect to the ground truth values in 3.1. We calculate the
relative absolute error per each pixel as






We then average the relative errors of all the interior pixels with in the material
regions (water, citric acid, aluminium and nylon).




Uncorrected Pre Post Uncorrected Pre Post1D 2D 1D 2D 1D 2D 1D 2D
Water 112 50 37 50 37 19817 64 57 64 59
Citric 88 41 33 41 33 12791 58 57 58 57
Aluminium 50 20 18 20 18 679 23 21 23 21
Nylon 73 30 24 30 24 17128 58 48 58 48
Average 81 35 28 35 28 12604 51 45 51 46




Uncorrected Pre Post Uncorrected Pre Post1D 2D 1D 2D 1D 2D 1D 2D
Water 49 50 37 50 37 6046 65 56 65 59
Citric 31 41 33 41 33 1732 59 54 58 56
Aluminium 17 20 19 20 18 237 22 20 22 20
Nylon 23 8 6 8 6 2583 52 41 52 42
Average 30 30 24 30 24 2649 50 43 50 44
The errors with FBP reconstructions without any sinogram correction are ex-
tremely high. When reconstructed with TV regularization, just as the images sug-
gested, the errors have reduced even without sinogram correction. However, the pho-
toelectric coefficient errors are still high. Sinogram correction methods have reduced
the errors for both Compton and photoelectric coefficients with FBP reconstructions.
For LS+TV regularization, while there is no significant improvement for Compton
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coefficients, there is a significant improvement for photoelectric coefficients. Never-
theless, the results are similar to FBP reconstructions after sinogram correction.
When comparing different sinogram correction techniques, there is no significant
difference between pre-decomposition and post-decomposition, but 2D inpainting has
performed better than 1D linear interpolation.
In conclusion, the basis sinogram correction via interpolation helps to improve per-
formance. With the simple reconstruction techniques applied in this section it does
not make a difference if the interpolation is done before or after the basis decompo-
sition. Furthermore, 2D inpainting performs better than 1D linear interpolation.
However, the images still contain various artifacts (some introduced by the in-
terpolation) and errors are too high for material recognition. In the next section,
we explore alternative reconstruction algorithms that use data weights and propose
weighting matrices to down-weight the corrupted basis sinograms.
3.6 Penalized Iterative Reconstruction
The initial results with sinogram correction in Figure 3·14 suggest that sinogram
correction techniques by themselves do not reduce metal artifacts sufficiently. Even
the iterative reconstruction approach with TV regularization does not do significantly
better than FBP. In this section, we explore down weighting the corrupted sinogram.
We do this with iterative reconstructions, as the FBP reconstructions do not use
weights in the data.





||yb −Axb||2Wyb + τR(xb) (3.11)
where yb is the respective basis sinogram. Wyb is a diagonal weighting matrix that
down weights the corrupted sinogram. In the next two sections we develop two
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such weighting matrices: inverse-covariance weighting matrix and hybrid weighting
matrix. As before, we solve the optimization problem using split-Bregman techniques
described in section 2.2.5.3.
3.6.1 Inverse Covariance Weighting
In section 3.4 we calculated covariance matrices for each detector when estimating
the basis sinograms. Here we use the inverse covariance matrices to down-weight
the sinograms. Specifically we calculate the inverse of (3.4) P−1(j), which gives
the inverse covariance matrix for detector j. We then approximate the weights at
detector j using the diagonal elements of P (j)−1. For Compton and photoelectric































evaluated at the final iteration of the non-linear estimation.
The resulting (normalized) weighting matrices are shown in Figure 3·15. For the
rays that do not pass through any object the weights are 1, indicating there is no
need to down-weight these rays. For the rays that pass through metal the weights

























































Figure 3·15: Estimated weighting matrices with inverse covariance
for the basis sinograms. The weighting matrices are normalized such
that when there is no attenuation the weights are 1.
3.6.2 Hybrid Weighting
In the proposed hybrid weighting method we ignore the rays that pass though metal.
Instead of down-weighting them as in the previous section we zero-weight them. With
this approach, replacing the metal rays in the sinogram will have no impact as they
will be ignored in the reconstruction. However, we still need to locate the rays that
pass through metal and this can be done by forward projecting the metal pixels. We
find the metal pixels from an initial reconstruction of the high-energy image. This is
similar to the post-decomposition correction method developed earlier, but instead of
updating the sinograms we update the weighting matrices. The steps are illustrated
by a flow chart in Figure 3·16. We still use the inverse covariance weights for other

































Figure 3·16: Flow-chart of the proposed hybrid weighting
3.6.3 Results
In this section we look at the results for minimizing weighted least squares (WLS)
with TV regularization.
We first investigate the impact of inverse covariance weighting. In Figure 3·17 we
show the reconstructed basis coefficient images for with and without data weights.
The Compton coefficient image with inverse covariance weighting is significantly bet-
ter as the streaks induced by the metal have now been controlled by the weights.
Even the photoelectric coefficient image is better as the shapes and the objects in the
scene are now recognizable compared to just streaks without weighting. Note that
these are without any explicit sinogram correction methods.
In Figure 3·18 we show reconstruction results of using the data weighting matrix
with sinogram correction methods. Since 2D inpainting outperformed the 1D linear
interpolation method in the previous section, we only focus on the former method.















Without weights With weights
Figure 3·17: Basis coefficient images (a.u.) reconstructed with and
without data weights, with TV regularization. The coefficient values
are capped at 5.
metal passing rays and inverse covariance weights for the other rays. Here we do not
do explicit sinogram correction as the metal passing rays are discarded.
With pre-decomposition correction, the reconstructed images (column 1) are sim-
ilar to the reconstructed images in Figure 3·14 where we carried out explicit sinogram
correction but had no data weighting. Furthermore, the artifacts introduced by in-
terpolation are significant when compared to reconstructions without interpolation
in Figure 3·17. This is because, with the pre-decomposition correction method, there
are no metal rays present when calculating the weights and therefore down-weighting
the rays does not have a significant impact.
In contrast, in the reconstructions where weighting is combined with post decom-



































Figure 3·18: Basis coefficient images (a.u.) reconstructed with
weighted least squares and TV regularization; inverse-covariance
weights with 2D inpainting (pre-decomposition vs post-decomposition)
vs hybrid weights. The coefficient values are capped at 5.
been mitigated. In this instance we still had the metal rays when calculating the
weights for the basis sinograms and these weights down-weighted the interpolated
rays appropriately.
Finally, the reconstructions with hybrid weighting (last column) where the rays
passing through metal were discarded have the least amount of visible artifacts.
In Table 3.4 we depict the percentage of relative mean absolute errors calculated
against the ground truth values in 3.1. We calculate the error per each pixel, find the
percentage error and average them for all the pixels in the region of interest.
The average error for Compton coefficients with inverse covariance weighting is
only 2.4% compared to 20-30% errors in the previous section. However, with sinogram
correction the errors have increased. As mentioned earlier with the pre-decomposition
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Table 3.4: Relative mean errors(%) of basis coefficients; reconstructed
with WLS + TV
Material
Compton Photoelectric
Un- Pre Post Hybrid Un- Pre Post Hybrid
corrected 2D 2D weights corrected 2D 2D weights
Water 2.6 40 9.5 2.3 26 66 13 12
Citric 5.4 38 9.3 4.5 9.4 33 7.2 7.5
Aluminium 0.6 25 3.2 0.7 17 34 3.9 4.8
Nylon 1.1 7 3.0 0.6 34 33 14 14
Average 2.4 28 6.3 2 22 42 10 10
correction method there are no metal rays present and therefore down-weighting the
rays does not have a significant impact. Even with post-decomposition correction the
errors are higher than with no correction (6.3% compared to 2.4%). In model-based
reconstructions, given the data, we are trying to estimate values that fit the model.
If the data is wrong or has been manipulated, when trying to fit the model the final
estimates can be erroneous as seen here. Therefore, it is better to discard the metal
passing rays by assigning zero-weights.
The average error for photoelectric coefficients with inverse covariance weighting is
22%, an improvement compared to 40-50% errors in the previous section. As expected
pre-decomposition correction does not have any improvement. Unlike with Compton
coefficients, the post-decomposition correction has made a significant improvement
with photoelectric coefficients. This is because, photoelectric basis coefficients are
harder to estimate in the presence of metal, and inpainting the data has advantages
than disadvantages. Finally, with hybrid weighting, the photoelectric basis coefficients
has an average error of only 10%.
In conclusion, down-weighting the sinogram helps with or without replacing the
metal rays. We note that, by inpainting the metal rays, there is a possibility of
getting wrong estimates. Discarding the metal rays by assigning zero-weights is a
better solution. While the Compton coefficient estimates are good and reasonable
with an average error of only 2%, the photoelectric coefficient estimates have an error
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of 10%, which may limit accurate material recognition. In the next section we develop
an enhanced regularization technique to improve the reconstructions.
3.7 Enhanced Regularization
3.7.1 Edge-Preserving Total Variation Regularization
In this section we propose a novel regularization technique for dual-basis images based
on inter-image correlation between decomposed images. We utilize the fact that both
basis images as well as the cleaner high-energy image share the same structure and
therefore the same object edges. The regularization is based on edge-preserving total
variation (EPTV).
The idea behind the EPTV regularization is to perform smoothing only on non-
edge parts of the image. We accomplish this as in (Tian et al., 2011), by penalty
weights modifying the total variation (TV) norm in the regularization. We use the
TV norm to obtain sharp smoothing, as opposed to the L2 regularization norm used in
the SPDE inversion method for dual-basis images in (Martin et al., 2014). Specifically,
we use the anisotropic TV (Goldstein and Osher, 2009), as
R(x) = ||Dhx||1 + ||Dvx||1 (3.13)
where Dh and Dv are horizontal and vertical gradient operators approximated by
finite differences. To avoid blurring the edges, we add a penalty weight, so the
regularization term becomes,
R(x) = ||WhDhx||1 + ||WvDvx||1 (3.14)
where Wh and Wv are diagonal matrices with weights for horizontal and vertical
directions respectively.
In order to assign the penalty weights, we first need to locate the edges. Similar to
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when we identified the metal pixels, we identify the edges based on a reconstruction
of the high-energy attenuation coefficient image. The high-energy attenuation image
has a higher signal-to-noise ratio compared to the low energy image, as the higher
energy photons are more likely to reach the detectors. We reconstruct the high-
energy attenuation coefficient image via an iterative algorithm, minimizing weighted





||shigh −Axhigh||2W + τ ||Dhxhigh||1 + τ ||Dvxhigh||1 (3.15)
with W = diag(Zhigh). The regularization parameter τ was chosen empirically as 0.5.
We chose the iterative reconstruction instead of the FBP reconstruction for the
initial high-energy attenuation image as FBP reconstruction results in lots of metal
induced streaks and other artifacts as shown Figure 3·4.










where σ is the controlling parameter. wv and wh are the diagonal entries in Wv and
Wh respectively. Fig. 3·19 illustrates the high-energy image and the corresponding
penalty weights for the regularization.






||yb −Axb||2Wyb + τ ||WhDhxb||1 + τ ||WvDvxb||1 (3.18)
Problem (3.18) is a convex but non-differentiable function and cannot be solved
























Figure 3·19: Initial reconstruction of the high-energy coefficient image
(in cm−1), and the horizontal and vertical penalty weights (a.u.).
split-Bregman techniques (Goldstein and Osher, 2009) to solve each of the problems.
To enable Bregman splitting for EPTV regularization we introduce the two auxiliary
variables dh and dv as dh = WhDhxb and dv = WvDvxb. Afterwards we follow the
steps described in section 2.2.5.3 to solve for xb.
3.7.2 Results
In this section, we look at results with the EPTV regularization combined with down-
weighting the sinograms. As in the previous sections we evaluate for 1.) with and
without explicit sinogram correction methods, and 2.) both down weighting with
inverse covariance weights and hybrid weights.
We start with showing the improvement of EPTV regularization over TV regu-
larization with the reconstruction results in Figure 3·20. We do no explicit sinogram
correction and we down-weight the basis sinograms with inverse-covariance weights.
The reconstructions with EPTV regularization are sharper and clearer than with just
TV regularization. The improvements in the photoelectric reconstructions are signif-
icantly better. Even when the metal rays are present, the EPTV regularization has
managed to focus the corrupted rays to the actual metal regions and keep the other
















Figure 3·20: Basis coefficient images (a.u.) reconstructed with
inverse-covariance weighting and regularization; TV vs EPTV. The co-
efficient values are capped at 5 for display purposes.
In Figure 3·21, we show the reconstruction results for sinogram correction meth-
ods with EPTV regularization and down-weighting the sinograms with two different
methods. Compared to the equivalent results in Figure 3·18 with just TV regular-
ization the reconstructions with EPTV regularization are significantly better. Even
the interpolation errors with pre-decomposition correction have been mitigated to
some extent with EPTV regularization. However, EPTV regularization with hybrid



































Figure 3·21: Basis coefficient images (a.u.) reconstructed with
weighted least squares and EPTV regularization; inverse-covariance
weights with 2D inpainting (pre-decomposition vs post-decomposition)
vs hybrid weights. The coefficient values are capped at 5 for display
purposes.
In Table 3.5 we depict the relative mean absolute errors (in %) calculated against
the ground truth as in (3.10) and averaged across the interior pixels within material
regions.
The average errors for Compton coefficients with EPTV regularization are less
than 1.5% both with inverse-covariance weighting and hybrid weighting. With ex-
plicit sinogram correction methods, while pre-decomposition correction has no im-
provement, post-decomposition correction has improved with the EPTV regulariza-
tion. Nevertheless, avoiding inpainting of data is still better.
For photoelectric coefficients we see a dramatic improvement with EPTV regular-
ization and inverse-covariance weighting with the average error reducing to 4.1%. As
expected the pre-decomposition correction does not have improvements. However,
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Table 3.5: Relative mean errors(%) of basis coefficients; reconstructed
with WLS + EPTV
Material
Compton Photoelectric
Un- Pre Post Hybrid Un- Pre Post Hybrid
corrected 2D 2D weights corrected 2D 2D weights
Water 1.3 37 3.1 1.1 7.2 54 5.1 4.3
Citric 3.4 37 3.8 3.3 2.0 23 2.6 2.5
Aluminium 0.02 30 1.3 0.1 1.9 38 0.7 0.1
Nylon 0.3 5 0.4 0.3 5.1 15 1.7 1.5
Average 1.3 27 2.2 1.2 4.1 33 2.5 2.1
with post-decomposition correction and with hybrid weighting, where the metal rays
are replaced or totally discarded, EPTV regularization has done a remarkable job
in keeping the non-metal areas clean from other artifacts. Developing the algorithm
to get errors less than 2.5% in photoelectric for such a corrupted image is quite an
accomplishment, especially as we started with errors of 12604%.
In conclusion, EPTV regularization with hybrid weighting seems to be the pre-
ferred reconstruction algorithm for basis coefficient image reconstructions. A limita-
tion with the hybrid weighting is that there is no information about the metal and
hence we cannot reconstruct the metal pixels. However, as we know the location of
the metal pixels, we can easily flag them as we did in Figure 3·22 with red. Further-
Compton Photoelectric
Figure 3·22: Basis coefficient images (a.u.) reconstructed with EPTV
regularization and hybrid weights with metal pixels flagged in red.
more, even if we include the metal rays, it is seldom possible to identify the metal
because of the photon starvation associated with these rays as shown in Figure 3·20.
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3.8 Experiments with Scanner Data
In this section we present results from experimental data acquired from a Imatron
C300 electron-beam medical scanner. For our experiments we used 95 kVp and 130
kVp spectra. Estimates of the energy spectra distributions are shown in Figure. 3·1.
The data used in this section was provided by the ALERT Center of Excellence, and
is documented in (Crawford et al., 2013). The CT scanner has a fan-beam geometry
and the original fan beam sinograms were re-binned into parallel sinograms with 720
projections and 1024 detector bins. The reconstructed images are 512x512 with a
pixel spacing of 0.928 mm.
For our analysis we chose two slices from a bag which contain a water bottle, a
rubber sheet and various degrees of metal clutter. The high-energy sinograms and the
corresponding metal rays are shown in Figure 3·23. As discussed earlier these metal
rays were found by forward projecting the metal pixels of the high-energy coefficient
image reconstruction.
We compare results from FBP, least squares with TV regularization (LS+TV),
weighted least squares with TV regularization (WLS+TV) and weighted least squares
with EPTV regularization (WLS+EPTV). With each reconstruction algorithm we
evaluate with and without sinogram correction methods. We use post decomposi-
tion 2D inpainting for sinogram correction as it showed the most promising results
with simulations. For down-weighting the sinograms with weighted least squares we
use both inverse covariance weights and hybrid weights. Finally, we compare with
the SPDE method proposed in (Martin et al., 2014). Note that the results of the
photoelectric coefficient images shown in that original paper are not satisfactory, as
there were many metal induced streaks visible. In order to mitigate those streaks and
to have a fair comparison with our proposed methods, we have modified the SPDE














































































































Figure 3·23: High-energy sinograms and the corresponding rays that
pass through metal passing rays of two slices.
gram. For the Compton sinogram we use the weights proposed by the original paper.
The optimization problem for the SPDE approach is given as in (3.1).
For the reconstructions, we have utilized the ASTRA toolbox (Van Aarle et al.,
2016), specifically the spot-operator called opTomo to carry out forward- and back-
projection operators. The toolbox uses CUDA for NVIDIA GPUs to perform accel-
erated parallel computations. To update the coefficients in each iteration, (example




In Figure 3·24 we show the reconstructions with standard algorithms: FBP and min-
imizing least squares with TV regularization with and without sinogram correction.
The Compton coefficient images reconstructed via FBP without sinogram correc-
tion (first column) have noise and some metal induced streaks while the photoelectric
coefficient images are highly distorted with the underlying structures unrecognizable.
When reconstructed after doing post decomposition 2D inpainting (second column)
the metal induced streaks in the Compton images have been corrected but the noise
is still visible and new artifacts have been introduced by the interpolation. The
photoelectric images are still highly corrupted.
The coefficient images in the third column are reconstructed via minimizing LS
+ TV. The noise artifacts have reduced but the metal induced streaks are visible.
The metal induced streaks have been corrected in post decomposition 2D inpainting
(fourth column) but artifacts due to interpolation are present. Nevertheless, in the
photoelectric coefficient images we can recognize the underlying water ball and the
rubber sheet which is an improvement when compared to the previous reconstructions.
Note that the streaks in these images are due to interpolation errors and are not as
bright as the metal induced streaks.
The regularization parameters for LS+TV were empirically chosen as τ = 10
and β = 500 for Compton image reconstruction and τ = 500 and β = 25000 for
photoelectric image reconstruction.
In Figure 3·25 we show the reconstruction results of minimizing weighted least
squares with TV regularization. The Compton coefficient images have significant
improvements as the weighting has mitigated both metal streaks and interpolation
artifacts. To the naked eye we do not see a significant difference in the Compton
















































Figure 3·24: Basis coefficient images (a.u.) for two different slices of
a container reconstructed with standard algorithms: FBP and LS+TV
with and without post-decomposition 2D inpainting. The coefficients



















































Figure 3·25: Basis coefficient image (a.u.) reconstructions with
WLS+TV; inverse-covariance weights with and without post decompo-
sition 2D inpainting, and hybrid weights. The coefficients are capped
at 4 for display purposes.
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coefficient images, the weights have mitigated both the metal streaks and interpola-
tion artifacts, and the underlying structures can be recognized. However, the images
appear to be over-smoothed and the objects are not focused. The regularization
parameters were empirically chosen as τ = 5 and β = 250 for Compton image recon-
struction and τ = 500 and β = 25000 for photoelectric image reconstruction.
In Figure 3·26 we show the reconstruction results with minimizing weighted least
squares with EPTV regularization and compare with the modified SPDE inversion
method (last column). In the Compton coefficient images with EPTV regulariza-
tion the underlying structure has been preserved and the the edges are sharper when
comparing with previous reconstructions. The Compton coefficient images recon-
structed with the modified SPDE inversion method are also favorable with the noise
and streaks been mitigated but it does not preserve the structure of the slice as in
the proposed methods. Since the Compton coefficient images are not affected much
by the presence of metal, all the algorithms result in good reconstructions.
The challenge lies in getting good reconstructions for the photoelectric basis coef-
ficients. The results with EPTV regularization are good, with the underlying struc-
ture preserved and the the objects focused. In contrast, the modified SPDE inversion
method does not preserve the object’s structure as well as EPTV regularization.
There are discontinuities in the rubber sheets as well as in the water bottles.
The regularization parameters for WLS+EPTV were empirically chosen as τ = 10
























































Figure 3·26: Basis coefficient images (a.u.) reconstructions with
WLS (inverse covariance weights) +EPTV, WLS (inverse covariance
weights) +EPTV with post decomposition 2D inpainting, WLS (hy-
brid weights)+EPTV and modified SPDE. The coefficients are capped
at 4 for display purposes.
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3.8.2 Quantitative Results
To provide quantitative results of image improvements, we manually segment the
homogeneous areas of water (excluding boundaries) and calculate the signal to noise






Note that we are unable to calculate absolute errors as we do not know the ground
truth values for the basis coefficients. In Figure 3·27 we show the SNR values for















WLS with TV-inverse covariance weights
WLS with TV-post2D-inverse covariance weights
WLS with TV-hybrid weights
WLS with EPTV-inverse covariance weights
WLS with EPTV-post2D-inverse covariance weights
WLS with EPTV-hybrid weights
Modified SPDE
Figure 3·27: SNR values of water regions
When comparing the SNR values we see that the best performance is from weighted
least squares with hybrid weights and EPTV regularization. The improvement in
photoelectric coefficients is significant.
For Compton coefficients, as the reconstructed images suggested, all the advanced
algorithms results in a good SNR. However, hybrid weighting, both with TV and
EPTV regularization are superior than the other algorithms. For photoelectric coef-
ficients, while hybrid weighting combined with EPTV outperforms the rest, EPTV
regularization in general has better performance compared to the alternative algo-
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rithms. Even with TV regularization we see that weighting+interpolation and hybrid
weighting have helped to improve the performance. While the modified SPDE per-
formed better than the standard algorithms it is not good as with the proposed
algorithms.
Next we evaluate how these algorithms would help in identifying the object mate-
rial. In section 2.4.1.1 we discussed how the photoelectric and Compton coefficients
can be used to find effective atomic number and electron density. According to (2.30)
and (2.31) the features for estimating material properties are the Compton coeffi-
cients and the ratio between photoelectric and Compton coefficients. In Figure 3·28
we plot these features for all the pixels in the segmented regions of water.































WLS with TV-inverse covariance weights
WLS with TV-post2D-inverse covariance weights
WLS with TV-hybrid weights
Modified SPDE
(b)











WLS with EPTV-inverse covariance weights
WLS with EPTV-post2D-inverse covariance weights
WLS with EPTV-hybrid weights
No metal
(c)
Figure 3·28: Features of the pixels in the water regions used for ma-
terial recognition when reconstructed with different algorithms
.
Figure 3·28a shows results with the standard reconstruction algorithms with and
without interpolation. While interpolation has helped to some extent, the features of
the water pixels are spread all over and it would be hard to identify the material. In
Figure 3·28b we plot the features from weighted least squares with TV regularization
and the modified SPDE algorithm. The features are less variable than with the stan-
dard algorithms with the range of the ratio (horizontal axis) now being 0-1 compared
to 0-10, yet they still have a significant spread.
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In Figure 3·28c we plot the features from weighted least squares with EPTV reg-
ularization. The EPTV regularization has been successful in keeping the features
confined. For comparison we have plotted the features from a metal-free slice con-
taining just a water bottle, which we consider close to ground truth values for this
system. We see that the hybrid weighting gives closest estimates to the ground truth.
3.9 Discussion
An ideal material characterization requires accurate estimation of material properties
such as effective atomic number Ze and electron density ρe, which can be calculated by
decomposing DECT sinograms into Compton and photoelectric bases (or other basis
functions) and subsequently reconstructing the basis coefficient images. However,
the presence of high density materials such as metal can distort the reconstructed
images, leading to inaccurate material characterization. In this chapter, we proposed
a regularization technique based on edge-preserving total variation (EPTV) along
with a hybrid weighting scheme to down-weight the basis sinograms.
We first investigated combining single-energy sinogram-based metal artifact reduc-
tion techniques with basis decomposition. The most common out of such approaches
is to replace the metal passing rays in the sinogram with interpolated values. We
saw that basis sinogram correction via interpolation helped to improve performance
with simple reconstruction techniques like FBP and minimizing least squares with TV
regularization. Yet, the the images still had various artifacts (some introduced by the
interpolation) and errors were too high for any practical applications. Therefore we
proposed to down-weight the basis sinograms with penalized iterative reconstructions.
Down-weighting the basis sinograms with inverse covariance weights helped im-
mensely with or without replacing the metal rays. However, we noted that when
replacing the metal rays by interpolation, there is a possibility of getting erroneous
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estimates as we are manipulating the data and trying to fit it to the model. Instead,
discarding the metal rays by assigning zero-weights was a better solution, which we
refer to as the hybrid weighting. Finally, we exploited the mutual structure between
the basis images and the monochromatic images and proposed a novel regularization
technique based on EPTV regularization which helps to preserve the structure of the
image.
Using experimental data acquired from a commercial scanner and various sim-
ulations we demonstrated that the proposed algorithm significantly reduces metal
artifacts compared to alternative approaches and has great potential for material
characterization in the presence of metal. Some of the preliminary work with EPTV
regularization was reported in (Devadithya and Castañón, 2019). In the next chapter
we discuss material characterization using the proposed method.
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Chapter 4
Robust Material Identification with
Dual-Energy CT
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss in detail on material identification with dual-energy com-
puted tomography (DECT). In an ideal type of material characterization, we must be
able to accurately estimate properties such as effective atomic number and density of
all constituent materials (Azevedo et al., 2016). DECT has emerged as the superior
way of material characterization in non-destructive imaging as two distinct sets of
measurements of the scene are captured.
Having captured two sets of measurements, we can estimate LAC values at two
different average energies, which provides a better characterization of the energy-
dependent material properties compared to the estimations acquired from single-
energy CT systems. Most of the commercial DECT scanners characterize materials
with this method. However, the reconstructed individual average attenuation images
suffer from significant artifacts due to the monochromatic approximations and the
high attenuation caused by the presence of dense materials. We first look into the
current state of practice techniques in estimating the properties and its limitations.
Artifacts due to monochromatic approximations can be alleviated by doing basis
decomposition with DECT, but presence of dense materials will still cause inaccura-
cies. In this chapter we discuss how the presence of dense materials like metal directly
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affect estimating properties of the materials in the dual energy images. In Chapter 3
we developed a reconstruction algorithm for metal artifact reduction in dual basis
images. In this chapter we discuss how the proposed reconstruction algorithm can be
utilized for material identification. We further investigate how different basis func-
tions behave in the presence of metal and how they affect material estimation. While
different basis functions behave differently in the presence of metal, we show that a
good reconstruction algorithm can compensate for the choice of basis functions.
4.2 Prior Work
DECT captures two distinct sets of measurements of the scene from different energy-
spectral ranges. In conventional processing, we estimate two average LAC values
(µhigh and µlow) by applying CT reconstruction algorithms directly to these two sets
of measurements. Commercial systems at airports use µlow and µhigh to estimate
material properties (Singh and Singh, 2003), but the details of these algorithms are
not available due to proprietary constraints. Modern systems use machine learning
techniques and train the systems to classify explosives and illegal substances using
µlow and µhigh.




tional to effective atomic number Ze and electron density ρe (Azevedo et al., 2016).
(Heismann et al., 2003; Park and Kim, 2011; Landry et al., 2013) have proposed
methods to estimate Ze and density ρ from µhigh and µlow, but these were tailored to
specific applications (medical and industrial) involving materials with low Ze. The
main limitations with using average LAC values are the beam hardening artifacts
and the lack of a definite mapping between the average LAC values and the material
properties for many materials of interest.
In (Ying et al., 2006) Compton and photoelectric basis decomposition was used
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to estimate material properties. Ze was assumed to be a function of the ratio of ap
to µhigh (ap is the photoelectric coefficient), and Ze and µhigh were used to identify
materials. While this is an improvement from just using µhigh and µlow, the limitations
with monochromatic approximations exists because of µhigh.
In (Azevedo et al., 2016) Ze and electron density ρe calculated from Compton
and photoelectric basis coefficients were used to estimate material properties. ρe is
directly proportional to the Compton coefficients and Ze is a function of the ratio
of the photoelectric coefficient and Compton coefficient. This method is known as
SIRZ and was later extended by (Champley et al., 2019) with the use of synthesized
monochromatic basis (SMB) coefficients. Since the SMB coefficients align with the
LAC values at the selected energies, Ze can now be interpreted as a function of the
ratio of the SMB coefficients, and ρe as the ratio of the LAC and the electronic
attenuation. This SIRZ-2 method is quite useful as any two basis coefficients can be
transformed into SMB coefficients.
4.3 Estimation of Effective Atomic Number and Electron
Density
In this section we lay out the details on how to estimate effective atomic number Ze
and electron density ρe from conventional high-low attenuation coefficients (µhigh and
µlow) and from basis coefficients.
4.3.1 Estimation from High-low Attenuation Coefficients
µhigh and the ratio
µlow
µhigh
are roughly proportional to effective atomic number Ze and
electron density ρe (Azevedo et al., 2016). In Figure 4·1 we plot the ratio of µlowµhigh
against the atomic number Z, and µhigh against electron density ρe for the first 30
elements in the periodic table.
We simulated the attenuated intensities at a detector for each element with LAC
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Figure 4·1: Atomic number Z and electron density ρe against features
used in conventional reconstructions for elements of different sizes. Top
row : for elements 1-30, bottom row: for elements 3-10.












Note that µhigh and µlow are average LAC values and are dependent on the spectra
used. We use the spectra discussed in section 3.3 based on 95 kVp and 130 kVp spec-
tra of the Imatron C300 scanner. We simulated measurements of the elements for
lengths l = 1 cm, 4 cm, and 8 cm. The X-ray attenuation values to synthesize the mea-
surements were extracted from NIST XCOM database (Berger and Hubbell, 1987),
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and Ze and ρ values of the elements were extracted from the NIST table (Hubbell
and Seltzer, 1995). ρe values were calculated from ρ values using (2.2).
Both in Figure 4·1a and Figure 4·1b we observe that different lengths of the same
material have resulted in different curves. This is due to the beam hardening asso-
ciated with monochromatic approximations and it is prominent in high Z materials
and high dense materials. Hence, it is difficult to find a unique mapping between the
average LAC values and material properties.
In Figures 4·1c and 4·1d we show the plots again for only elements 3-10 of the
periodic table. For such small Z materials there seems to be little beam hardening
artifacts. However, the sensitivity is low for these materials. For a small change in the
y axis there is a big change in x axis, making it challenging to contrast the different
materials by observing the features in the y axis.
As there is no analytical relationship between average LAC values and material
properties, machine learning techniques can be used to learn a good map between
µhigh and µlow, and Ze and ρe.
4.3.2 Estimation from Photoelectric and Compton Basis Coefficients
We discussed photoelectric and Compton basis (PCB) functions in section 2.4.1.1 and
saw that the Compton and photoelectric coefficients (ac and ap respectively) can be






ρe = Kac (4.4)
where k,m,K are constant parameters which need to be calibrated.
In Figure 4·2 we plot the relationship between PCB coefficients and ρe and Z for
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Figure 4·2: Atomic number Z and electron density ρe against features
used in PCB decomposition for elements of different sizes. Top row :
for elements 1-30, bottom row: for elements 3-10.
the first 30 elements in the periodic table. We use the same simulation setup as before
in section 4.3.1, but now do basis decomposition as detailed in section 2.4.2 to get ac
and ap for all the elements.




and ac and ρe. Furthermore, the different lengths result in the same curves, confirming
that beam hardening effects can be alleviated with the use of basis decomposition.
Figures 4·2c and 4·2d indicate that the ratio ap
ac
varies slowly with Z for low Z
values (Z < 5). Therefore, it will be harder to estimate Z values accurately if there
is an error in the ratio ap
ac
. However, compared to estimating with µhigh and µlow in
Figure 4·1c, the gradient of Figure 4·2c is larger, indicating that low Z materials can
be resolved better with basis coefficients.
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There are three different methods to estimate ρe and Ze from the PCB coefficients,
provided that we have enough data collected. 1) As there is an analytical relationship
we can estimate the properties using (4.3) and (4.4), but for which we need to cali-
brate and find the constant parameters. 2) We can simply use the curves in Figure 4·2
to build a lookup table and estimate the properties via linear interpolation. 3) We
can train a neural network to estimate the properties as with for high-low attenua-
tion coefficients. Since there is a direct mapping all three methods should result in
reasonable estimates.
4.3.3 Estimation from Synthesized Monochromatic Basis Coefficients
In section 2.4.1 we discussed two other basis functions, namely material basis (MB)
and synthesized monochromatic basis (SMB). While MB coefficients do not have a
direct relationship with Ze and ρe, SMB coefficients have a direct relationship. Since
the SMB functions act as monochromatic functions at chosen energies, the basis
coefficients coincide with the estimated LAC values at those energies. Therefore,
any pair of basis coefficients can be translated into SMB coefficients and then be
translated into Ze and ρe. Suppose the SMB coefficients we estimate (or translate to)
at the lower energy and higher energy are cL and cH respectively. In section 2.4.1 we













where fc and fp are the Compton and photoelectric basis functions and k and m are





Here σe(EH , Ze) is the X-ray electronic attenuation cross section at energy EH . The
units of σe(E,Z) are cm
2 per electron-moles. This is related to the X-ray mass





where A is the atomic mass of the element.



































































































Figure 4·3: Atomic number Z against features used in SMB decom-
position for elements of different sizes (electronic attenuation σe is used
to find electron density ρe). Top row : for elements 1-30, bottom row:
for elements 3-10.
In Figure 4·3 we plot the relationship between SMB coefficients and ρe and Z for
the first 30 elements in the periodic table. We chose to do the basis decomposition
with SMB functions at energies 27 keV and 93 keV, as the chosen energies need to be
far apart to have a larger contrast in cH and cL. The SMB functions are illustrated
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in Figure 2·14.
According to Figure 4·3a there is a direct mapping between the ratio cL
cH
and Z and
the curves from different lengths coincide, confirming once again that beam hardening
effects can be alleviated. In Figure 4·3b we plot the electronic attenuation at 93 keV
against the atomic number, which again has a direct mapping.
As before, low Z materials are not sensitive as the high Z materials. However,
compared to estimating with µhigh and µlow in Figure 4·1c and to estimating with
PCB coefficients in Figure 4·2c, the gradient of Figure 4·3c is larger. This indicates
that SMB coefficients are suitable to distinguish low Z materials.
Since we have curves directly mapping the SMB coefficients to the material prop-
erties, we can use these curves to build lookup tables and estimate Ze and ρe via
linear interpolation. Alternatively, we can use the analytical relationship or use neu-
ral networks to map the features as well.
4.3.4 Choice of Energies
We can convert any two basis coefficients to LAC values at any two energies (or SMB
coefficients) and use SMB curves to estimate Ze and ρe. In this context the question
arises if there is an optimal choice of energies to which the basis coefficients should be
converted to. Note this is not about the set of basis functions used for decomposition
but rather the energies used to find Ze and ρe. We show below that the resulting
estimate of Ze does not depend on the choice of energies.











Here fc and fp are the Compton and photoelectric basis functions and k and m
are constants. cL and cH are the LAC values at EL and EH . This was derived in
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section 2.4.1. We explore both instances where we
1. decompose with PCB and convert to LAC values
2. decompose with SMB and convert to LAC values at different energies
Let’s first consider the case of decomposing with PCB and converting to LAC
values at EL and EH . Then the cL and cH in equation (4.7) can be substituted with










Solving further we get
Ze = k
(
acfc(EH)fc(EL) + apfp(EH)fc(EL)− acfc(EL)fc(EH)− apfp(EL)fc(EH)




















This is the same as (4.3) where we estimate Ze directly from PCB coefficients. There-
fore, converting to SMB coefficients or the choice of energies in doing so, do not make
a difference in estimating Ze.
Next we look into the scenario of decomposing using SMB coefficients but changing
the energies to estimate Ze. Suppose we decompose with SMB functions at energies










We will denote the basis coefficients by cL1 and cH1.
Next lets convert cL1 and cH1 to LAC values at energies EL2 and EH2 and use the

















and solve for the numerator and denominator separately.
r1 = cL1f1(EH2)fc(EL2) + cH1f2(EH2)fc(EL2)− cL1f1(EL2)fc(EH2)− cH1f2(EL2)fc(EH2)
(4.16)
r2 = cL1f1(EL2)fp(EH2) + cH1f2(EL2)fp(EH2)− cL1f1(EH2)fp(EL2)− cH1f2(EH2)fp(EL2)
(4.17)
We can substitute (4.12) and (4.13) to get the equation only from PCB functions.






r1 = −cL1fc(EL2fc(EH1)fp(EH2) + cH1fc(EL2)fc(EL1)fp(EH2)
+cL1fc(EH2fc(EH1)fp(EL2)− cH1fc(EH2)fc(EL1)fp(EL2)
(4.19)
which is equivalent to
r1 = (cH1fc(EL1 − cL1fc(EH1)) (fc(EL2)fp(EH2)− fc(EH2fp(EL2)) (4.20)
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Similarly
r2 = (cL1fp(EH1 − cH1fp(EL1)) (fc(EL2)fp(EH2)− fc(EH2fp(EL2)) (4.21)
Plugging simplified r1 and r2 back to the equation (4.15) we get
Ze = k
(
(cH1fc(EL1 − cL1fc(EH1)) (fc(EL2)fp(EH2)− fc(EH2fp(EL2))














This is the same as (4.5) in the manner that we use the decomposed cL1 and cH1
to directly estimate Ze instead of changing the energies.
Therefore, we can conclude that the choice of the energies used to estimate the
material properties is irrelevant and what matters are the basis functions used to
decompose the measurements. We will investigate how the choice of basis functions
affects the estimation of material properties in the next section.
4.4 Experiments and Results
In this section we present our experiments and results on the following.
1. How beam hardening limits the estimation of material properties and how basis
decomposition can over come those limits.
2. The effect of the presence of metal when estimating the material properties
and how reconstruction techniques developed in Chapter 3 can help in getting
robust estimates.
3. The effect of basis functions in estimating material properties, particularly in
the presence of metal.
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4.4.1 Effect of Beam Hardening on Material Estimation
In Figure 4·1 we observed that the relationship of µhigh and µlow against Ze and ρe
changed according to the size of the object especially for high Z materials. Using a
simple phantom experiment we now show how those beam hardening artifacts affect
the estimation of ρe and Ze and in contrast how the artifacts can be alleviated with
basis decomposition.
We simulated aluminium balls of sizes 2.5 cm, 7 cm and 10 cm in diameter. We
chose aluminium for the demonstration as it is a common material with a relatively
high Ze. We use the same simulation setup as in section 3.3 based on the 95 kVp and
130 kVp spectra of the Imatron C300 scanner.
Figure 4·4 shows the reconstructions of high and low energy attenuation images
(µhigh and µlow) and Figure 4·5 shows the reconstructions of photoelectric and Comp-
ton coefficient images. All the images are reconstructed via iterative least squares
with a small TV regularization.
In Figure 4·4 we see that as the size of the ball increases, the effect of the cupping
artifacts also increases. The image gets darker towards the center of the object,
indicating a reduction in average linear attenuation coefficient. This is because the
rays that pass through a considerable length of the object suffers more from beam
hardening.
In contrast, we do not see such artifacts in the PCB reconstructions in Figure 4·5.
However, the photoelectric reconstructions show visible noise, but this can be cor-
rected with more regularization or advanced reconstruction techniques discussed in
Chapter 3.
The mean and the standard deviation of the reconstructed values in aluminium
regions of the images are depicted in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. For high and low energy















2.5 cm 7 cm 10 cm
Figure 4·4: High- and low-energy attenuation coefficient image (cm−1)















2.5 cm 7 cm 10 cm
Figure 4·5: Basis coefficient image (a.u.) reconstructions of alu-
minium balls of different diameters (2.5 cm, 7 cm, 10 cm).
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a 16% reduction in the mean values from 2.5 cm ball to 10 cm ball. In contrast,
the mean values of the PCB coefficients remain nearly constant for different ball
sizes, with the difference being 0.3% or less between the different balls. However, the
variance in the photoelectric coefficients increases as the size of the ball increases.
Table 4.1: Mean values of the aluminium balls
2.5 cm 7 cm 10 cm
High 0.7145 0.6268 0.6019
Low 0.8293 0.7278 0.7007
2.5 cm 7 cm 10 cm
Compton 4.3130 4.3102 4.3076
Photoelectric 18.321 18.243 18.264
Table 4.2: Standard deviation values of the aluminium balls
2.5 cm 7 cm 10 cm
High 0.0155 0.0309 0.0326
Low 0.0193 0.035 0.0361
2.5 cm 7 cm 10 cm
Compton 0.0756 0.0607 0.069
Photoelectric 0.4171 0.5773 1.3869
Next we investigate how the beam hardening affects the estimation of Ze and
ρe. As there is no analytical relationship between average LAC values and material
properties, we use a shallow neural network to learn a good map between µhigh and
µlow, and Ze and ρe. Even though we can use analytical expressions or lookup tables
to estimate material properties from PCB coefficients, for fair comparison we use a
similar shallow neural network to learn the map between PCB coefficients and Ze and
ρe.
In this work we use a shallow feed-forward neural network as shown in Figure 4·6.
The network consists of two hidden layers with each layer having 10 nodes. Based on
the curves in Figures 4·1 and 4·2 we chose three input parameters. For estimations




For estimations from PCB coefficients, the input parameters are Compton coefficients





Figure 4·6: Shallow Neural Network
Since aluminium is the 13th element in the periodic table we chose the first 20
elements to train the network. We simulated measurements at a detector for the
elements of length 1 cm as in (4.1). Since we are training with a small number of
elements there is a possibility of over-fitting the model. To improve generalization,
we trained three instances of the neural network with the same data set. Training
multiple neural networks help as each network uses random training and validation
data as well as random initialization for weights. From the three networks we get
three sets of predictions of Ze and ρe, which we average to get the final estimations.
We further included Bayesian regularization (MacKay, 1992) to avoid over-fitting as
documented in (MathWorks, 2021).
In Table 4.3 the relative mean absolute errors of ρe and Ze estimates are depicted.
Ze and ρe and the errors against ground truth were estimated for each pixel. The
errors with high- and low-energy estimates are larger for the larger ball sizes. In
contrast, the average errors using the PCB coefficient estimates are nearly constant
with the size of the balls. Furthermore, ρe seems to be more impacted than Ze. This
is because Ze depends mainly on the ratio of the coefficients and the ratios can cancel
out some artifacts. Nevertheless, the errors are larger than the errors based on the
estimates from PCB, even with the additional noise in the photoelectric images.
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Table 4.3: Mean of the errors (%) of ρe and Ze of the aluminium balls
Ze 2.5 cm 7 cm 10 cm
High-Low 2.24 6.41 6.34
PCB 1.6 1.5 1.6
ρe 2.5 cm 7 cm 10 cm
High-Low 6.09 18.21 23.53
PCB 2.16 2.1 2.16
4.4.2 Effect of Metal Artifacts on Material Estimation
In this section we investigate material estimation in the presence of metal. In Chap-
ter 3 we developed a reconstruction algorithm to mitigate metal artifacts based on
minimizing weighted least squares (WLS) and edge-preserving total variation regular-
ization (EPTV). We developed two approaches to down weight the sinograms: inverse-
covariance weighting matrix and hybrid weighting matrix. In the hybrid weight-
ing matrix we assigned zero weights to the rays passing through metal and inverse-
covariance weights to the other rays. In addition, we investigated explicit sinogram
correction methods to correct for basis sinograms, out of which post-decomposition
2D inpainting technique was superior. While the latter had promising results with
reconstructing photoelectric coefficients, it degraded the Compton coefficient images.
In this section we use all three sinogram correction methods with EPTV regularization
for material estimation.
In Chapter 3 we presented reconstruction results of a bag containing a water
bottle and metal clutter acquired experimentally with a C300 Imatron electron-beam
medical scanner. Unfortunately we do not have well calibrated data to investigate
the effect of presence of metal for a range of different materials.
Therefore we synthesize data based on acquired experimental data as follows (the
experimental setup and the CT scanner geometry is as described in section 3.8):
1. Identify a metal-free clean slice acquired from the Imatron C300 medical scan-
ner.
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2. Reconstruct the SMB coefficient images of the metal-free slice using WLS +
EPTV regularization. This provides an estimate of the energy-dependent LAC
for each pixel in the image. We define this image as the background phantom
to be used in simulations.
3. Identify several slices with metal (acquired experimentally) and reconstruct the
high-energy attenuation coefficient images and identify the pixel locations of
the regions of metal.
4. In the background phantom, replace the pixels identified above as containing
metal by copper, to yield the metal-perturbed phantom.
5. In the metal-perturbed phantom, select a rectangular region and a circular
region of pixels, representing a box and a bottle container, where we will insert
different test materials.
6. To generate a test phantom, insert in to the metal-perturbed phantom a pair
of suitable materials in the box and the bottle.
7. Get the energy-dependent LAC for the background pixels by extrapolating the
basis coefficients obtained in step 2.
8. Get the energy-dependent LAC for the injected material and the copper from
NIST XCOM database (Berger and Hubbell, 1987).
9. Simulate the measurements (with Poisson noise) based on the LAC values and
the scanner geometry.
In Figures 4·7a and 4·7b we show the reconstructed SMB images (LAC values at
two energies) of the slice used as the background (step 2 from above). It is a slice of a
bag filled with various clutter. We then inject a box, a bottle and various metal pieces
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as shown in Figures 4·7c and 4·7d. The metal is positioned based on the actual metal
pixels from experimental data. We combined metal from different slices to create a


















(c) SMB 27 (d) SMB 93
Figure 4·7: Reconstructed SMB coefficient images cm−1 of the back-
ground and the injected objects. In this example the injected bottle is
filled with water and the box with black powder. The SMB 27 coef-
ficients are capped at 9 cm−1 and SMB93 coefficients are capped at 1
cm−1 for display purposes.
We fill the bottle with different liquids and the box with different powders that
spread across our feature space of Ze and ρe including highly flammable materials and
explosives. The liquids we chose are water, acetone, citric acid, ethanol, hydrochloric
acid, and kerosene. The solid powders we chose are PETN, polypropylene, RDX,
calcium chloride, magnesium, and black powder. The Ze and ρe of all the materials
are depicted in Figure 4·8. Ze and ρe values for the compounds were calculated using
(2.1) and (2.2). We chose copper (Ze: 29 and ρe: 4.09) for the metal. The chemical
composition and the material properties are provided in the Appendix B. We paired
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the liquids and solids arbitrary as follows: water and black powder, acetone and
magnesium, citric acid and calcium chloride, ethanol and RDX, hydrochloric acid
and polypropylene, kerosene and PETN.






















Figure 4·8: Ze and ρe (electron-mole/cm3) of the materials.
In Figure 4·9 the high-energy sinogram and the corresponding metal rays are




















































Figure 4·9: High-energy sinogram of the bag with water and black
powder and the corresponding rays passing through metal which needs
to be corrected
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As in Chapter 3 the metal rays were identified by first reconstructing the high-
energy image with WLS+TV and masking out the metal pixels. The metal pixels
are then forward projected to get the metal rays in the sinogram. Compared to the
example slices in Chapter 3, these examples have lots of rays corrupted by metal.
Figure 4·10 shows the photoelectric and Compton basis (PCB) coefficient im-
ages reconstructed with the different algorithms against the ground-truth for this
particular slice. In the ground-truth photoelectric coefficient image there are some
























Figure 4·10: PCB coefficient images (a.u.) for the slice with a water
bottle and a black power box reconstructed with WLS+EPTV; inverse
covariance weighting, post-decomposition 2D inpainting with inverse
covariance weighting and hybrid weighting. The Compton coefficients
are capped at 5 and the photoelectric coefficients are capped at 30 for
display purposes. The metal pixels in the last two columns are flagged
in white.
In all three sets of reconstructions the shapes of the objects of interests (rubber
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sheet, water bottle, black powder box) have been preserved because of EPTV regu-
larization. However, the attenuation values of the black powder seem to be closest
to the ground-truth when reconstructed with hybrid weighting. We will compare the
errors later in Table 4.4.
The images reconstructed with inverse-covariance weighting without explicit sino-
gram correction (Figure 4·10 - column 2) seems to have the most visible artifacts
due to metal, especially the photoelectric image where there is an orange blob of a
considerable size in the middle of the image. These had the metal rays in the recon-
structions, whereupon the other two reconstruction sets had no metal rays present
during the reconstructions (replaced or discarded). Even though the metal rays were
present during the former set of reconstructions (column 2), the metal pixels have
been reconstructed with wrong attenuation values due to the photon starvation.
Note that the metal pixels in the reconstructions with 2D inpainting and hybrid
weighting (last 2 columns of Figure 4·10) are flagged in white as in these cases the
metal rays are either replaced or discarded during reconstruction.
Next we compare the performance by calculating the relative mean errors for Ze
and ρe. We estimate Ze and ρe for each pixel and find the errors for each pixel.
We use lookup tables in Figure 4·2 to estimate Ze and ρe from the PCB coefficients.
Table 4.4 depicts the errors for all materials with the different sinogram correction
methods and EPTV regularization.
The Ze errors with inverse covariance weights are higher especially for the lower
Ze materials and the average error is 10%. Note that this is an improvement over
WLS+TV regularization and FBP where the average errors were 39% and 110%
respectively. In Chapter 3 we saw that the basis sinogram interpolation helped with
photoelectric coefficient estimates and it is reflected here with the improvements in
Ze estimates; the average Ze errors are now 5% compared to the 10% without
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Table 4.4: Relative mean errors for different reconstruction algo-
rithms.
Mean error (%) Inverse cova- Sinogram Hybridriance weights inpainting weights
Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 4.37 0.84 3.99 3.20 2.28 1.11
Acetone 10.86 2.17 8.15 1.88 4.75 1.02
Citric Acid 3.19 0.77 3.22 0.99 1.87 0.74
Ethanol 9.60 1.99 8.02 1.64 4.48 0.59
Hydrochloric Acid 0.71 0.39 1.46 0.67 0.32 0.05
Kerosene 15.55 1.92 14.32 1.74 7.23 0.63
PETN 15.20 2.44 2.62 11.60 3.05 2.71
Polypropelene 33.63 7.14 8.62 15.39 2.08 7.18
RDX 16.05 2.39 2.67 11.47 3.50 2.57
Calcium Chloride 3.49 2.68 2.81 6.77 0.72 1.38
Magnesium 6.03 1.49 2.32 12.76 1.23 0.92
Black Powder 2.57 3.31 1.63 4.59 0.25 0.44
Average 10.10 2.29 4.98 6.06 2.65 1.61
interpolation. However, by discarding the metal rays with hybrid weighting we get
better estimates with average errors being only 2.7%.
Meanwhile the ρe estimates with inverse-covariance weights are reasonably good
with an average error of 2.3%. In comparison the ρe errors with WLS+TV regulariza-
tion and FBP were 3.4% and 150% respectively. However, with sinogram interpolation
the errors have increased and the average error is 6%. This is because we are replac-
ing the sinogram with synthesized data and the model-based iterative algorithms try
to fit these artificial data. Since ρe depends only on Compton estimates which do
not need much correction, adding artificial data will cause more damage than good.
Nevertheless, when discarding the metal rays with hybrid weighting the ρe estimates
are again comparable or better with an average error of 1.6%.
While EPTV regularization combined with hybrid weighting results in lower errors
with average Ze and ρe errors being 2.65% and 1.61% respectively, for the same scenes
without metal the average errors are 0.39% and 0.68%. In the presence of metal low
Ze and low ρe materials still have higher errors. Kerosene which is at the lowest end
of the spectrum has an error of 7.2% in Ze estimate and polypropylene has an error
of 7.2% in ρe estimate. The attenuation information in these materials are mostly
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in the low energies, but in the presence of metal the low energies suffer from photon
starvation. The lower signal-to-noise for low Z materials results in higher errors in
estimating Z, due to the lower slope observed in Figure 4·2c.
In Figure 4·11 we plot the mean values and the error ellipses (1 standard deviation)
of the estimated Ze and ρe for the different materials along with their ground truth
values. Ze and ρe were estimated for each pixel and averaged across over the regions
of interest. Since some algorithms resulted in estimates far from the ground truth,
we use different plots for different materials for better clarity. We plot the values
estimated with EPTV regularization for different sinogram correction methods.
The low Ze materials, as they get more affected in the presence of metal have a
higher variance compared to the high Ze materials. When comparing the variances
across the three different algorithms there is no significant difference.
For all materials the mean values estimated with hybrid weighting are the closest
to the ground truth values. The Ze estimates with the inverse-covariance weighting
seems to be the furthest from the ground truth Ze values while the ρe estimates with
sinogram inpainting seems to be the furthest from the ground truth ρe values.
With hybrid weighting both Ze and ρe estimates are very close to the expected
values, concluding that discarding the rays corrupted by metal is a better alternative
than compensating for the corruption. Even having to discard a number of rays as
in this example will not degrade much the estimation accuracy, as the structural






























































































































EPTV + Hybrid Weights
EPTV + Inpainting + Inverse-Covariance Weights
EPTV + Inverse-Covariance Weights
Figure 4·11: Mean values and error ellipses (1 standard deviation)
of the estimated Ze and ρe (electron-mole/cm
3) of the materials with
different reconstruction algorithms
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4.4.3 Effect of Basis Functions on Material Estimation
In this section we investigate different basis functions for material recognition. We
compare the common photoelectric and Compton basis (PCB) functions, the material
basis (MB) functions, and the synthesised monochromatic basis (SMB) functions. For
MB we chose aluminium and polystyrene as the basis and for SMB we chose SMB27
and SMB93 as the basis. We look into how these basis functions behave in the
presence of metal. We use the same set of examples as in the previous section where
we artificially inject materials of interests to a scanned container.
We compare the performance by calculating the relative mean errors for estimating




















Figure 4·12: Ze and ρe estimation from basis coefficients
1. We decompose the measurements with PCB and reconstruct PCB coefficients.
We then use lookup tables in Figure 4·2 to estimate Ze and ρe from PCB
coefficients (blue line in Figure 4·12).
2. We decompose the measurements with PCB and reconstruct PCB coefficients.
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From PCB coefficients we estimate the LAC and sample the LAC at 27 keV
and 93 keV (c27 and c93). We then use lookup tables in Figure 4·3 to estimate
Ze and ρe from c27 and c93 (orange line in Figure 4·12).
3. We decompose the measurements with MB and reconstruct MB coefficients.
From MB coefficients we estimate the LAC and sample the LAC at 27 keV and
93 keV (c27 and c93). We then use lookup tables in Figure 4·3 to estimate Ze
and ρe from c27 and c93 (green line in Figure 4·12).
4. We decompose the measurements with SMB and reconstruct SMB coefficients
(c27 and c93). We then use lookup tables in Figure 4·3 to estimate Ze and ρe
from SMB coefficients (yellow line in Figure 4·12).
In all the cases we estimate Ze and ρe and calculate the errors for each pixel. We
then find the percentage error for each pixel and average them for all the pixels in
the region of interest.
We first explore how the basis functions behave in metal-free scenarios. As there
are no metal rays to correct we reconstruct the coefficient images by minimizing
weighted least squares (WLS) with inverse-covariance weights and EPTV regulariza-
tion.
Table 4.5 depicts the mean of the relative errors of Ze and ρe values for each
material. While the errors are around 0.5% for estimates from PCB and SMB, the
errors for MB estimates are slightly higher. This may be due to the choice of the
materials. However, even with MB the errors are relatively small.
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Table 4.5: Relative mean errors with different basis functions; with
no metal present
Mean error (%) Directly from Sampled LAC Sampled LAC Directly fromPCB from PCB from MB SMB
Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 0.29 0.85 0.34 0.19 0.5 0.71 0.33 0.17
Acetone 0.3 1.13 0.34 0.12 0.71 0.09 0.37 0.16
Citric Acid 0.42 0.57 0.45 0.11 0.3 0.1 0.47 0.16
Ethanol 0.54 1.05 0.58 0.19 0.91 0.18 0.62 0.21
Hydrochloric Acid 0.21 0.13 0.12 0.16 1.04 1.36 0.17 0.34
Kerosene 0.6 1.08 0.57 0.12 1.29 0.15 0.55 0.16
PETN 0.09 0.56 0.14 0.12 0.06 0.34 0.09 0.09
Polypropylene 1.06 1.2 1.03 0.29 3.86 0.74 1.28 0.18
RDX 0.09 0.54 0.12 0.06 0.37 1.1 0.08 0.05
Calcium Chloride 0.3 0.86 0.24 0.49 1.49 2.74 0.28 0.65
Magnesium 0.13 0.07 0.12 0.17 0.49 0.63 0.14 0.21
Black Powder 0.62 0.14 0.65 0.1 1.75 1.32 0.63 0.19
Average 0.39 0.68 0.39 0.18 1.06 0.79 0.42 0.21
Next we investigate how metal affects the the estimates obtained using differ-
ent basis functions. To highlight the effect of metal, we show the reconstructions
with FBP in Figure 4·13. As expected the images are corrupted beyond recognition
irrespective of the basis functions chosen.
In Figure 4·10 we showed the reconstruction results with PCB coefficients for
the slice with a water bottle and a black powder box. In this section we show the
reconstruction results for MB and SMB coefficients when reconstructed with the three
proposed algorithms of WLS+EPTV regularization.
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Compton (a.u.) Polystyrene (a.u.) SMB 27 (cm−1)
Photoelectric(a.u.) Aluminium (a.u.) SMB 93 (cm−1)
Figure 4·13: Basis coefficient images reconstructed via FBP for the
slice with a water bottle and a black power box. The coefficient values
are capped at thresholds of the color-bars for display purposes.
In Figure 4·14 we show results for MB coefficient reconstructions and compare
with the ground truth images. It is interesting to note that both black powder and
copper have negative polystyrene coefficients. As before EPTV regularization has
preserved the structure of the objects of interest in all three sets of reconstructions.
The images reconstructed with inverse-covariance weights without sinogram cor-
rection (Figure 4·14 column 2) have the most visible artifacts due to metal, especially
in the aluminium coefficient image with the blob in middle of the image. In the other
two sets of reconstructions, there are no metal induced artifacts since the metal rays
are replaced or ignored during the reconstruction. The metal pixels in the reconstruc-
tions with 2D inpainting and hybrid weighting are flagged in black in the polystyrene
coefficient images and in white in the aluminium coefficient images as there is no

























Figure 4·14: MB coefficient images (a.u.) for the slice with a water
bottle and a black power box reconstructed with WLS+EPTV; inverse
covariance weighting, post-decomposition 2D inpainting with inverse
covariance weighting and hybrid weighting. The coefficient values are
capped at thresholds of the color-bars for display purposes. The metal
pixels in the last two columns are flagged in black (polystyrene) and
white (aluminium).
In Figure 4·15 we show results for SMB coefficient reconstructions. Once again the
images reconstructed with inverse-covariance weighting without sinogram correction
(column 2) have the most visible artifacts due to metal but the structure has been
persevered in all sets of reconstructions by EPTV regularization. As before the metal
pixels in the reconstructions with 2D inpainting and hybrid weighting are flagged




















Figure 4·15: SMB coefficient images (cm−1) for the slice with a water
bottle and a black power box reconstructed with WLS+EPTV;inverse
covariance weighting, post-decomposition 2D inpainting with inverse
covariance weighting and hybrid weighting. The SMB 27 and SMB 93
coefficients are capped at 9 cm−1 and 1 cm−1 respectively, for display
purposes. The metal pixels in the last two columns are flagged in white.
We next look at the relative mean errors for estimating Ze and ρe from these basis
coefficients using the four methods described in Figure 4·12.
In Table 4.6 we depict the errors for Ze and ρe estimations with inverse covariance
weighting and EPTV regularization, where we include the metal passing rays in the
reconstructions. For estimates of Ze, MB has an average error of 8.68%, and SMB
has an average error of 7.49%. In contrast, PCB has an average error of 10.1%. PCB
estimates are bad as Ze depends on photoelectric basis coefficients which suffers from
photon starvation in the presence of metal. Aluminum and SMB27 functions are
more robust to metal.
Looking at the individual materials we see that the low Ze materials such as
kerosene and polypropylene were affected most in the presence of metal. The atten-
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Table 4.6: Relative mean errors with different basis functions; re-
constructed via WLS (inverse covariance weighting) +EPTV; metal
present
Mean error (%) Directly from Sampled LAC Sampled LAC Directly fromPCB from PCB from MB SMB
Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 4.37 0.84 4.40 0.50 1.98 3.28 2.62 0.75
Acetone 10.86 2.17 10.86 1.24 7.44 5.02 6.85 1.13
Citric Acid 3.19 0.77 3.24 0.42 1.11 1.99 2.53 0.76
Ethanol 9.60 1.99 9.60 1.21 6.47 1.79 6.94 1.32
Hydrochloric Acid 0.71 0.39 0.62 0.30 0.36 2.10 0.34 0.81
Kerosene 15.55 1.92 15.59 1.13 25.90 4.49 7.25 1.83
PETN 15.20 2.44 15.18 1.99 1.94 18.93 18.72 1.54
Polypropylene 33.63 7.14 33.62 6.11 10.97 2.89 28.48 7.75
RDX 16.05 2.39 16.04 1.90 32.44 8.21 4.32 3.13
Calcium Chloride 3.49 2.68 3.41 2.83 7.77 32.68 5.94 4.43
Magnesium 6.03 1.49 5.97 1.94 3.55 16.30 0.85 3.73
Black Powder 2.57 3.31 2.48 3.40 4.21 23.59 5.04 2.90
Average 10.10 2.29 10.08 1.91 8.68 10.11 7.49 2.51
uation information in these materials is mostly in the low energies, but as discussed
before, in the presence of metal the low energies suffer from photon starvation. Hence
there is not much information in the detector measurements to estimate the properties
of these materials.
When estimating ρe, estimates from PCB and SMB are superior with average
errors around ∼ 2%. The reason for this is because ρe depends on the high energy
components, and Compton coefficients and SMB93 coefficients are capable of resolving
high energy components. In contrast, MB basis functions look similar at higher
energies, and have less ability to estimate ρe.
Another important observation is that the results obtained from sampling the
LACs estimated using PCB or MB are significantly different from the results obtained
with direct decomposition of SMB, indicating that the choice of the basis functions
at the decomposition step matters.
Furthermore, as seen with the estimates from PCB, sampling the LAC at specific
energies and estimating Ze and ρe from the sampled values generates estimates that
are similar to those estimated directly from PCB coefficients. This confirms that the
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energies chosen for material properties estimation is irrelevant as we proved in section
4.3.4.
Next we look at Ze and ρe estimates from reconstructions with post 2D inpainting
followed by WLS and EPTV regularization. The errors are depicted in Table 4.7. In
Table 4.4 we saw that the basis sinogram interpolation improved Ze estimates with
PCB coefficients. The Ze errors with PCB are now 5% compared to the 10% errors
without interpolation. Similarly the estimates from MB and SMB have also improved
from 8.7% to 5% and 7.5% to 4.2% respectively.
Table 4.7: Relative mean errors with different basis functions; recon-
structed via WLS+EPTV with post 2D inpainting; metal present
Mean error (%) Directly from Sampled LAC Sampled LAC Directly fromPCB from PCB from MB SMB
Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 3.99 3.20 4.03 2.64 0.37 5.59 3.91 1.53
Acetone 8.15 1.88 8.18 0.90 8.30 2.25 8.70 1.93
Citric Acid 3.22 0.99 3.26 0.64 3.90 2.44 3.67 0.17
Ethanol 8.02 1.64 8.03 0.82 7.85 1.76 0.42 1.00
Hydrochloric Acid 1.46 0.67 1.36 0.44 1.09 4.71 0.19 1.01
Kerosene 14.32 1.74 14.35 0.88 13.00 1.67 3.24 0.82
PETN 2.62 11.60 2.66 11.85 0.69 8.87 10.34 7.92
Polypropylene 8.62 15.39 8.63 14.85 5.38 8.54 2.54 16.22
RDX 2.67 11.47 2.72 11.76 0.68 8.54 15.06 7.37
Calcium Chloride 2.81 6.77 2.74 6.88 3.45 19.29 0.24 8.96
Magnesium 2.32 12.76 2.38 12.09 1.10 18.54 0.10 6.86
Black Powder 1.63 4.59 1.55 4.67 14.45 52.16 1.40 6.28
Average 4.98 6.06 4.99 5.70 5.02 11.20 4.15 5.01
However, the ρe estimates are worse compared to the previous estimates with non-
interpolation reconstructions. The model-based algorithms try to fit the in-painted
data, resulting in erroneous estimates. Manipulating the data helps only in the cases
where the reconstructions are severely corrupted as with photoelectric basis or SMB27
basis.
As with the previous results, the low Ze materials are more affected by the presence
of metal. Furthermore, the results obtained from sampling the LACs estimated using
PCB and MB are different from the results obtained with direct decomposition of
SMB and the two estimates from PCB are similar to each other irrespective of the
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choice of the estimation method.
Finally, we look at hybrid weighting, where we discard the metal passing rays.
The Ze and ρe errors are depicted in Table 4.8. Hybrid weighting has reduced the Ze
errors compared to the previous methods and has kept ρe estimates accurate as well.
Table 4.8: Relative mean errors with different basis functions; recon-
structed via WLS (hybrid weighting) +EPTV; metal present
Mean error (%) Directly from Sampled LAC Sampled LAC Directly fromPCB from PCB from MB SMB
Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 2.28 1.11 2.32 0.69 1.58 0.57 2.98 0.68
Acetone 4.75 1.02 4.79 1.30 4.05 0.95 5.49 1.06
Citric Acid 1.87 0.74 1.91 0.42 1.26 0.90 1.98 0.56
Ethanol 4.48 0.59 4.51 1.05 4.04 1.10 4.70 0.72
Hydrochloric Acid 0.32 0.05 0.23 0.25 0.89 1.14 0.39 0.87
Kerosene 7.23 0.63 7.25 1.08 10.53 2.48 2.32 0.59
PETN 3.05 2.71 3.02 2.24 0.59 1.89 23.01 2.08
Polypropylene 2.08 7.18 2.10 6.36 3.34 4.39 8.50 5.54
RDX 3.50 2.57 3.49 2.07 1.98 2.56 1.99 3.75
Calcium Chloride 0.72 1.38 0.69 1.64 1.34 2.38 3.70 4.84
Magnesium 1.23 0.92 1.19 0.98 0.22 3.34 0.88 0.85
Black Powder 0.25 0.44 0.25 0.47 1.48 0.63 1.00 3.50
Average 2.65 1.61 2.65 1.55 2.61 1.86 4.75 2.09
The average Ze errors are ∼ 2.6%, with the exception of SMB. With SMB, while
the Ze errors were reduced with hybrid weighting, PETN seems to be an outlier.
This could be a random incident, as we do not observe the same behavior with other
materials similar to PETN. The average ρe errors are now less than or around 2%
for all basis sets. While the ρe estimates were initially good for PCB and SMB (in
Table 4.6), this is an improvement for MB with errors reducing from 10%.
In conclusion, SMB functions are more robust to metal, but by discarding the
metal rays and reconstructing with a good algorithm the other basis functions will
also perform as well as SMB or even better. While different basis functions behave
differently in the presence of metal and the choice of basis function matters, a good
reconstruction algorithm can compensate for the choice of basis functions.
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4.5 Discussion
In this chapter we discussed in detail on estimating material properties: effective
atomic number Ze and electron density ρe, with DECT.
While the two distinct sets of measurements captured by DECT systems give
estimates of average LAC values at two energies which provide crude estimations of
the energy-dependent material properties, the monochromatic approximations make
them less accurate. The monochromatic approximations result in beam hardening
artifacts, visible in the reconstructed images with the cupping effects depending on
the size of the object. Furthermore, because of the linear approximation there is
no direct mapping between the average LAC values and Ze and ρe. However, by
doing basis decomposition we can alleviate those beam hardening artifacts and find
analytical relationships between basis coefficients and Ze and ρe.
The main challenge that limits basis coefficients being used to estimate material
properties arises from artifacts that are caused by high density materials like metal.
In Chapter 3 we proposed a reconstruction algorithm for metal artifact reduction in
DECT basis images; in this chapter we showed that the proposed algorithm can help
in getting accurate estimates for Ze and ρe even when metal is present.
We further investigated how different basis functions behave in the presence of
metal and how it affects material identification. We first proved that there is no
optimal choice of energies to which the basis coefficients should be converted to in
order to estimate Ze and ρe. The choice of energies become irrelevant because Ze and
ρe will always depend on the decomposed basis coefficients.
In metal-free scenarios, the choice of basis function had no significant effect in the
estimation of Ze and ρe. However, it must be noted that this result is dependent on
the dual-energy spectra used through out the chapter. Different spectra with higher
energies might affect how basis functions behave, particularly material basis which
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become linear at higher energies. Nevertheless security and medical applications use
energies within this range for which the choice of basis is insignificant for metal-free
scenarios.
In the presence of metal we observed that SMB is more robust to metal, partic-
ularly over PCB as photoelectric coefficients are harder to estimate. By discarding
the metal rays and reconstructing with a good algorithm, the other basis functions
also performed as well as SMB or even better. While different basis functions behave
differently in the presence of metal, a good reconstruction algorithm can compensate
for the choice of basis functions. Some of the preliminary work on comparing PCB
and SMB was reported in (Devadithya and Castañón, 2020).
Having developed an algorithm to get robust material estimations with DECT, an
interesting next step would be to explore multi-spectral CT and material identification
with the extra spectral information; we address this in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Metal Artifact Reduction and Material
Recognition with Multi-Spectral CT
5.1 Introduction
Even though dual-energy CT with basis decomposition has the potential to recognize
materials, the presence of metal makes it challenging due to the higher absorption
rates. In the previous chapters we proposed advanced reconstruction techniques to
alleviate the metal artifacts but there was still room for improvement.
Different from dual-energy CT, multi-spectral CT (also known as multi-energy CT
(MECT)) counts photon arrivals at narrow energy windows with Photon Counting
Detectors (PCD), and CT images can be formed for each energy window. In this man-
ner multi-spectral CT systems capture more spectral dependent information (Wang
et al., 2011). Since the energy bins are narrow, there will be little beam hardening
artifacts as compared with conventional CT, and the attenuation values in CT im-
ages can be directly interpreted as estimates of the LAC values at different energies.
However, the number of photons measured in each energy bin is less than that with
conventional energy-integrating detectors, and results in a lower signal to noise ratio
(SNR). This becomes a significant issue in the presence of dense materials, since the
lower energy bins have only a few photons to use for the reconstructions.
In this chapter we propose a robust novel technique to estimate material proper-
ties in the presence of metal, exploiting MECT measurements. We first extend the
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advanced reconstruction algorithms we developed for DECT in Chapter 3 for MECT
to alleviate metal artifacts. We then propose an algorithm to estimate material prop-
erties by combining direct energy bin reconstructions and basis image reconstructions.
We compare the proposed method with alternative techniques for material estimation
with MECT and state-of-art DECT in the presence of metal. Our experiments indi-
cate that our proposed method generates more accurate estimates of effective atomic
number and electron density over a broad range of conditions.
5.2 Prior Work
MECT imaging has been widely proposed for applications in medical imaging (Wang
et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2011) but there are few results on ap-
plications related to security imaging. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
work addressing material characterization with MECT for complicated scenes with
significant metal content.
In (Yuan et al., 2016) a DECT sinogram decomposition method was extended
for MECT. They use the common photoelectric and Compton basis functions and
basis images were reconstructed with FBP. The focus of the work was on basis image
reconstruction and material characterization was not addressed.
Basis decomposition with MECT was once again used in (Babaheidarian and
Castañón, 2018) where a new basis representation was introduced to represent K-edge
materials. They focused on finding features to classify materials and concluded that
the proposed basis coefficient features were better than direct energy bin attenuation
coefficients.
In (Busi et al., 2019) a method was proposed to estimate effective atomic number
Ze and electron density ρe directly from energy bin attenuation coefficients by solving
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λEk |µ(Ek)− ρeσe(Ze, Ek)|2 (5.1)
Here Ek is the central energy in energy bin k, µ(Ek) is the estimated LAC at energy bin
k and λEk is the energy weight. λEk is computed as the reciprocal of the variance (s
2)
of each material’s LAC in its region λEk = 1/s
2(µ(Ek)). σe(Ze, Ek) is the electronic
attenuation at Ek and is found via lookup tables for compounds. This method is
useful as it does not requires the knowledge of the instrument spectra. However, the
summation does not run over all energy bins, but rather between low- and high-energy
thresholds El and Eh. They proposed this modification to exclude bins in which the
LAC is affected by low photon statistics. The thresholds were found by calculating the
derivatives of the estimated LAC; El by calculating the first derivative and locating
the nearest zero intercept closest to the lowest energy bin, and Eh by calculating the
second derivative and locating the bin nearest the zero intercept closest to the highest
energy bin. While this method of finding the thresholds would work for individual
materials in simple scenarios, it is hard to generalize the method for practical scenes
with multiple materials and lots of metal.
5.3 Measurement Model
The measurement model for MECT is the same as with DECT except now there
will be N measurements collected at each detector instead of the 2 measurements as











Here i = 1 . . . N , where N is the number of energy bins collected. The rest of the
terms are as before: E is the energy level, r is the spatial location, µ(r, E) is the
linear attenuation coefficient (LAC) at energy E and position r along the X-ray path
Lj, and I0 is the source intensity. wi(E) are the spectral weights corresponding to
the narrow energy bin i.
























Figure 5·1: An example of multi-energy spectra with 9 bins
In Figure 5·1 we show an example of a multi-energy spectral response with 9 bins.
Note that the spectral response is not normalized to integrate to one as we designed it
to match closely the Imatron C300 DECT spectra of 95 kVp and 130 kVp (Figure 2·9)
such that the average number of photons received at each energy when there is no
attenuation are similar for the DECT system and the MECT system.
The individual energy bins in MECT are narrower compared to that of convec-
tional CT. An advantage of using narrow energy bins in MECT is the relative ho-
mogeneity of photon energies in each energy bin. This can alleviate beam hardening
that arises with wider spectra.
The actual received counts at detector j are modeled as a Poisson process with
the mean given by (5.2), neglecting electronic noise in this approximation. We use
the negative log of the normalized intensity of photon counts as the measurement
quantities in each energy bin, which are referred to as sinograms when collected over
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all detectors. Let si(j) denote the measured i






where Zi(j) are the actual received counts and Zi,0(j) are the expected photon counts
from a direct path with no attenuation on projection Lj.
Using CT reconstruction algorithms, we can form CT images for each energy
window and estimate the LAC values directly at the center energy of each window.
However, the narrow energy bins reduce the number of photons measured in each
energy bin, which leads to lower signal to noise ratio (SNR). In the presence of metal
this becomes a significant issue, particularly in the lower energy bins where photons
are heavily attenuated. To compensate for this, we can use basis decomposition
techniques using the multi-spectral measurements, enabling combination of multiple
energy windows to estimate basis sinograms accurately. These basis sinograms can
be used to reconstruct the basis coefficient images, and estimate material properties
from them.
Basis decomposition with MECT is outlined in section 2.4.2. For each detector j

















x1(r)dl and y2(j) =
∫
Lj
x2(r)dl are the line integrals of the basis
coefficients x1 and x2 along the ray Lj. The collection of the decomposed measure-
ments y1(j), y2(j) for the different detectors are referred as basis sinograms. We use
the measured counts Zi(j) as an approximation to the inverse variance of the measure-
ments (Sauer and Bouman, 1993). This weighting is important as it de-emphasizes
the lower energy bins which have low photon counts. To solve this non-linear problem
we use the trust-region algorithm as detailed in section 2.4.2.
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Using CT reconstruction algorithms we can reconstruct basis coefficients images
from the respective basis sinograms. Once the coefficient images are reconstructed,
they can be used to estimate Ze and ρe at each pixel location . However, estimating
accurate coefficient images in the presence of metal is challenging. We describe our
proposed approach next.
5.4 Enhanced Reconstruction for MECT
In section 3.7.1 we developed a regularization technique based on edge-preserving
total variation (EPTV) for DECT dual-basis images utilizing the structure similarity
between the basis images, where region edges were expected in similar locations in
both images. We extend the technique to MECT, exploiting the idea that individual
images reconstructed at each energy bin and the basis images share the same region
structure.
In the DECT version we did an initial reconstruction of the high-energy attenua-
tion coefficient image to find the edges. Here we use the attenuation coefficient image
from the highest energy bin with sufficient photon flux as the initial reconstruction
as it suffers less from photon starvation and typically has the highest SNR. Suppose
µhigh is the attenuation image at the highest-energy bin, then we estimate µhigh from





||Shigh −Aµhigh||2Whigh + τ ||Dhµhigh||1 + τ ||Dvµhigh||1 (5.5)
Whigh = diag(Zhigh) where Zhigh are the photon counts received at the highest-
energy bin. Dh and Dv are horizontal and vertical gradient operators approximated
by the finite differences.
Once the edges are identified, the optimization problem for generating a basis
coefficient image xb with EPTV regularization from the respective basis sinogram yb
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||yb −Axb||2Wb + τ ||WhDhxb||1 + τ ||WvDvxb||1 (5.6)









where σ is the controlling parameter.
In this optimization, Wb is the weighting matrix used to weight the importance of
different components of the basis sinogram. In section 3.6 we discussed two possible
methods to down-weight the corrupted basis sinograms, which are applicable for
MECT basis decomposition as well. The first method is to down-weight the basis
sinogram using the inverse covariances. We follow the same steps detailed in 3.4
and 3.6.1 to find the inverse covariances. The difference is that instead of the 2
measurements per detector we now have N measurements. However, for each detector
j the estimated inverse covariance matrix P−1(j) is still a 2x2 matrix.
The second method is the hybrid weighting, which we designed to correct for metal
artifacts. In hybrid weighting we find the rays that pass through metal and assign
zero-weights, while for the other rays we assign inverse-covariance as weights. The
rays passing through metal are found by forward projecting the metal pixels in the
attenuation image, and the metal pixels are found using the initial reconstruction of
the highest-energy coefficient image from (5.5).
As before we use split-Bregman techniques (Goldstein and Osher, 2009) to solve
(5.6) and the details of the implementation steps can be found in sections 3.7.1
and 2.2.5.2.
Although the above discussion focused on reconstructing basis coefficient images,
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we can use the same joint edge-preserving approach to reconstruct attenuation co-
efficient images at each energy bin. This will be useful when estimating Ze and ρe
directly from bin attenuation images as in (Busi et al., 2019). Since MECT has
narrow energy bins, which result in lower SNR, a standard reconstruction algorithm
like FBP will not be of any use in the lower energy bins, particularly when metal
is present. Furthermore, finding edges in lower energy attenuation images is harder
with the lower SNR. EPTV uses edges from the highest energy attenuation coefficient
image to help reconstruct the attenuation images in lower energy bins. The direct





||Si −Aµi||2Wi + τ ||WhDhµi||1 + τ ||WvDvµi||1 (5.7)
Here µi is the attenuation at the i
th bin and Si is the measured sinogram. Wi is
a diagonal weighting matrix, with diagonal elements corresponding to the photon
counts at each detector in bin i. Since the measurements follow a Poisson process
this weighting will be equivalent to the inverse variance. In our experiments we found
out that for bin-by-bin image reconstruction, hybrid weighting does not work well.
This may be due to the low photon counts at the measurements.
5.5 Enhanced Material Estimation
As proposed by (Busi et al., 2019), Ze and ρe can be estimated directly from energy
bin attenuation coefficient reconstructions. However, the narrow energy bins and
the low photon counts in each energy bin will make it challenging. The alternative
is to do dual-basis decomposition and estimate Ze and ρe from basis coefficients as
discussed in section 4.3.3. In this section we propose a method to estimate Ze and ρe
by combining direct energy bin reconstructions and basis image reconstructions.
Once the basis coefficient images are reconstructed, the linear attenuation co-
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efficient (LAC) at any two energies can be extrapolated from the basis coefficient
images. If using SMB functions, the basis coefficients will be the LAC values at the
selected energies. These two LAC values (or SMB coefficients) are used to estimate
Ze as derived in sections 2.4.1 and 4.3.3. Suppose cL and cH are the estimated LAC













where fc and fp are the Compton and photoelectric basis functions and k and m are





where σe(EH , Ze) is the electronic attenuation at energy EH .
















































Figure 5·2: (a) Ratio of c27 to c93 vs atomic number, (b) electronic
attenuation at 93 keV vs atomic number
In Figure 5·2, we plot the relationship between SMB coefficients and Ze and ρe for
the first 30 elements in the periodic table. We chose to do the basis decomposition
with SMB functions at energies 27 keV and 93 keV.
This approach can be enhanced utilizing the additional spectral information re-
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ceived with MECT. While the measurements in lower energy bins may be corrupted
due to low photon counts, the measurements in higher energy bins have higher SNR.
Therefore to estimate ρe we can directly use the attenuation at a higher energy bin.
Since the bins are narrow, at higher energies the LAC curves of the materials are
relatively flat with energy bins. Thus, we assume that the attenuation reconstructed
at each energy bin is equivalent to the LAC at the center energy of the bin.
In this work we use the highest energy bin to estimate ρe. We used an initial re-
construction of the highest energy attenuation image to find the edges for basis image
reconstruction with EPTV regularization (5.5). Using the same EPTV regularization






||Shigh−Aµhigh||2Whigh + τ ||WhDhµhigh||1 + τ ||WvDvµhigh||1 (5.10)
Whigh = diag(Zhigh) where Zhigh are the photon counts received at the highest energy
bin.
Once we have the basis coefficients, we estimate Ze using the lookup table in
Figure 5·2a. Since µhigh corresponds to the LAC at 115 keV, we use the lookup table
in Figure 5·3 to calculate σe(115, Ze) from the estimated Ze.



























Figure 5·3: Electronic attenuation at 115 keV vs atomic number
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The flow chart of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 5·4.
Sinogram : bin 1
Sinogram : bin 2
Sinogram : bin 3
Sinogram : bin 4
Sinogram : bin 5
Sinogram : bin 6
Sinogram : bin 7
Sinogram : bin 8























Figure 5·4: Proposed method for Ze and ρe estimation with MECT
5.6 Experiments and Results
In this section we describe our experiments and present results for the following.
1. Material estimation with energy-bin attenuation coefficients
2. Material estimation with basis coefficients
3. Material estimation combining basis coefficients and energy-bin attenuation co-
efficients
As we do not have experimental data with MECT, we use a similar procedure as
in sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 where we use a metal free slice (acquired from Imatron
130
C300 medical scanner) as the background for introducing materials of interest and
metal. We add materials of interest and synthesize multi-spectral measurements of
the scenes. We use the same background image and place a bottle, a box and metal
as in Figure 4·7 and the same set of materials as in Figure 4·8.
We forward project the attenuation values to generate MECT data according to
the spectral distribution shown in Figure 5·1. The spectrum’s weights are provided
in Appendix A. We designed the MECT spectral distribution to match closely the
Imatron C300 DECT spectra of 95 kVp and 130 kVp (Figure 2·9) such that the
average number of photons received at each energy when there is no attenuation are
similar for both systems.
5.6.1 Material Estimation with Energy-bin Attenuation Coefficients
We first explore estimating Ze and ρe directly from energy bin attenuation recon-





λEk |µ(Ek)− ρeσe(Ze, Ek)|2 (5.12)
µ(Ek) is the estimated LAC at energy bin k and λEk is the reciprocal of the variance
(s2) of each material’s LAC in its region of interest λEk = 1/s
2(µ(Ek)). σe(Ze, Ek) is
the electronic attenuation at Ek and is found via lookup tables such in Figures 5·2b
and 5·3. We use the last bin (9th bin) as the high threshold Eh. For the low threshold
El we consider the choices of energy bins 1-6.
In Figure 5·5 we show the reconstruction results for three energy bins obtained
with FBP vs WLS and EPTV regularization (the measured counts are used to weight
the sinograms) for the slice containing a water bottle and a black powder box along
with the ground truth attenuation images.








































































Figure 5·5: Direct energy bin attenuation coefficient images cm−1
reconstructed with FBP vs WLS+EPTV for different bins. The atten-
uation values are capped at 2cm−1, 1.6cm−1 and 1.2cm−1 respectively.
in the lower energy bins. Even in the highest energy bin reconstruction, the streaks
induced by metal make it hard to see the other objects.
In comparison, the reconstructions with WLS+EPTV (Figure 5·5 - row 3) are
significantly better; we can see the objects and the structure clearly. However, in the
lower energy bin reconstruction, the metal regions seem to have disappeared. This is
a result of the low photon counts in the metal rays and when weighting the sinogram
with the photon counts these rays have become insignificant.
Next, we calculate the relative mean errors of Ze and ρe estimated from this
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method. For each pixel inside the region of interest we solve the nonlinear regression
problem of (5.12) using a particular bin as the lowest energy value bin and calculate
Ze and ρe. We then get the percentage errors for each pixel using the ground-truth
Ze and ρe values and average the errors to get the relative mean errors. Since FBP
reconstructions are corrupted beyond recognition, we only use WLS + EPTV recon-
structions where we down-weight the sinograms by the photon counts.
We first look at metal free instances; the relative mean errors are depicted in
Table 5.1. As seen the estimates clearly depend on the choice of the lower energy
bin. For example if we look at kerosene which is the lowest Ze material in our
collection, the Ze errors are 1% or less if we include the lower energy bins but greater
than 3% if we discard the lower energy bins. This is because for low Ze materials
the photoelectric information is captured in the lower energy bin measurements. In
contrast, for calcium chloride which is the highest Ze material in our collection the
Ze error is 6.3% if we include bin number 1, but only 0.3% if we discard the first 3
bins and 1-1.5% if we discard the first 4-5 bins. The high Ze materials have higher
attenuation at lower energies and therefore the lower energy bins have low photon
counts which can result in increased estimation errors.
Table 5.1: Relative mean errors estimated with direct energy bin re-
constructions; reconstructed with WLS+EPTV; with no metal present
Mean error Bins 1-9 Bins 2-9 Bins 3-9 Bins 4-9 Bins 5-9 Bins 6-9
(%) Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 0.37 0.11 0.92 0.24 0.47 0.16 1.19 0.26 1.89 0.25 3.39 0.36
Acetone 0.68 0.1 0.82 0.15 0.81 0.11 1.18 0.14 2.79 0.2 3.73 0.26
Citric Acid 0.48 0.11 0.48 0.19 0.33 0.14 0.63 0.19 1.25 0.13 2.07 0.16
Ethanol 0.38 0.13 0.67 0.19 0.4 0.12 0.88 0.19 2.12 0.16 2.77 0.15
HCL 1.41 1.62 1.32 1.53 1.17 1.39 1.08 1.31 1.6 1.78 1.78 1.94
Kerosene 1.02 0.11 0.72 0.14 1.56 0.08 0.89 0.18 3.33 0.12 4.87 0.18
PETN 0.26 0.05 0.15 0.08 0.38 0.04 0.72 0.19 0.82 0.06 1.74 0.12
Polypropylene 1.37 0.13 1.05 0.16 2.04 0.13 2.05 0.14 3.77 0.1 4.38 0.18
RDX 0.17 0.06 0.57 0.16 0.38 0.12 1.17 0.25 0.88 0.09 1.25 0.1
CaCl2 6.31 11.65 3.37 4.57 2.41 3.19 0.21 0.26 1.29 1.67 1.41 1.81
Magnesium 4.29 2.18 0.06 0.02 0.23 0.09 0.1 0.06 0.52 0.21 0.18 0.08
Black Powder 1.31 2.22 1.2 1.99 0.79 1.62 0.29 0.78 0.81 1.58 1.25 1.88
Average 1.5 1.54 0.94 0.79 0.91 0.6 0.87 0.33 1.75 0.53 2.4 0.6
Therefore, it is challenging to find a single choice of lower energy bin that works
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well across the range of materials of interest. For this particular spectrum using bins
3/4 as the lower energy seems to be a good solution on average but some materials
will have more errors than others. This is without any presence of metal; in the
presence of metal the low SNR in each energy bin will become more critical.
In Table 5.2 we depict the errors in the presence of metal. The errors are now
significantly higher. Once again we see the dependency on the choice of the low
energy bin for different materials. The Ze errors of kerosene increase from 4.4%
to 16.7% as we discard the lower energy bins. The Ze errors of calcium chloride
decrease from 11.6% to 2.5%. However, the average Ze error of 3% when including
all bins is reasonable particularly when we compare with estimates from DECT basis
coefficients reconstructed with a similar algorithm (inverse-covariance weighting and
EPTV regularization). In the latter instance the average Ze errors were 7.5% or
higher (Table 4.6).
Table 5.2: Relative mean errors estimated with direct energy bin
reconstructions; reconstructed with WLS+EPTV; metal present
Mean error Bins 1-9 Bins 2-9 Bins 3-9 Bins 4-9 Bins 5-9 Bins 6-9
(%) Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 3.34 0.72 3.32 0.73 6.3 0.41 8.36 0.52 10.91 0.71 10.05 0.7
Acetone 4.07 0.37 5.38 0.27 12.87 0.75 11.81 0.7 11.75 0.67 14.72 0.58
Citric Acid 1.32 0.42 3.7 0.72 3.55 0.67 3.27 0.66 3.77 0.42 4.06 0.5
Ethanol 2.4 0.4 6.48 0.49 5.9 0.51 6 0.56 5.09 0.5 17.57 0.76
HCL 5.65 11.38 3.41 7.43 0.97 0.42 1.5 0.34 1.66 2.34 1.71 2.39
Kerosene 4.37 0.31 6.97 0.37 11.55 0.55 14.5 0.86 17.96 1.06 16.58 0.97
PETN 0.22 0.08 0.59 0.06 1.35 0.18 1.69 0.2 3.72 0.4 5.43 0.53
Polypropylene 0.41 0.1 2.44 0.1 4.43 0.22 7.62 0.32 8.36 0.34 8.29 0.16
RDX 0.47 0.05 0.61 0.06 1.42 0.17 1.62 0.19 3.4 0.36 2.52 0.24
CaCl2 11.56 13.58 4.03 4.52 3.86 4.32 1.76 2.03 2.47 2.78 2.65 2.97
Magnesium 3.71 2.27 0.2 0.05 0.61 0.42 0.77 0.5 1.36 0.8 0.51 0.09
Black Powder 2.44 2.85 2.39 2.81 0.93 1.68 0.31 1.11 0.51 1.35 0.61 1.42
Average 3.33 2.71 3.29 1.47 4.48 0.86 4.93 0.67 5.91 0.98 7.06 0.94
The average ρe error of 2.71% with MECT using all energy bin reconstructions are
comparable to the numbers with DECT. Note that by keeping only the higher energy
bins we can get better ρe estimates. This is because ρe depends mostly on the higher
energy components and MECT higher energy bin reconstructions are more accurate.
This result motivated us to develop the joint method on estimating materials by
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combining basis decomposition and direct energy bin reconstructions.
While the estimates with MECT direct energy bin reconstructions are better than
estimates with DECT basis coefficients reconstructed with an equivalent algorithm,
we got better results when we down-weighted the DECT basis sinograms with hybrid
weighting (the Ze errors were ∼ 2.5% and ρe errors were ∼ 1.5%). In hybrid weight-
ing we discard the metal rays by assigning a zero weight. However, hybrid weighting
does not perform well with MECT direct energy bin reconstructions: it gives worse
estimates due to the lack of information with low photon counts. Table 5.3 shows
the results when we use hybrid weighting. Comparing with the results using photon
counts as weights in Table 5.2, when using hybrid weights the average errors have in-
creased for all the choices of the lower-energy bins. Using photon count weights allows
selective weighing for metal passing rays at different energies, which is advantageous
over discarding all the rays.
Table 5.3: Relative mean errors estimated with direct energy bin
reconstructions; reconstructed with WLS(hybrid weighting)+EPTV;
metal present
Mean error Bins 1-9 Bins 2-9 Bins 3-9 Bins 4-9 Bins 5-9 Bins 6-9
(%) Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 2.36 1.62 4.81 2.05 4.81 2.26 7.96 2.89 5.00 2.15 4.83 2.15
Acetone 8.53 2.81 9.10 2.88 11.89 2.66 11.10 2.66 8.79 2.59 7.96 2.56
Citric Acid 1.07 1.09 2.43 0.76 3.30 1.16 4.93 1.58 6.87 1.71 28.40 4.05
Ethanol 4.65 2.16 11.44 2.33 11.10 2.53 11.14 2.59 9.43 2.55 8.56 2.46
HCL 8.52 17.72 1.95 2.48 1.75 2.31 0.68 1.52 1.26 1.93 1.49 2.05
Kerosene 5.26 2.34 15.57 2.24 15.38 2.42 15.84 2.51 14.21 2.47 11.90 2.37
PETN 0.36 0.39 1.06 0.39 0.89 0.40 1.23 0.43 2.55 0.54 4.95 0.72
Polypropylene 2.45 0.62 4.96 0.85 8.17 1.08 9.18 0.96 22.53 1.30 29.40 1.40
RDX 0.51 0.64 0.60 0.61 0.92 0.74 0.68 0.63 2.14 0.86 4.22 1.03
CaCl2 20.87 37.61 1.78 3.19 0.21 0.49 0.13 0.22 0.14 0.27 1.63 2.51
Magnesium 0.64 0.48 0.75 0.49 0.27 0.64 0.29 0.52 0.76 0.89 0.53 0.69
Black Powder 0.25 2.11 2.03 1.04 2.04 1.05 2.39 1.52 0.97 0.86 1.55 2.25
Average 4.62 5.80 4.71 1.61 5.06 1.48 5.46 1.50 6.22 1.51 8.78 2.02
5.6.2 Material Estimation with Basis Decomposition
In this section we explore finding Ze and ρe using basis coefficients estimated with
MECT measurements. We experiment with the same basis sets used with DECT
in section 4.4.3: photoelectric and Compton basis (PCB), material basis (MB) with
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aluminum and polystyrene, and synthesized monochromatic basis (SMB) with SMB27
and SMB93. The basis functions are explained and illustrated in section 2.4.1. We
reconstruct the basis coefficient images using WLS+EPTV regularization and we
evaluate for both inverse-covariance weights and hybrid weights. In Chapter 4 we
further investigated with a explicit sinogram correction method of 2D inpainting but
as it gave mixed results we omit it in this chapter.
We convert the basis coefficients to LAC values at 27 keV and 93 keV to find
Ze using the lookup table in Figure 5·2a. Given Ze we evaluate ρe using (5.9). We
calculate Ze and ρe for each pixel inside the region of interest and then get the
percentage errors for each pixel. Finally, we average the percentage errors over the
region of interest.
We first evaluate performance for the metal free scenario. As there are no metal
rays to correct, we reconstruct the images by minimizing weighted least squares
(WLS) with inverse-covariance weights and EPTV regularization. The relative mean
errors are depicted in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Relative mean errors estimated with the basis coefficients;
reconstructed with WLS+EPTV; with no metal present
Mean error (%) PCB MB SMBZe ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 0.06 0.11 0.46 0.18 0.11 0.06
Acetone 0.06 0.18 0.19 0.13 0.09 0.07
Citric Acid 0.09 0.16 0.39 0.09 0.13 0.09
Ethanol 0.12 0.11 0.34 0.18 0.16 0.06
Hydrochloric Acid 0.29 0.34 1.16 1.72 0.14 0.28
Kerosene 1.31 0.13 1.28 0.1 1.23 0.07
PETN 0.32 0.21 0.04 0.12 0.26 0.09
Polypropylene 1.38 0.11 4.5 0.64 1.22 0.21
RDX 0.18 0.21 0.12 0.09 0.13 0.09
Calcium Chloride 0.29 0.46 1.58 2.93 0.16 0.45
Magnesium 0.12 0.26 0.57 0.3 0.17 0.26
Black Powder 0.58 0.39 2.01 2.58 0.61 0.24
Average 0.4 0.22 1.06 0.75 0.37 0.16
The errors are ∼ 0.5% and are comparable with DECT results (Table 4.5). As
with DECT basis decomposition, the errors with MB are higher as the MB coefficients
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can be positive or negative, making the estimation problem harder. Note that esti-
mates with MECT basis decomposition are better than estimates from MECT direct
bin reconstructions (Table 5.1) where the average errors ranged from 0.9% − 2.4%
and 0.3% − 1.5% for Ze and ρe estimates respectively. We note that none of the
materials tested include K-edges in the relevant region of X-ray energies. Hence, a
two-dimensional basis is sufficient to approximate LACs accurately, as discussed in
(Babaheidarian and Castañón, 2018). In the absence of metal, MECT and DECT
both estimate basis coefficients accurately.
We next look at scenarios with metal. We initially reconstruct the images by
minimizing weighted least squares (WLS) with inverse-covariance weights and EPTV
regularization, to explore the effect of the presence of metal. In Figure 5·6 we show
SMB reconstruction results for the slice containing a water bottle and a black powder
box, where we compare DECT basis coefficient images against the MECT basis coef-
ficient images. Looking closely at the figures we see that the MECT reconstructions
are sharper and cleaner than the DECT reconstructions and have less visible artifacts.
MECT SMB 93 coefficient image has preserved a lot of background structure from
the ground truth image.
In Table 5.5 we depict the mean errors in the presence of metal for when recon-
structed via (WLS) with inverse-covariance weights and EPTV regularization.
The errors are significantly higher compared to metal free instances. As with
DECT, the errors for estimates with PCB are higher than other basis. This is because
photoelectric attenuation is higher in metal and leads to photon starvation at lower
energies making it hard to accurately estimate photoelectric basis coefficients. It
is particularly challenging for low Ze materials; polypropylene seems to be really
challenging (although the 99% error might be an outlier). The average errors with
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Figure 5·6: SMB coefficient reconstructions cm−1 of the slice con-
taining a water bottle and a black powder box; reconstructed via WLS
(inverse-covariance weighting) + EPTV; DECT vs MECT. SMB27 and
SMB93 coefficients are capped at 9cm−1 and at 1cm−1 respectively.
errors with DECT PCB decomposition were 10% and 2% for Ze and ρe estimates
respectively (Table 4.6). However, if we remove the errors of polypropylene, the Ze
errors with DECT and MECT basis decomposition become comparable with errors
being around 8%. Without polypropylene the average ρe error with DECT PCB
decomposition is 1.9% and with MECT PCB decomposition is 0.4%, indicating that
MECT may have an added advantage.
While the estimates from PCB have significant errors, the estimates from MB and
SMB MECT basis decomposition are better. The average Ze errors are now ∼ 3%
which is a significant improvement against both MECT PCB decomposition and
DECT MB and SMB decomposition where the average errors were ∼ 8% (Table 4.6).
This is also better than estimates with direct MECT bin reconstructions in Table 5.2
where the average Ze errors ranged from 3.3%− 7%.
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Table 5.5: Relative mean errors estimated with the basis coefficients;
reconstructed with WLS+EPTV; metal present
Mean error (%) PCB MB SMBZe ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 3.79 0.12 1.52 2.01 0.34 0.63
Acetone 3.79 0.12 2.62 2.34 2.18 0.72
Citric Acid 0.82 0.31 1.96 1.18 1.23 0.41
Ethanol 8.44 0.6 2.83 1.91 1.14 0.91
Hydrochloric Acid 0.33 0.07 0.39 1.4 0.69 0.3
Kerosene 12.95 0.39 10 2.58 3.03 0.64
PETN 19.02 0.52 1.38 5.38 0.59 0.34
Polypropylene 98.84 96.87 5.02 2.36 10.5 0.63
RDX 20.96 0.39 1.99 4.82 0.32 0.7
Calcium Chloride 3.59 0.16 4.34 16.35 5.33 6.35
Magnesium 3.41 0.88 0.48 0.35 0.41 1.5
Black Powder 3.41 0.88 3.36 13.54 7.87 8.48
Average 14.95 8.44 2.99 4.52 2.8 1.8
The ρe errors with DECT and MECT basis decomposition also indicate that
MECT is superior irrespective of the basis set, with an improvement from 10% to 5%
for MB and an improvement from 2.5% to 1.8% for SMB.
ρe estimates from MECT MB decomposition are less accurate, when compared to
the estimates from MECT SMB decomposition. This is likely due to the choice of
the materials in MB. Aluminum and polystyrene are not as good as SMB at resolving
the higher energy components of denser materials, and ρe depends mostly on the
higher energy components. This can be improved by estimating ρe with the proposed
method as we show in section 5.6.3.
Next, we apply hybrid weighting for the basis coefficient image reconstructions
where we discard the metal rays and assign inverse-covariance weights to other rays.
The metal rays are found by forward projecting the metal pixels in the initial recon-
struction of the highest-energy attenuation image. In Table 5.6 we depict the errors
with hybrid weighting for MECT basis decomposition.
The Ze errors have reduced to 1.5% or less which is an improvement from down
weighting the metal rays using inverse-covariance. The ρe estimates have also im-
proved with average errors ranging from 0.8% - 1.7%.
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Table 5.6: Relative mean errors estimated with the basis coefficients;
reconstructed with WLS(hybrid weighting)+EPTV; metal present
Mean error (%) PCB MB SMBZe ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 0.81 0.12 0.19 0.47 0.39 0.23
Acetone 2.14 0.24 2.23 0.64 1.39 0.9
Citric Acid 0.22 0.11 0.57 0.06 0.44 0.22
Ethanol 2.11 0.25 1.94 0.49 2.12 0.88
Hydrochloric Acid 0.09 0.32 0.82 0.74 0.18 0.47
Kerosene 3.37 0.2 5.47 1.2 4.16 0.87
PETN 1.7 1.8 0.46 2.35 0.52 2.11
Polypropylene 3.37 2.37 0.87 3.17 6.12 3.61
RDX 1.06 1.56 0.71 2.41 0.35 2.28
Calcium Chloride 1.46 0.34 1.71 4.01 2.17 3.6
Magnesium 0.91 1.52 0.2 1.59 0.16 2.24
Black Powder 0.1 0.42 1.52 0.7 0.9 2.68
Average 1.44 0.77 1.39 1.49 1.58 1.67
In comparison, the average errors for DECT estimates with hybrid weighting were
∼ 2.5% and ∼ 1.8% for Ze and ρe respectively (Table 4.8). Hence, we can conclude
that the additional spectral information in MECT can be useful in getting better
estimates for material properties.
Next, we explore how the proposed method can improve the ρe estimations.
5.6.3 Material Estimation with Proposed Method
In the proposed method we combine basis decomposition and direct energy bin recon-
structions for material estimation, as illustrated in Figure 5·4. We use the same set of
basis functions as in the previous section: photoelectric and Compton basis (PCB),
material basis (MB) with aluminum and polystyrene, and synthesized monochromatic
basis (SMB) with SMB27 and SMB93. We reconstruct the basis coefficient images
using WLS+EPTV regularization and we evaluate for both inverse-covariance weights
and hybrid weights.
We convert the basis coefficients to LAC values at 27 keV and 93 keV to find Ze
using the lookup table in Figure 5·2a. Given Ze we evaluate ρe using (5.11) where we
use highest energy bin attenuation values to estimate the high energy LAC. We use
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WLS (inverse-covariance weights) +EPTV regularization to reconstruct the highest
energy bin attenuation image. We calculate Ze and ρe for each pixel inside the region
of interest and then get the percentage errors for each pixel. Finally, we average the
percentage errors over the region of interest.
Note that Ze estimates with the proposed method are equivalent to estimates from
basis coefficients as in section 5.6.3 because in both methods we estimate Ze using
the basis coefficients. The difference will only be in ρe estimates.
As before, we first evaluate the proposed algorithm for the metal free scenario. As
there are no metal rays to correct, we reconstruct the images by minimizing weighted
least squares (WLS) with inverse-covariance weights and EPTV regularization. The
relative mean errors are depicted in Table 5.7. As before, the errors are ∼ 0.5% and
are comparable with the other methods.
Table 5.7: Relative mean errors estimated with the proposed method;
reconstructed with WLS+EPTV; with no metal present
Mean error (%) PCB MB SMBZe ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 0.06 0.12 0.46 0.13 0.11 0.12
Acetone 0.06 0.12 0.19 0.12 0.09 0.12
Citric Acid 0.09 0.12 0.39 0.13 0.13 0.12
Ethanol 0.12 0.15 0.34 0.15 0.16 0.15
Hydrochloric Acid 0.29 0.88 1.16 0.22 0.14 0.76
Kerosene 1.31 0.15 1.28 0.15 1.23 0.15
PETN 0.32 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.26 0.05
Polypropylene 1.38 0.1 4.5 0.14 1.22 0.1
RDX 0.18 0.06 0.12 0.07 0.13 0.06
Calcium Chloride 0.29 1.33 1.58 0.48 0.16 1.2
Magnesium 0.12 0.09 0.57 0.15 0.17 0.1
Black Powder 0.58 0.87 2.01 0.19 0.61 0.85
Average 0.4 0.34 1.06 0.16 0.37 0.32
Next, we evaluate for when the scene is corrupted by metal. In Table 5.8 we
depict the relative mean errors with the proposed method for MECT in the presence of
metal, for when basis coefficient images are reconstructed via WLS (inverse-covariance
weights) and EPTV regularization.
As with the results with just MECT basis decomposition in Table 5.5, the Ze esti-
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Table 5.8: Relative mean errors estimated with the proposed method;
reconstructed with WLS+EPTV; metal present
Mean error (%) PCB MB SMBZe ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 3.79 1.23 1.52 1.12 0.34 1.07
Acetone 3.79 1.23 2.62 1.28 2.18 1.25
Citric Acid 0.82 0.33 1.96 0.21 1.23 0.31
Ethanol 8.44 1.54 2.83 1.34 1.14 1.25
Hydrochloric Acid 0.33 0.46 0.39 0.57 0.69 0.51
Kerosene 12.95 1.23 10 1.27 3.03 1.05
PETN 19.02 1.59 1.38 0.5 0.59 0.44
Polypropylene 98.84 96.92 5.02 0.41 10.5 0.65
RDX 20.96 1.35 1.99 0.33 0.32 0.24
Calcium Chloride 3.59 4.15 4.34 2.89 5.33 5.47
Magnesium 3.41 3.22 0.48 0.4 0.41 0.38
Black Powder 3.41 3.22 3.36 1.13 7.87 5.65
Average 14.95 9.71 2.99 0.95 2.8 1.52
mates with PCB have large errors. Since the ρe estimates depend on the Ze estimates,
even with the proposed method ρe estimations that rely on PCB are erroneous.
However, we see an improvement for estimations with MB. When using just basis
coefficients in Table 5.5 the average ρe errors with MB estimations were 4.52%. With
the proposed method the average error has decreased to 1%. Because of the nature
of the basis functions, it is challenging for MB to reconstruct accurate high energy
attenuation coefficients. In the proposed method, we use the direct energy bin re-
constructions to estimate the high energy attenuation coefficient. ρe depends on the
high energy attenuation coefficient and therefore we can get more robust ρe estimates
using the proposed method.
There is also an improvement with the proposed method for SMB, particularly for
higher Ze materials, but the overall improvement is not as dramatic, since the SMB
93 basis is capable of accurately estimating high energy attenuation coefficients. The
proposed method is more useful when the basis functions cannot extrapolate high
energy LACs accurately.
Next, we investigate choosing the optimal energy bins for Ze and ρe estimations
with the proposed method. In Figure 5·4 we illustrated the proposed method where
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we use all bins to estimate basis sinograms but use only the highest energy bin
(bin 9) to estimate edges and ρe. The reason for choosing the highest energy bin
was because it suffered least from photon starvation and had the highest SNR. In
Table 5.9 we present results for when instead of bin 9 we chose bin 7 altogether or
use bin 9 to find edges and bin 7 to estimate ρe. The reason to evaluate against bin 7
is because it includes the energy 93 keV which we use to estimate ρe when using only
basis coefficients. We evaluate with MB decomposition and the basis coefficients are
reconstructed with WLS (inverse-covariance weights) and EPTV regularization.
Table 5.9: Relative mean errors estimated with the proposed method
when using MB and different bins; reconstructed with WLS+EPTV;
metal present
Mean error (%)
Bin 9 for both Bin 7 for both Bin 9 for edges
edges & ρe edges & ρe & bin 7 for ρe
Ze ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 1.52 1.12 2.21 1.97 1.52 1.66
Acetone 2.62 1.28 11.9 2.16 2.62 1.49
Citric Acid 1.96 0.21 1.36 1.54 1.96 0.95
Ethanol 2.83 1.34 6.91 0.64 2.83 1.44
Hydrochloric Acid 0.39 0.57 0.64 1.51 0.39 0.28
Kerosene 10 1.27 22.26 1.28 10 1.32
PETN 1.38 0.5 1.42 0.25 1.38 1.26
Polypropylene 5.02 0.41 16.19 1.22 5.02 2.94
RDX 1.99 0.33 13.55 1.09 1.99 1.36
Calcium Chloride 4.34 2.89 13.72 16.81 4.34 5.97
Magnesium 0.48 0.4 0.54 0.37 0.48 1.78
Black Powder 3.36 1.13 9.05 7.84 3.36 1.69
Average 2.99 0.95 8.31 3.06 2.99 1.85
When using bin 7 to estimate both edges and ρe, all the estimates have higher
errors compared to using bin 9 for all. Having higher Ze errors indicate that the edges
are less accurate. Since Ze estimates are erroneous, ρe estimates are also erroneous.
Instead if we use bin 9 to find edges as with the originally proposed method, but
use bin 7 to estimate ρe, the average ρe error is 1.85%. While it is better than using
bin 7 for all (3.06 % error in column 4), it is slightly worse than the original estimates
(0.95 % error in column 2). Hence, we can conclude that while it is essential to use the
bin with the highest SNR to estimate the edges needed to enhance the reconstructions,
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using the highest-energy bin to calculate ρe is also beneficial.
Finally, we evaluate the proposed method when apply hybrid weighting to recon-
struct basis coefficients and depict the errors in Table 5.10. As discussed earlier this
method gives the best Ze estimates with errors of only 1.5% or less. The ρe estimates
have also improved with errors being 1% or less with the proposed method. Therefore,
we can conclude that the best method to estimate material properties in the pres-
ence of metal is the proposed method of combing basis coefficients and energy-bin
attenuation coefficients in MECT.
Table 5.10: Relative mean errors estimated with the proposed
method; reconstructed with WLS(hybrid weighting)+EPTV; metal
present
Mean error (%) PCB MB SMBZe ρe Ze ρe Ze ρe
Water 0.81 1.11 0.19 1.06 0.39 1.05
Acetone 2.14 1.24 2.23 1.24 1.39 1.21
Citric Acid 0.22 0.32 0.57 0.29 0.44 0.3
Ethanol 2.11 1.33 1.94 1.27 2.12 1.34
Hydrochloric Acid 0.09 0.53 0.82 0.55 0.18 0.6
Kerosene 3.37 1.08 5.47 1.14 4.16 1.11
PETN 1.7 0.52 0.46 0.37 0.52 0.44
Polypropylene 3.37 0.47 0.87 0.39 6.12 0.61
RDX 1.06 0.36 0.71 0.2 0.35 0.32
Calcium Chloride 1.46 2.57 1.71 0.48 2.17 3.09
Magnesium 0.91 0.51 0.2 0.24 0.16 0.31
Black Powder 0.1 1.26 1.52 0.27 0.9 1.81
Average 1.44 0.94 1.39 0.62 1.58 1.02
5.7 Discussion
Multi-spectral CT (MECT), by counting photons arriving in narrow energy win-
dows, captures more spectral dependent information than dual-energy CT (DECT).
In MECT, CT images can be formed at each energy window. Since the energy bins
are narrow, there will be little beam hardening artifacts, and the attenuation values
in CT images can be directly interpreted as estimates of the LAC values at differ-
ent energies. These LAC values can be used to estimate effective atomic number Ze
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and electron density ρe. An advantage of this method is that no knowledge of the
instrument spectra is needed for the estimation of material properties.
In this chapter we extended the reconstruction algorithms proposed in the previous
chapters with DECT to estimate material properties directly from MECT energy
bin attenuation reconstructions. We exploited the mutual structure between the
individual attenuation images reconstructed at each energy bin and extended the
edge-preserving total variation (EPTV) regularization. We further down-weighted the
sinograms in each energy bin by the received photon counts which is an approximation
to the inverse variance of the measurements. This helped in alleviating metal artifacts.
With the enhanced reconstruction algorithm we were able to get better estimates for
Ze and ρe compared to estimates from DECT basis coefficients reconstructed with an
equivalent algorithm.
While estimating Ze and ρe directly from MECT energy bin reconstructions have
benefits, the narrow energy bins lead to lower signal to noise ratio (SNR), particularly
in lower energy bins. Ze and ρe estimates depend on the choice of the energy bins
and finding optimal energy bins is harder for practical scenes with multiple materials
and lots of metal scatter.
In this chapter we proposed a robust novel technique to estimate material prop-
erties in the presence of metal by combining direct energy bin attenuation coefficient
reconstructions and basis coefficient image reconstructions. We first estimated the
basis sinograms from the measurements in all energy bins using a weighted non linear
solver. The weighting serves to de-emphasize energy bins which have low photon
counts. To exploit the mutual structure between the individual attenuation images
reconstructed at each energy bin and the basis images, we used EPTV regularization
to reconstruct basis coefficient images as well as an enhanced image of the highest-
energy bin attenuation. Finally, Ze and ρe were estimated using all three images.
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The proposed method outperformed the alternative techniques of estimating mate-
rials from direct MECT reconstructions and the state-of-art DECT techniques. We
further improved the estimates of the material properties by using hybrid weighting
when reconstructing the basis images. Some of the preliminary work were presented
in (Devadithya and Castañón, 2021).
We experimented with all three choices of basis functions: photoelectric and
Compton basis (PCB), material basis (MB) and synthesized monochromatic basis
(SMB). Just as with DECT, these basis functions behaved differently in the presence
of metal for different materials. However, by discarding the metal rays with hybrid
weighting, all three basis functions gave similar results.
In conclusion, the proposed method utilizing MECT is a robust algorithm to




3-D X-ray Reconstructions for Limited
View Cargo Systems
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we focus on the problem of obtaining 3D tomographic images from
limited view sensing geometries for applications of cargo screening.
The hardware systems in security screening can introduce additional limitations
for applications such as cargo screening due to the nature of cargo (bulk and size). In
the conventional CT scanners the object is encircled by X-ray sources and detectors.
Typical air cargo skids have dimensions 48” x 48” x 65”. Scaling conventional CT
designs to the size of cargo skids can result in prohibitively expensive systems. There-
fore limited view sensing geometries with a fixed sets of X-ray sources and detectors
that generate 3D volumetric images are increasingly used for cargo scanning (Bedford
et al., 2018; Arunachalam et al., 2005; Bendahan and Garms, 2008; Kolokytha et al.,
2016).
For example (Bedford et al., 2018) describes a commercial 3D cargo scanner which
has a fixed source at the bottom and fixed set of detector arrays arranged in L-shaped
blades on the top and sides, while the object to be scanned makes several passes
through the X-ray beams. In a such imaging system the whole 3D volumetric image
needs be reconstructed rather than 2D slices. Similar imaging geometries can be
found in medical CT for breast tomosynthesis (Roth et al., 2014) where the objective
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is to limit the radiation exposure. In security screening, such X-ray imaging systems
offer the potential for more cost effective hardware systems. This chapter is motivated
by similar imaging geometries.
The incomplete data resulting from the limited-view sensing geometries lead to sig-
nificant distortions and artifacts with traditional reconstruction approaches. Hence,
we need to rely on model-based iterative techniques. However, the vast amount of
data will make the computations hard or even impossible (due to memory limitations).
In order to detect materials of interest present in appropriate quantities, it is desirable
to image cargo skids at resolutions under one cubic centimeter or smaller. For the
skid dimensions mentioned above, this leads to problems with 2,400,000 unknowns or
greater to be estimated from the sensed detector measurements that can number over
60,000,000. The size of the reconstruction problem makes it challenging to generate
the 3-D volumetric images in near to real-time as needed by the applications.
Based on the work in the previous chapters with 2D reconstructions, in this chap-
ter we propose edge-preserving total variation (EPTV) for 3D volumetric image re-
constructions to reduce noise and artifacts. In order to generate the images in near
to real-time, we extend the EPTV regularization algorithms for implementation via
the separable surrogate algorithms with ordered subsets. Using experimental data
acquired from a commercial scanner, we demonstrate that the proposed algorithm re-
duces noise while preserving important minor details, without significant additional
computation time.
6.2 Prior Work
(Erdogan and Fessler, 1999a) presented a new algorithm for transmission tomography:
a penalized likelihood image reconstruction algorithm based on parabolic surrogate
functions for the log likelihood. The surrogate functions transform the problem into
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a simpler quadratic optimization problem at each iteration. Using PET transmission
scans they demonstrated the effectiveness of the algorithm. In (Erdogan and Fessler,
1999b) they extended the algorithm to be used with the ordered subsets principle and
showed that the ordered subsets accelerate the speed of the original algorithm. In both
of their algorithms, the Huber function was used to regularize the reconstructions.
Both algorithms focused only on 2D PET transmission scans.
(Hou et al., 2018) presented a separable quadratic surrogate function regularized
with total variation for accurate CT reconstruction from limited view data. However,
they only focused on 2D reconstructions, which did not include a vast amount of data
as with 3D reconstructions and did not use any concepts of ordered subsets.
(Quivira et al., 2016) modelled a reconstruction algorithm for 3D reconstructions
based on the separable surrogate algorithm with ordered subsets for a limited view
CT scanner. The algorithm used a physics-based model for transmission X-ray mea-
surements based on Poisson statistics, which is useful in representing measurements
with low photon counts. They described how to structure the computations of the
algorithm to map onto GPU architectures and the implementation. However, they
used post-reconstruction smoothing of their images, rather than regularization.
6.3 Imaging Geometry
This chapter is motivated by an imaging geometry with a fixed source and fixed
detector arrays rather than a conventional rotating frame. An example of a similar
CT setting extracted from the patent (Bedford et al., 2018) is shown in Figure 6·1.
In Figure 6·1 the source is fixed towards the bottom of structure and the detectors
are arranged in L-shaped blades on the top of the structure. In this particular setup
there are 7 blades. Each blade collects a 2D projection of the scene as the object moves
past the blade of detectors. The platform which supports the cargo/container moves
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Figure 6·1: A cargo imaging system, extracted from (Bedford et al.,
2018)
through the tunnel so that the object being scanned (cargo/container) crosses the
portions of the beam received by the detectors. The platform also has the capability
to rotate, and at the end of the tunnel it may rotate and move again through the
tunnel at another angle. In this setup the platform makes four/five passes with
different angles.
Because of this particular imaging geometry, we are unable to do slice by slice 2D














The terms are: E is the energy level, r is the spatial location, µ(r, E) is the linear
attenuation coefficient (LAC) at energy E and position r along the X-ray path Lj,
w(E) is the normalized spectrum at energy E which includes the energy-dependent
source strength and detector sensitivity, and I0 is the source intensity.j ∈ {1, . . . ,M};
where M is the total number detectors.
In this chapter we focus on reconstructing monochromatic images rather than basis
images, because the former is the more common form of images found in commercial
applications. For processing purposes we ignore the polychromatic nature of the







The actual received counts follow a Poisson process with the mean given by (6.2).
Hence the statistical model for the observation Y (j) collected is given by:
Y (j) ∼ Poisson(I0(j)e−Ajµ) (6.3)
Here we have discretized the equation such that Aj is the j
th row of the forward
projection matrix A, corresponding to the discretization of the line integral in (6.2).
Due to the increased attenuation of longer ray paths through cargo, it is better to
use the Poisson statistics rather than using an approximate Gaussian error model.
Next, we derive the maximum a posteriori (MAP) model (Erdogan and Fessler,
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1999a) to solve for (6.3). Because of the Poisson distribution we have





Assuming Y is the vector of measured counts received at all detectors and condition-
ally independent Poisson samples given the image field µ, we obtain the likelihood,
P (Y |µ) =
M∏
j=1
P (Y (j)|µ) (6.5)
The MAP estimation outputs the image estimate solution that minimizes the negative
log likelihood of the posterior. According to the Bayes rule,
P (µ|Y ) = P (µ)P (Y |µ)
P (Y )
(6.6)




L(µ|Y ) = argmin
µ≥0
L(µ) + L(Y |µ) (6.7)
We ignore the denominator in (6.6) as it is independent of the variable µ. From (6.4)










−Ajµ + Y (j)Ajµ− Y (j) log(I0(j))
(6.8)






−Ajµ + Y (j)Ajµ+ L(µ) (6.9)
The second term L(µ), regularizes the solution depending on the prior model and
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one of the contributions in this chapter is proposing a suitable regularizer and solving
for it efficiently with a GPU implementation. While this itself is a hard problem to
optimize, the billions of data (about 6 x 107 measurements and 3 x 106 unknowns)
involved in a setting like in Figure 6·1 makes it challenging to generate 3-D volumetric
images in near to real-time.
6.5 Separable Surrogates with Ordered Subsets
In this section we review separable parabolic surrogates techniques (Erdogan and
Fessler, 1999b) with ordered subsets. A paraboloidal surrogate is a quadratic function
that is designed to lie above the cost function (Erdogan and Fessler, 1999a). At each
iteration instead of minimizing the actual cost function the surrogate function is
minimized.
The approach is illustrated in Figure 6·2.
Figure 6·2: Parabolic surrogates illustrated
Here Φ(µ) is the actual cost function to be minimized, µn is the estimated attenua-






The surrogate function need to satisfy the following conditions.






Φ(µ)|µ=µn for pixels p = 1..P (6.12)
Φ(µ, µn) ≥ Φ(µ) for µ ≥ 0 (6.13)
In addition, these surrogate functions need to be separable such that the unknown







In (Quivira et al., 2016) separable surrogates were modelled for the log likelihood
function in (6.9) neglecting the regularization part. A similar surrogate function
for the data fidelity term L(Y |µ) can be derived using Jensen’s inequity for convex
functions as follows. For convenience we first define the convex function fj(t) =
I0(j)e









































































n) is the separable surrogate function at pixel p of the data fidelity
term. Let’s see how this satisfies the conditions (6.11)-(6.13).
























































































































































































The above iterations are to update pixel µp and we need to perform iterations to
update all pixels p = 1...P .
However, as we are dealing with a large number of measurements M , the above
solution might not be feasible due to memory limitations in hardware. Furthermore,
we would like to be able to process measurements before completing the acquisition of
all projections. An alternative is to use ordered subset algorithm which partitions the
measurements into M ′ disjoint subsets Sm ∈ 1, ...,M ′ and processes the measurements
one subset at a time to update the reconstructed field. This reduces the needed
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memory if a GPU is used to perform the updated computations, and allows processing
of some computations during measurement acquisition. With ordered subsets the
objective function for the subset m becomes,
Φp,m(µp, µ
n) = M ′Qp,m(µp, µ
n) (6.21)
where Qp,m(µp, µ
n) is the separable surrogate function for the data fidelity term in


























The basic organization of the algorithm computations will be composed of n =
1, ..Niter outer iterations, each of which is composed of m = 1, ..M ′ inner iterations
that process one subset of data at a time. During each inner iteration involving
ordered subset Sm, the estimate of µ is updated with the data Y (j), j ∈ Sm.
The final algorithm will be as follows,
for each iteration n = 1, ..Niter
for each sub iteration m = 1, ..M ′



















While this may look complicated, it is actually built on forward projection and back
projection operations. Aj is the j




is the back projection operation. The implementation steps in getting µn+1p are as
follows:
1. Forward project µn to get f(j) = Ajµ
n for j ∈ Sm
2. Calculate the exponential to get ŷ(j) = I0(j)e
−f(j)

















The above is the algorithm used in (Quivira et al., 2016). In the next section we
propose regularization techniques to be combined with the above algorithm.
6.6 Enhanced Regularization for 3D Reconstructions
Based on the work in the previous chapters with 2D reconstructions, in this section
we propose edge-preserving total variation (EPTV) for 3D CT reconstructions. For








wyp(µp+1 − µp)2 + wxp(µp+y − µp)2 + wzp(µp+xy − µp)2 + ε (6.25)
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We have added a small parameter ε to the isotropic TV norm for differentiability. x
and y are the width and height of the 3D image. We have vectorized the 3D image.
Therefore when taking the finite differences of 1 voxel in each direction it translates
to 1, x and xy elements in the vector. wyp, wxp and wzp are the edge-preserving
















Here µ0 is an initial reconstruction and σ is the controlling parameter. For regular
TV norm the weights wyp, wxp and wzp will be 1.
6.6.1 Separable Surrogates for Regularization Term
In this section we derive the separable surrogates for a weighted 3D TV norm. We
find inspiration from (Hou et al., 2018) who presented a separable quadratic surrogate
function for 2D TV norm.




θ for θ > 0 (6.27)
We can define the surrogate function for h(θ) as
hn(θ) = h(θn) +∇h(θn)(θ − θn) (6.28)
Here
hn(θn) = h(θn) +∇h(θn)(θn − θn) = h(θn) (6.29)
and
∇hn(θ) = ∇h(θn) = ∇h(θ)|θ=θn (6.30)
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Equations (6.29) and (6.30) satisfy the first two conditions for a surrogate function
as in (6.11) and (6.12). To prove the third condition we define
f(θ) = hn(θ)− h(θ) (6.31)
Now
∇f(θ) = ∇hn(θ)−∇h(θ) = ∇h(θn)−∇h(θ) (6.32)
and







Since ∇f(θn) = 0 and ∇2f(θ) ≥ 0, θn is a minimizer of f(θ) and as f(θn) = 0,
hn(θ) ≥ h(θ) (6.34)
Now let us define θ = wyp(µp+1 − µp)2 + wxp(µp+y − µp)2 + wzp(µp+xy − µp)2 + ε
and h(θ) = Rp(µ) where
Rp(µ) =
√
wyp(µp+1 − µp)2 + wxp(µp+y − µp)2 + wzp(µp+xy − µp)2 + ε (6.35)
Based on the above derivations, we can define a surrogate for Rp(µ) at µp as R
n
p (µ)
Rnp (µ) = Rp(µ
n)
+











which we can further simplify as,
Rnp (µ) = Rp(µ
n)
+
(wyp(µp+1 − µp)2 + wxp(µp+y − µp)2 + wzp(µp+xy − µp)2 + ε)− (Rp(µn))2
2Rp(µn)
=







However, this is not separable, so we do the following manipulations.
We first find separable functions for each individual term as,







































p − 2µp)2 (6.40)















which becomes the separable surrogate function of Rp(µ). For all the pixels p = 1..P









































wyp−1(2µp − µnp−1 − µnp )2
4Rp−1(µn)
+
wxp−y(2µp − µnp−y − µnp )2
4Rp−y(µn)
+







which shows that the surrogate function S(µ, µn) is separable with respect to pixel p.
Now let’s prove that S(µ, µn) satisfies the conditions to be the seperable surrogate
function of R(µ). According to (6.11) - (6.13) the following three conditions should
hold.






R(µ)|µ=µn p = 1..P (6.47)
S(µ, µn) ≥ R(µ) (6.48)














































p − 2µnp )2




n) = (µnp+y − µnp )2 (6.52)
and
Snzp(µ
































n) = R(µn) (6.55)
satisfying the first condition for S(µ, µn) to be the surrogate function of Rp(µ) as in
(6.46).
To evaluate if the second condition holds let’s calculate the partial derivatives of






























































From (6.56) and (6.57) we see that the second condition for S(µ, µn) to be a surrogate
holds.
Finally, from (6.38) we saw that Snyp(µ) ≥ (µp+1−µp)2. Therefore from (6.41) and
(6.37) we get
Snp (µ) ≥ Rnp (µ) (6.58)
and based on the derivations in (6.34) we get









n) = R(µ) (6.60)
Equation (6.60) satisfy the final surrogate condition in (6.48).
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6.6.2 Separable Surrogates with Ordered Subsets for Regularization Term
As suggested by (Erdogan and Fessler, 1999b) we include the regularization term to
the ordered subset surrogate function as,
Φp,m(µp, µ
n) = M ′Qp,m(µp, µ
n) + τSp(µp, µ
n) (6.61)



























In (6.18) and (6.19) we calculated the derivatives of the data fidelity term. The
derivative of Sp(µp, µ










































Hence the final algorithm with ordered subsets will be as follows.
for each iteration n = 1, ..Niter
for each sub iteration m = 1, ..M ′
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for p = 1, ..P

























































6.7 Experiments and Results
In this section we present results for the proposed EPTV regularization implemented
via the separable surrogate algorithms with ordered subsets. We present results us-
ing experimental data sets acquired from a scanner similar to Figure 6·1. Due to
proprietary restrictions we cannot share details of the scanner such as the spectral
information. However, the main contribution of this chapter is the proposed reg-
ularization for which we can show the reconstruction results. We implemented the
regularized EPTV method as part of GPU implementation of the algorithm in CUDA,
where the forward and back projections were computed at each iteration using a GPU
as described in detail in (Quivira et al., 2016).
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For two sets of scanner data, we reconstruct 3D images with 1) no regularization,
2) TV regularization and 3) EPTV regularization. For the baseline case of without
regularization we carry out 10 iterations. With TV regularization we carry out 11
iterations in total; 1 initial iteration without regularization and 10 iterations with
regularization. The 1st iteration without regularization is carried out to get an ini-
tial reconstructed estimate to add regularization without destabilizing the output.
With EPTV regularization we carry out 15 iterations in total; 10 initial iterations
without regularization and 5 iterations afterwards with regularization. The initial 10
reconstruction iterations without regularization allow for determining approximate
locations of the object edges in the image. For TV norm, we use a small regulariza-
tion of τ = 0.1 and for EPTV norm the regularization parameter τ = 5. As we are
preserving the edges with EPTV regularization, more regularization will not blur the
image as with TV regularization. The edge-controlling parameter σ in EPTV norm
was chosen as 0.01.
In the first set of experiments we scan a scene consisting of eight oil cans. A 3D
reconstruction of the scene is shown in Figure 6·3.
Figure 6·3: 3D image of a scene of 8 oil cans reconstructed with no
regularization.
In Figure 6·4 we show 2D slices of the 3D image reconstructed with the 3 different
algorithms. In the reconstructions without regularization, noise and steaks are visible,














































Figure 6·4: 2D slices (in cm−1) extracted from 3D reconstructions of
a scene with oil cans reconstructed with no regularization, TV regular-
ization, and EPTV regularization.
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Figure 6·5: Cross sections of a scene with oil cans
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the images are over smoothed. Finally, with EPTV regularization the noise is reduced
while preserving the edge-structure.
To shed an additional insight we plot the cross sections in Figure 6·5. We now
see the fluctuations in middle of each can when reconstructed without regularization.
With TV regularization while there are no fluctuations, the regularization has blurred
the edges and cans cannot be separated. EPTV regularization has managed to reduce
the fluctuations and keep the edges so that the cans can be separated.
Next, we experiment with a scene of clothes (and buttons) with several hidden
objects. We show a reconstructed 3D image in Figure 6·6.
Figure 6·6: 3D image of a scene with clothes and hidden objects
reconstructed with no regularization.
In Figure 6·7 we show 2D extractions of a region involving the bottle of pills. As
before, we are reconstructing with the three different algorithms. For clarity we zoom
in the bottle of pills in the bottom row. When reconstructed without regularization,
we see noise artifacts along with the buttons and the pills. When reconstructed
with TV regularization, the noise is reduced but the pills are also blurred. However,




































Figure 6·7: 2D slices (in cm−1) extracted from 3D reconstructions of
a scene with cloth and a bottle of pills reconstructed with no regular-
ization, TV regularization, and EPTV regularization. The bottom row
are magnified images to focus on the pills inside the bottle.
As seen with both sets of experiments, including EPTV regularization in the
reconstruction is beneficial as it can reduce noise artifacts while preserving separation
of object structure without losing important minor details.
Normally, TV regularization does not lead to separable surrogates. Our ap-
proach presents an edge-preserving regularization technique using separable surro-
gates, which makes efficient implementation in highly parallel architectures such as
GPUs possible. While the reconstruction of a 3D scene without regularization took ∼
10 secs, with regularization it took ∼ 12 and ∼ 14 secs for TV and EPTV respectively.
As the additional time spent is just ∼ 4 secs and reconstructions have a significant
improvement, reconstructing with EPTV regularization is desirable.
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6.8 Discussion
In conventional CT scanners, the object is encircled by X-ray sources and detectors.
Scaling conventional CT designs to the size of cargo skids can result in prohibitively
expensive systems. Therefore, concepts for air cargo scanners often use limited view
sensing geometries with fixed sets of X-ray sources and detectors and generate 3D vol-
umentric images. Limited view sensing geometries, further compounded by the vast
amount of projection data and unknowns, make it challenging for conventional CT
image reconstruction algorithms to generate accurate images in real-time processing.
In this chapter we modeled and implemented an accelerated reconstruction al-
gorithm with enhanced regularization to reduce noise and artifacts in 3D images in
limited view cargo systems. Based on the work in the previous chapters with 2D
reconstructions, we proposed edge-preserving total variation (EPTV) for 3D CT re-
constructions. However, the size of the reconstruction problem makes it challenging
to generate the 3-D volumetric images in near to real-time, as needed by the appli-
cations. Therefore we implemented EPTV regularization via the separable surrogate
algorithms with ordered subsets. A surrogate is a quadratic function that is designed
to lie above the cost function and at each iteration, instead of minimizing the actual
cost function, the surrogate function is minimized. However, when dealing with a
vast amount of data, directly minimizing the surrogate function is also not feasible
because of storage requirements, so we used an ordered subset algorithm which par-
titions the measurements into disjoint subsets and processes the measurements one
subset at a time to update the reconstructed field. This reduced the needed memory
in the GPU used to perform an update.
Using experimental data acquired from a commercial scanner, we showed that
including EPTV regularization in the reconstruction is beneficial as it can reduce noise
artifacts while preserving separation of object structure without loosing important
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minor details. Furthermore, we showed that implementing an advanced regularization
is feasible even for a complicated large-scale CT system as used for experiments in
this chapter.
The higher energies needed to penetrate cargo result in spectral distributions with
less photons at lower energies. Coupled with the increased attenuation of longer ray
paths through cargo, this means that there are very few low-energy photons that
reach the detectors, and thus estimating basis coefficients such as photoelectric and
Compton becomes ill-posed. Extending the work on basis decomposition for cargo




7.1 Summary of the Dissertation
In this dissertation, we proposed algorithmic solutions to enhance material recogni-
tion with X-ray CT, motivated by the security imaging applications. Our algorithms
were designed for different generations of CT systems, from conventional single-energy
CT (SECT) systems to the commercially available dual-energy CT (DECT) systems
to emerging technologies with multi-energy CT (MECT) systems. We designed algo-
rithms for reconstructing both 2D images as well 3D volumetric images with appli-
cations spanning from baggage screening to cargo screening.
In Chapter 3 we developed dual-energy reconstruction algorithms to reduce the
effects of noise and metal artifacts, based on extensions of basis decomposition tech-
niques. Metal clutter and other high dense materials commonly found in baggage have
a much higher linear attenuation coefficient, especially at lower X-ray energies, so few
of the lower energy photons reach the detectors. As a consequence, the traditional CT
reconstruction algorithms such as filtered back projection produce significant distor-
tions and artifacts in the reconstructed images. We first investigated combining the
existing single-energy metal artifact reduction techniques with basis decomposition
techniques for DECT. The most common approach of such techniques is to correct
the sinogram for metal passing rays; but this approach had limited success as the
corrections introduced additional artifacts. To alleviate this effect, we proposed a
weighting scheme to down-weight the basis sinograms, by assigning zero weights to
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rays passing through metal and inverse covariance weights to other rays. We com-
bined the proposed weighting scheme with a novel regularization technique based on
minimizing edge-preserving total variation. Our reconstruction algorithms were able
to achieve accurate reconstruction of basis coefficients in the presence of significant
metal content in the images.
In Chapter 4 we showed that the above mentioned proposed algorithms can be used
to obtain accurate estimates for material properties such as effective atomic number
and electron density in the presence of significant metal clutter. We investigated the
choice of optimal basis functions for material identification, especially in the presence
of metal. We showed that, while different basis functions behave differently in the
presence of metal, a good reconstruction algorithm can compensate for the choice of
basis functions. Thus, we found that the accuracy of material parameter estimates
varied little with different choices of basis functions.
In Chapter 5 we proposed a novel technique to estimate material properties with
multi-spectral CT (MECT) in the presence of high-attenuation materials. Since
MECT systems count photon arrivals at narrow energy windows, they capture more
spectral dependent information but the narrow energy bins leads to low signal-to-
noise ratio, making it challenging to form CT images in the presence of metal. We
extended the advanced reconstruction algorithms we developed for DECT to MECT,
to alleviate metal artifacts and proposed an algorithm to estimate material properties
by combining direct energy bin reconstructions and basis image reconstructions. Our
experiments indicated that this proposed method generates more accurate estimates
of material properties over a broad range of conditions than alternative algorithms
present in the literature, and approaches based on DECT.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we modeled and implemented an accelerated reconstruction
algorithm with enhanced regularization to reduce noise and artifacts in 3D images
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in limited view cargo systems. Based on the work in the previous chapters with 2D
reconstructions, we proposed edge-preserving total variation (EPTV) for 3D CT re-
constructions. However, the size of the reconstruction problem makes it challenging
to generate the 3-D volumetric images in near to real-time as needed by the appli-
cations. Therefore we developed an EPTV regularization algorithm via the separa-
ble surrogate algorithms with ordered subsets, and implemented it on a commercial
GPU system. We demonstrated that the proposed algorithm reduced noise in the
reconstructed images while preserving important minor details without significant
additional computation time.
7.2 Future Work
The work on this dissertation focused on two major themes; 2D image reconstruction
and material identification for baggage screening and 3D volumetric image recon-
struction for cargo screening. Here we discuss some ideas for future work.
One of the main limitations of this work is that the available dual energy data of
containers included only a very small set of images with known materials and metal.
In order to study material recognition for a broad range of materials, we were forced to
perform hybrid simulations where we injected known materials into collected container
images using a DECT scanner simulation. While the algorithms we developed show
promise, one should validate the algorithm performance by conducting experimental
tests with calibrated phantoms on an actual dual-energy CT scanner.
To estimate effective atomic number and electron density we first estimated the
basis coefficient images. An alternative method would be to jointly estimate effective
atomic number and electron density directly from the decomposed basis sinograms
without reconstructing the basis images, or directly from measured sinograms without
estimating basis sinograms. This may reduce errors introduced at each step. However,
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doing this in the presence of metal is more challenging, as we are now combining two
or more steps that were done separately. A future direction would be to investigate the
advantages and disadvantages in combining the steps, and to develop reconstruction
algorithms to get robust parameter estimates in such cases.
When estimating material properties, we observed that estimates for materials
with lower effective atomic number had larger errors when compared to other mate-
rials. While these materials get severely affected by the presence of metal, estimating
properties is also hard because the analytical relationship between the basis coeffi-
cients and material properties shows little contrast for low atomic number materials
(see Figures 4·2 and 4·3). Alternative approaches based on machine learning may be
able to compensate for this ill-posed map between parameter estimates and effective
atomic number.
The work on MECT material identification showed that MECT parameter esti-
mation algorithms could improve material recognition. However, it also identified
that the useful measurements in the energy bins depended on the effective atomic
number of materials. This suggests that adaptive reconstruction algorithms could be
used that would estimate material parameters using different energy bins, depending
on the underlying effective atomic number of the area of interest. We did not pursue
this idea in this dissertation, leaving it for future investigations.
For the 3-D cargo reconstruction, we were able to implement our image enhance-
ment algorithms to show improvement. However, we were unable to extend our basis
decomposition algorithms for estimation of material properties successfully. While
we implemented the basis decomposition techniques successfully, we did not have test
data with significant metal clutter to explore the effects of our dual energy metal
artifact reduction techniques. Our available test data was also collected with higher
energy spectra (high energy using 450 keV peak voltage) than the medical scanners
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used in the earlier chapters. As we were interested in materials with effective atomic
numbers in the range 4-30, the primary X-ray attenuation mechanisms were photoelec-
tric absorption and Compton scattering. For the higher voltage spectra, our choices
of basis functions were highly correlated, and the estimation of coefficient integrals
from dual energy measurements was very ill-posed. An important future direction is
to solve the problem of basis decomposition in such ill-conditioned situations.
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Appendix A
X-ray Source’s Spectrum Weights
Here we display the spectrum weights for multi-spectral CT scanners we used in the
experiments.
Table A.1 is the spectrum weights of the Imatron scanner for 95 kVp and 130 kVp
spectra. We have normalized the spectra to integrate to 1.
Tables A.2 and A.3 are the spectrum weights of the MECT system we designed.
We designed the MECT spectral distribution to match closely the Imatron DECT
spectra of 95 kVp and 130 kVp such that the average number of photons received at
each energy when there is no attenuation are similar for both systems.
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Table A.1: DECT normalized spectrum weights
Energy Spectrum 1 Spectrum 2 Energy Spectrum 1 Spectrum 2
(Kev) (95 kVp) (130 kVp) (Kev) (95 kVp) (130 kVp)
0 0 0 71 0.012539612 0.009770064
11 0 0 72 0.012132737 0.009707475
12 0 0 73 0.011713702 0.009635881
13 0 0 74 0.011282773 0.009555559
14 1.73E-12 1.11E-11 75 0.010840166 0.00946675
15 1.70E-09 6.25E-10 76 0.01038623 0.009369737
16 1.22E-08 1.04E-08 77 0.00992114 0.009264817
17 8.62E-08 1.12E-07 78 0.009445281 0.009152223
18 6.08E-07 7.82E-07 79 0.008958819 0.00903228
19 4.25E-06 3.63E-06 80 0.008462167 0.008905372
20 2.94E-05 1.13E-05 81 0.007909881 0.008772621
21 5.23E-05 2.81E-05 82 0.007354115 0.00863515
22 9.21E-05 6.40E-05 83 0.006795318 0.008493173
23 0.000160846 0.00013484 84 0.006233763 0.008346905
24 0.000278503 0.0002632 85 0.00566997 0.008196592
25 0.000478524 0.000476906 86 0.005104309 0.008042478
26 0.000816439 0.000804092 87 0.004537195 0.007884723
27 0.001384198 0.001264801 88 0.003969053 0.007723602
28 0.002333633 0.001861036 89 0.003400301 0.007559243
29 0.00391484 0.002568819 90 0.002831377 0.007391894
30 0.006539012 0.003335912 91 0.002262729 0.00722168
31 0.007392016 0.004155774 92 0.001694798 0.007048878
32 0.008329011 0.00505917 93 0.00112806 0.006873555
33 0.009358306 0.006027268 94 0.000562982 0.006695988
34 0.010489301 0.007037107 95 2.34E-05 0.006516272
35 0.011732504 0.008063357 96 0 0.006334593
36 0.013099678 0.009079997 97 0 0.00615114
37 0.01460391 0.010062204 98 0 0.005966037
38 0.016259778 0.010987886 99 0 0.005779441
39 0.018083391 0.011839086 100 0 0.005591539
40 0.020092622 0.012602338 101 0 0.005402305
41 0.020473334 0.013292659 102 0 0.005211875
42 0.020847033 0.013927087 103 0 0.005020397
43 0.021215099 0.014500598 104 0 0.004828073
44 0.021578825 0.015009702 105 0 0.004635098
45 0.021939167 0.015452077 106 0 0.004441625
46 0.0222969 0.01582699 107 0 0.004247828
47 0.022652647 0.016134876 108 0 0.00405384
48 0.023006847 0.016377284 109 0 0.003859845
49 0.023359641 0.016556768 110 0 0.003665893
50 0.023711083 0.016676672 111 0 0.003472155
51 0.023411113 0.016751277 112 0 0.00327875
52 0.023108331 0.016792379 113 0 0.003085808
53 0.022802625 0.016800286 114 0 0.002893472
54 0.022493802 0.016775305 115 0 0.00270187
55 0.022181483 0.01671785 116 0 0.002511134
56 0.021865285 0.016628434 117 0 0.002321399
57 0.021544673 0.016507547 118 0 0.002132788
58 0.063895095 0.082656583 119 0 0.001945432
59 0.020887579 0.016174113 120 0 0.001759455
60 0.020549695 0.015963148 121 0 0.00157497
61 0.019936565 0.015734301 122 0 0.001392088
62 0.019327037 0.015498359 123 0 0.001210921
63 0.018719985 0.015255309 124 0 0.00103159
64 0.018114686 0.01500537 125 0 0.000854202
65 0.017510852 0.014749068 126 0 0.000678861
66 0.016909305 0.014487783 127 0 0.000505675
67 0.043812107 0.059855623 128 0 0.000334744
68 0.015721243 0.013960526 129 0 0.00016616
69 0.0225087 0.02606613 130 0 6.88E-06
70 0.012934014 0.00982339
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Table A.2: MECT bins 1-5, spectral weights
Energy (keV) bin 1 bin 2 bin 3 bin 4 bin 5
25 7.02E-11 0 0 0 0
26 1.72E-08 0 0 0 0
27 1.57E-06 0 0 0 0
28 5.30E-05 0 0 0 0
29 0.000684896 0 0 0 0
30 0.00358763 0 0 0 0
31 0.008757488 0 0 0 0
32 0.012895202 0 0 0 0
33 0.015412294 0 0 0 0
34 0.017589431 0 0 0 0
35 0.019853236 2.05E-10 0 0 0
36 0.022231285 5.04E-08 0 0 0
37 0.024709318 4.57E-06 0 0 0
38 0.027131921 0.000154353 0 0 0
39 0.027874421 0.001982007 0 0 0
40 0.021867207 0.010211109 0 0 0
41 0.009650858 0.023980542 0 0 0
42 0.001901528 0.032831724 0 0 0
43 0.000148944 0.03553223 0 0 0
44 4.42E-06 0.03654916 0 0 0
45 4.88E-08 0.037356246 2.44E-10 0 0
46 1.99E-10 0.038089399 6.00E-08 0 0
47 0 0.038748549 5.43E-06 0 0
48 0 0.039165624 0.000183393 0 0
49 0 0.037494998 0.002350599 0 0
50 0 0.028074431 0.012053228 0 0
51 0 0.012107572 0.027994777 0 0
52 0 0.002362806 0.03751673 0 0
53 0 0.000184393 0.039400581 0 0
54 0 5.46E-06 0.039269107 0 0
55 0 6.03E-08 0.038899333 2.17E-10 0
56 0 2.45E-10 0.038493719 5.32E-08 0
57 0 0 0.03805222 4.83E-06 0
58 0 0 0.146551678 0.000162799 0
59 0 0 0.06131207 0.002084842 0
60 0 0 0.031620679 0.010666616 0
61 0 0 0.01149068 0.02464285 0
62 0 0 0.002155285 0.032681166 0
63 0 0 0.000166997 0.033975294 0
64 0 0 4.94E-06 0.033120056 0
65 0 0 5.45E-08 0.03225992 1.36E-10
66 0 0 2.22E-10 0.031397088 3.33E-08
67 0 0 0 0.10366773 3.02E-06
68 0 0 0 0.029681769 0.000101828
69 0 0 0 0.04857483 0.001304202
70 0 0 0 0.022757404 0.0066749
71 0 0 0 0.008274693 0.015432749
72 0 0 0 0.001448097 0.020494998
73 0 0 0 0.000107403 0.021235271
74 0 0 0 3.12E-06 0.020825181
75 0 0 0 3.41E-08 0.020297105
76 0 0 0 1.38E-10 0.019746421
77 0 0 0 0 0.019174466
78 0 0 0 0 0.018512242
79 0 0 0 0 0.01700607
80 0 0 0 0 0.012373766
81 0 0 0 0 0.005258811
82 0 0 0 0 0.001019942
83 0 0 0 0 7.94E-05
84 0 0 0 0 2.35E-06
85 0 0 0 0 2.59E-08
86 0 0 0 0 1.06E-10
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Table A.3: MECT bins 6-9, spectral weights
Energy (keV) bin 6 bin 7 bin 8 bin 9
75 1.01E-10 0 0 0
76 2.49E-08 0 0 0
77 2.26E-06 0 0 0
78 7.61E-05 0 0 0
79 0.000973634 0 0 0
80 0.004969681 0 0 0
81 0.011416224 0 0 0
82 0.014965295 0 0 0
83 0.015205572 0 0 0
84 0.014575166 0 0 0
85 0.013863699 5.76E-11 0 0
86 0.013144234 1.42E-08 0 0
87 0.012418429 1.28E-06 0 0
88 0.011647524 4.32E-05 0 0
89 0.010406051 0.000551905 0 0
90 0.007418514 0.002803472 0 0
91 0.003118951 0.006364515 0 0
92 0.000602119 0.008141086 0 0
93 4.68E-05 0.007958418 0 0
94 1.38E-06 0.007298675 0 0
95 1.53E-08 0.006729572 3.28E-11 0
96 6.21E-11 0.006374989 8.06E-09 0
97 0 0.0061535 7.31E-07 0
98 0 0.005940825 2.46E-05 0
99 0 0.005463324 0.000315453 0
100 0 0.003979387 0.001611497 0
101 0 0.0016923 0.003709409 0
102 0 0.000328314 0.004883041 0
103 0 2.56E-05 0.00499441 0
104 0 7.57E-07 0.004826987 0
105 0 8.35E-09 0.004634842 2.11E-11
106 0 3.40E-11 0.004441455 5.18E-09
107 0 0 0.004247266 4.70E-07
108 0 0 0.004037996 1.58E-05
109 0 0 0.003657461 0.000202413
110 0 0 0.002634747 0.00103125
111 0 0 0.001113977 0.002358345
112 0 0 0.00021558 0.003063402
113 0 0 1.68E-05 0.003069341
114 0 0 4.96E-07 0.002893343
115 0 0 5.47E-09 0.002702298
116 0 0 2.23E-11 0.002511631
117 0 0 0 0.002321748
118 0 0 0 0.002126247
119 0 0 0 0.001854753
120 0 0 0 0.001298438
121 0 0 0 0.000540539
122 0 0 0 0.000103905
123 0 0 0 8.06E-06
124 0 0 0 2.38E-07
125 0 0 0 2.63E-09
126 0 0 0 1.07E-11
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Appendix B
Materials Used in Simulations
We used several materials in our simulations. For each material, using its chemical
formula, the LAC, Ze and ρe are constructed by linearly combining the attenuation
coefficients of its constituent elements according to their relative weights. We ex-
tracted the LAC values from NIST XCOM database (Berger and Hubbell, 1987) and
calculated Ze and ρe values according to (2.1) and (2.2).
In Table B.1 we list the materials used for simulations, and their chemical com-
position (extracted from (Martin, 2014)), and the Ze and ρe values.
Table B.1: Properties of the materials
Material Chemical composition Ze ρe
Acetone H6C3O1 6.29697932 0.435810862
Air N167.203O44.857Ar1 7.640611248 0.000601364
Aluminium Al1 13 1.300915459
Black Powder H1C20N22O72S20K58 15.96140299 0.961424043
Calcium Chloride Cl2Ca1 18.22789802 1.046152556
Citric Acid C6H8O7 7.143696663 0.866630182
Copper Cu1 29 4.089006389
Ethanol H6C2O1 6.361664867 0.452622958
GaAs Ga1As1 32.06238839 2.35391716
Hydrochloric Acid H1Cl1 16.67923496 0.582585978
Kerosene C12H26 5.417037906 0.448747832
Magnesium Mg1 12 0.858095042
Nylon C12H22N2O2 6.162128629 0.618536589
PETN C5H8N4O12 7.384853 0.912140516
Polypropelene C3H6 5.45365957 0.541304206
RDX H2C1N2O2 7.218325637 0.926915507
Water H2O1 7.427750684 0.554089685
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